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m m ik  u m m u m
D m  synthesis is s process of repXicstlon. The complemsntar)' 
nature of the DBA double helix prcM^ted the suggestion by watson & Crick 
(1953) that replication is achieved by a ssni-eonservative mechanism.
That DIA replication is indeed semi-conservative was first demonstrated 
by Tmvler et ml. (l957) and by Meselson A Btafel (1958)| both coaplesentary 
polynucleotide cMios of the parent DMA double helix serve as templates 
for the synthesis of new complementary polynucleotide chains of opposite 
polarity, az&d each parent tei^late chain remains in association with the 
new chain until a further round of replication takes place.
It is now well established not merely that DMA replicates seal- 
conservatively, but also that the chromatid prior to replication contains 
only one DKA double helix, i.e. is •unineae* (Mscgregor à Cal Ian, 1942; 
taylor, 1963; Gall, 1963; Miller, 1965; Taylor, 1966; Brewea A Peacock,
1969; Laird, 1971; Saveaoff A Ziam, 1973)* These diverse studies contradict 
the *nultlstraaded* notion that several or many identical DBA double helices 
are in parallel, and further they discount the idea that there are protein 
links between separate lengths of DMA in series within a chromatid prior 
to replioation. Hence the replioation of DMA from a single chromatid should 
reflect the duplication of a single, continuous M A  molecule.
Evidence that the DMA in a eukaryotic chromatid is replicated 
simultaneously from a number of initiation sites arranged in series along 
the DBA molecule came initially from the observation of silver grains at 
multiple sites along a single metaphaee chromosome in autoradiographs of 
cells pulse-labelled with ^B-TdR, (Taylor, I960, llma-de-JParia, 1961; 
Painter, 1961; Stubblefield A Mueller, 1962; Moorhead A Defendi, 1963; 
German, 1964; Hsu, 1964). Also,it was shown that eukaryotic chromosomes
■’<1i
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•yntheslM DMA more rapidly than oould be conceived if there van eaXy 
one replication unit per chromatid. Doch eatlmatea far the rate ef M A  
ayntheaia came from experiment# in which cell# were grown la a medium 
with a density label, broaouraoil, SKAstitated for thymine and the DMA 
then banded in a CeCi gradient (Fainter, at 1966} Tbylor, 1968).
If the DMA in each chromatid were replicated from a single Initiatisa site 
at the rate calculated by these authors, the time required far the satire 
chromosome complement of the cell to complete its replioation weald far 
exceed the duration of B already eatabllidksd for that cell type.
the study of the replication of chromosomal DMA was tramtfermcd by 
the autoradiographic method devised by Cairns (1962, 1965, 1966), enabling 
the direct observation in the light aicros^pe ef silver grains evw 
extended DMA fibres labelled with tritiated th/midiae (^B-tdR). Zm this 
technique DMA is isolated using an extremely gentle preoedure psedueing 
long, unsheared lengths of DMA. On examination of tbs tracks ef silvw 
grains from Helm cells Calms discovered that here replioation of obremosomal 
M A  occurs in units arranged in tandem. Bines them various adaptations ef 
this technique have been widely used to study DMA replioatiom in other 
eukaryotes.
Huberman A Riggs (1966, 1968) used the Caims% te^&niqu# to |
investigate DBA replication in Chinese hamster sad Bela cells, and produced j
the first evidence that each tandem repXicatioa unit appears to sxtead in |
length by two divergent growing points which arise from a single imitlatiea ^
site i.e. that replication is bidirectional, lark, et ml. (1971) réinvesti- 4
gated the replication pattern of Chinese hamster cell DMA using a similar |
techqniuo and claimed that replication is not bidirectional but unidirec- |
tional. Gallan (1972), Amaldi et ml. (1972) and Hand A Tama (1975), 1
however, produced DMA fibre autoradiographs iron '^turum and ^
-99
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mouse «ad Chiaeee hsneter celle, respectively, #11 in support of e 
bidirectioael asdel. later, lubenasn & Tssi (1973) réinvestiested their 
prevlstis findings on Chinese hssster oeil DXA snd confirasd their originel 
claim. WIA fibre swtorediogrsphy vss also used by Cnllmn to investignte 
the relsvsmoe of tbs C-vsIus (the saount of DBU per hsploid set of chroma­
tids) end the B-phese dusmtioa to the psttem of DMA replicstlon in 
end Triturns. Esnd A T#mm end E^l A lark (1973) studied the effect of 
puresycin cm the rate of M A  repliostion. Amnldi st mi. ( 1973)
produoed evidsnos vhlcdi questioned the interprétations of DMA fibre auto- 
rWlograpbs from osUs aynobronised with 5-fluwedsexyuridine (P9AH) and 
investigated the reproducibility ef Initiation sites from one S-#ase to 
another.
Prokaryotic DMA has been found to be replicated by a single replicsr- 
tien unit (Cairns, 196#; 1963) but also bidirectionally (SohnSs A Inman,
1970# Bird, ct ml.. 197f| Asstera A Breda, 1971$ tabs, 1972). DMA synthesis 
In enkarystea, unlike that in prokaryotes, must imvelve coordination of the 
replioation of numerous replioation units along a singls DBA molecule.
This Goordinatioa involves the control of specific replioation units within 
each cell, for it is known that in seme instances ohroaesomsa, parts of 
chromosomes or even spedfio DBA sequences are replicated at defined times 
during 9 (Taylor 1968$ Ban, 1964$ Lima-de-iaria A Jswerska, 1960$ Asaldi, 
et^ ml.. 1969). DBA fibre autoradiogra#^ etf eukaryotic wlla can provide 
evidence for the rate of M A  replication, the dirsetiooality of replication 
from initiation sites, the distance between osl#beuring initiation sites, 
the correlation in sise and time of Initiation of neightbeuring replication 
units, and whether there are different populations of distinct replication a
junits. 1
I
The aim of the present work was to study the replioation units of f
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the chicken gesoee end te enquire what auct unite might reflect. For 
ezaiqplet-
(1) C-vniup. The elae of replication «nito might he expected to he 
proportional to the amount ef DMA present within the cell. If the unioeee 
model of chromosome organisation holds, then the DMA molecule in a chromo­
some from an organism with a hi|^ C-valae is expected to be leziger than 
that from an organisa with a low C-walwe. Organisms with a high c-value 
may have long replication units if the increased DMA represents a greater 
nuaber ef repetitive sequences and if these repeated copies of a single 
gene or group ef genes are replioated together as a single unit.
The chicken has a very low C-value, 1.45 pg (eeeqmted from Atkin, 
at ml.. 1965} and therefore might be expected to show very short replica- | 
tien units, shorter than, for example, replication units from aamaalian
tissues, which have a c-value of about 3 to 3.3 pg (see review by Callao, 1972)•
(2) iiàsD&MA* The 6-phase duration may change considerably during develop­
ment. This means that DMA must be replioated at different rates in different 
cells of the same organism. It is usually the case that the 5-phaee of 
embryonic cells is much shorter than & in somatic cells and therefore DMA 
replicatiim must be more rapid in thm former. The increase in rate might be
effected by a faster rate of travel of replication forks along the DMA mole­
cule, or by an increase in the number of coincidentally active Initiation
sites arranged in tandem. Calian (l972) found the latter to be true in j
friturue neuTulse, which have an 6-phase of about 4 to 6 hours compared to j
an 6-$^mse ef some 9 to 10 days at pre-omlosis. A question to be answered 
is whether this is a general rule for DMA replication ia ««ücaryotee. For i
Ithis reason DMA fibre autoradiographs were prepared from chick blastoderms
J
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and cda^ared with those from ohioh sosstlc cells# the 8-phssee for 
both cell types were also determined.
(3) Cell tvne. As cells differentiate different genes are transcribed 
within different cells. A question arises as to whether there is any 
relation between the sise of transcription and replication anits. If there 
is, then the replication units in the relatively undifferentiated ehick 
blastoderm might be different from the replication units measured from
M A  fibre autoradiograptiS of chick somatic cells.
(4) Ttoml of DMA. Is the nuelsltide sequence of the parent polynmeleotide 
chain reflected In the miss or the time of initiation of the replication 
units? Satellite or highly repetitive DBA occiq»ies about of the total 
DMA from whole chick oell seclei and la located mainly in the hetero- 
chrosmtic fraction (Comings & Kattoocia# 1972a). The chicken also has 
unusually small microchromosomes (flats 3) which differ from the macro- 
chromosomes or large chromosomes in that their DBA shews a noa-Oaussian 
skewing to the heavy side of the sain band of DMA when analysed by 
aaalytioal ultracentrifugmtion# this ia known as heavy shoulder DBA 
(Coming A Hattoccia, 1972b) • Satellite, heavy shoulder, or ether
* types* of DBA say be characterised by having a different replication 
pattern from the rest of the DBA. for this reason it would be ef interest 
to investigate whether distinct and different populations of replication 
units occur in DBA fibre autoradiographs from obick sematio cells.
— 6 —
ÊaataiLi. Acccmw w iawatiAi.>i i«> «mniH
(>} Tissna cuLrmE
(i) t>«t»r»tlan of
Ail glassware was first rinsed sad old labels reaevedt it was then 
soaked for amoral hoars in a dilate eolation of the detergent, RB6 25$ 
After washing, the glassware was rinsed with 6 changes of tap water, or 
continuoaaly for one hour in tap water, then rinsed twiee in deionised 
water.
(11) fetiarmiâUûa
Glassware, wrapped ia foil, was sterilised by dry heat at 145*C 
for 2 hr. Screw caps, magnetic stirrers etc. were aatoclaved at 15 lb 
pressure for 20 sin. Small amounts of tissas oui tare solutions were 
filtered using Millipore discs, HA (0.45 am) fitted with a $wlnney adaptor 
to a 20 ml disposable syringe. Dissecting Instruments were sterilised 
by boiling for 30 min in deienlaed water. Before use, the air in the 
tissue culture room was sterilised overnight by ultra-violet light.
During siqperlwants the working surfaces beneath a sterile hood were 
frequently swabbed with 70^ alcohol.
(ill) àitBUÇ
To prevent contamination of sterile materials, from the air, the 
tisaue, and myself, standard preoautiona mod amnipulationa e.g. flaming 
of bottle tops, were adhered to during the setting up of a cell culture.
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(iv ) ütar&i&tY itgUai;
If ceatsmlMitioa ef # eolutiea or # eell oultiore was euepected, 
thle wee tested hy inocmlstlea ef previously prepsxed Butrleat Agsr 
(Ossld) pistes, heverml drape ef the sespeoted selutien were ssesred 
screes the pistes. After inoshstion st 37^C fer seversl dsjrs meet fusgsl 
snd hscterisl celenies would have been detected. Suspect ceataalsstioa 
vss checked by slcrescopicsl emssdesties.
(v)
Medium 199 - with ltsnks*e se Its (tforgmn, st si.. 1950) wss supplied 
by flew Lsborsteries, Ltd. Cultures set up in Petri dishes sud iuoubsted 
in  m 9^ C 0^95fi sir-circulsted iuc%*stor, were grown in sedium 199 oen- 
tsining 35 g/l sodium bicsrbemste. Cultures grown in equilibrium with 
sir, in closed sorow-ospped flssbs# were set up in medium 199 without 
sodium bicsrbonmte.
foetsl Cslf Serum (fCh) wss supplied by flow Lmbormteries, Ltd. 
sad stored st - 80^0,
PenioilliVStreptomycia (penetrep) 500C l.u. of each per mi, ss 
supplied by flow Lsbormtories, Ltd. sad storer. at - 20^0. (The torm. 
growth medium desigamtM medium 199 ♦ 9^ fCL e 50 i.u#/ml penmtrep).
Tyrode*s bmlsncod emit solution (B6&), Tyrode (l9fO), wss msde up 
sccording to the method outlined by fsul (1970), sliquoted into 100 ml 
bottles sad sv&rvJ At 4*C.
Tyrode*s bslsaced emit solution lacking Cs^ sad Mg** emits (Mescons, 
1952) wss msde up sccording to the method outlined by Paul (1970). This
— G —
adaptation of the etmndard salt aolutioa was aada to avoid the natural 
tandancy of th# call# to atiok to on# aoothor and form olumpa vhan waahod.
0.250 trypaln (Difco 1:250) van mado up in Tyrodo'a B66 lacking Ca** 
and Mg** aalta. Thia conoontratien gav& tlaauo diani^tion vitliout aignifi- 
cant coll damag# ovor 90 min.
0.50 trypoin (Difoo 1:250) warn diluted in citrate buffer (faml,
1970). Guboulturing of overgrown cell monolayera vaa carried out by 
auapeading oella from the monolayer vlth 0.^ trypain# the trypain vaa 
then removed, the colla reauapended ia freah medium, and replated at a 
lover concentration. I
(vi) mil#
fertile egg# aupplied by hdinbwgh Poultry Reeearch Centre were 
InoUbated is a vater-circulated incubator at 57^C for 9 to 11 daya. Before 
opeaiag, the egg ahella verm wiped with 700 alcohol. The shell warn cracked 
at the air apace with blunt foroepa, and the ahell ammibrm * peeled away.
The eUbryo warn then lifted out with curved foroepa and placed is BBS, 
previously warmed to 37^C, is a covered Petri dish. Two or three embryos 
were used to establish a single primary culture. Tbs heads and limbs were 
removed and the truBkm washed and transferred to a second dish of BS£> at 
57^C. The trunks were chopped in pieces with sprung sclsaere fer about 
10 mis until a soup-like cornaistescy was obtaiaed. This mmtwrial was 
transferred to centrifuge tiAes and spun dews at or below 1000 rpm (higher 
speeds result ia cell damage). The supemate t was discarded, the pellet
washed twice with BSS mad ones with B88 lackiag Cm** and Mg** salts, to |
remove red blood oells. The pellet vaa subaeque ly resuspended in 50 ml |
of 0.250 trypsin in BS8 lacking Cm** and Mg** in a f lask containing a small ^
"4
1
a
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magnetic atirrer. Thie material warn enaymatloally disrupted with gentle 
stirring at 57®C. After 30 min the material was allowed to settle, and 
the aupernstant disoarded. A farther 30 ml of the 0*290 trypsin saline 
was added and the preoees repeated. After 30 min the material was allowed 
to settle and the sapematant collsoted. This was repeated and again the 
supernatant collected. The two supernatants were then coahined, spun at 
tOOO rpm fer 3 min, and the resulting pellet of cells resuspended in 10 ml 
of growth medium* Cell concentration was assessed with a haemocy tome ter, 
and the tissue culture flasks seeded at a oonoentration 3 to 3 * 10 
celWml* The owreot coaeeatratien for seeding was assessed eapirically 
from the time taken for formation ef a monolayer of the ideal cell ooaoen- 
tratiim* The cells were imouhmted at 37^C until the log growth phase was 
reached. The growth medium was ohangtd when necessary, usually about every 
2 days. The monolayer was generally subcultured every 4 days. A primary 
culture of somatic cells became uahealtKy after some 10 days# it was #*en 
disoarded, and a fresh primary culture established. Plate 1 is a photo- 
miorogra^ ef a Ohick somatic oell monolayer taken under phase contrast. 
Plate 3 shows a diploid chick cell at mstaphase.
(vii)
Fertile chicken eggs were iaoubated at 37°c for periods ranging 
from lijr to 10 hr* After incubation, each egg was wiped wilda W  alcohol 
and the shell broken in half* The contents of the egg were collected in 
a covered Petri dish and the thin albumen removed by transferring the egg 
from one Petri dish to another* The yolk wsL them positioned so that the 
blastoderm was uppermost. The yolk membrane was gently lifted and grasped 
with fine forceps at a point about 1 cm from the blastoderm. The blastoderm 
was removed by carefully cutting the yolk membrane at i^ut 2 am distance
— 10 —
fro# the blootoderm and tbo blootodor# plus aoi^roBO lifted out into a 
aaall Patri diab ooatalalng 1S6 pravioualy warmed to 37^C. Diacrete aaaeoe 
ef yolk granule# adhering to the under lying yelk membrane were removed 
with forcepa without diaruptiag the blamtodern. Cleaned blaatoderme were 
then placed in a aecond diah of lacking Ca*^ and Mg** at 37*c and gently 
disrupted by pipetting. Attests to remove the blastoderm from its under­
lying yolk aenbrane proved too difficult to be adopted. The material wee 
then centrifuged at or below fOOO rpm for 3 aim and the pellet #f cells, 
membrane and adhering yelk granules reeuepended in growth medium previously 
warmed to 37*C.
Plate 2 shows an intact blnstodeam after 16 hr incubation. This 
stage ia development represents Stage 3» (Hasburger & Hamilton, 1951 ). the 
intermediate streak stage. The primitive streak is relatively long and 
broad# Ho primitive groove is present.
(b) ca.L cxa.a ^ i^.Tsaa
(1) w u b  a i U
A primary culture of chick somatic oells was established, and the 
experiment was begun when the cells appeared to have reached log growth,
24 to 48 hr after plating. The old culture medium was poured away and 
freah pre-wapesd msditta cental ni ng radiosK^tive thymidine (^8-fd£) was 
added. A pulse ef low activity ^B-Tdk (2 Ci/mMolt final concentration 
3 pCi/al) was applied for 15 min to cell monolayers ia twenty-two 25 ca^ 
flasks. After labelling, the culture medium was remo"#d and fresh pre­
warmed medium containing non-radioactive thymidine (Tdk) at 500 times the
%molarity of the previously applied ^h-Tdk, was added. At tourly intervals
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over 22 hr e fXeek wee removed for proceeeing, time 0 being taken ee the 
termination of the labeiling period. The oell monolayer wee trypeiaimed 
and the oella harvested. After a alight hypotonic treatment (2 to 10 min 
in 200 BBS) the cells were fixed in 3 parts absolute alcohol t 1 part 
glacial acetic acid directly on slides. This technique involved the 
resuspension of the cells in about 0.1 ml of hypotonic solution (200 986)# 
a small drop of cells was then taken up in a narrow bore pipette and a drop 
of fixative in a second pipette. The fixative was pipetted onto a clean 
slide and the cells dropped onto the spreading fixative. After about 20 
sec the drop of cells began to flatten. At this time a second drop of 
fixative was placed on to the spreading drop and the hypotonic solution 
driven away and wiped off. An easily distinguishable circle of cells, with 
well-spread eetsphases, resulted.
Preparations were filmed with MTB 2, exposed for 6 to 10 days, ^
developed, stained with Oleaea and examined. The percentage of labelled 
to tsAal mitoses was scored (see Flats 4), at least 500 mitoses being 
examined for each point recorded.
(11) Call tla« In 0.11»
A primary culture of chicken fibroblasts was eatablieked; some 
thirty 25 cm^ tissue culture flasks wre set up at 3 x 10^ celWml.
The cells reached log growth about 48 hr after plating and were used at 
this stage. The culture medixm was poured away and fresh pre-warmed medium 
containing ^ B-Tdk, 2 pCi/ml (specific activity 2 Cl/a Mol) was added.
At 2-hourly intervals over 22 hr two fltfks were removed for process­
ing. Time 0 wss taken as the time at which label was added.
■..^23
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The oell preperatione were prepared acoerflag to the aethed outlined 
en p. 11. Theae alidea were then filmed with STB 2, expeeed for 7 daya, 
devoloped, etained with Glemaa and examined. The percentage of labelled 
cello to total cello was eeered, no fewer than 500 cell# being examined for 
each point re orded. from thla experiment an ee time to for the mean length
of o Gg e M was eotabliahod. T ia foimid by adding to thie value the value
j^evioaaly found fer B. T, G^, Gg, ft, and B ia the etandard noaenolature 
tw t atagea in the cell cycle (Seward A Pole, 1955).
(ill) ,Ifl. W&B
▲»ugh eatimation for the 6-phaee duration in the blaetoderm wan deter­
mined bgr scoring the percentage of labelled oells in a random cell population 
after a pulse-label of ^E-TdR for 15 min. This gives a mean estimate fer the 
fraction of time ia the cell oyolo occupied by 8. The mean duratieo of 
o Og e N was then foumd by continuously labelling for about 15 hr with
a population ef oells derived from theee blastoderms, and subsequently 
scoring the labelled fraction of cells in the cell population as a function 
of time am above. The duration of S was then oalculatod from the equation 
outlined below. (This estima ties amsumee that the total oell number remains 
constant. The blastoderm, like oells in tissue culture is, however, most 
libely to W  an exponentially growing population of cells. Bo information 
is available from this #udy whereby corrections can be made to the calcula­
tions to allow for exponential growth (Cleaver, 1947). For this reason this 
estimation fer the duration ef fi must only be aoasidered a rough approximation).
X m labelled fraction after pulse labelling.
y m the duration of G^  o Gg o K.
(a) If Xg; of T « B
then JL. * 7 . S T . IGil 6IOC X
(h) 0, ♦ Oj + K ♦ S - * A  8 - T - y I
By substltutiea from (a) 8 # 100 6 - yX
or » • IOC - X
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af lmb.lled cell fraction
Three fertile chioken egge were incubated at 37^C for 10 hr.
After iacWwktion the blaetcderaa were ieoXated and Inmadiately placed in 
3 eeparate aaall Fetri diahes each with 4 al of growth aedlum containing 
^H-Tda (concentration 4 pCi/ml, Specific activity 2 Ci/m m i j pre-waraed 
to 37^C. laolated blaatodenae were kept mibmerged below the aurfaoe of 
the medium in the fetri diah because oells say lyse at the liquid/air 
Interphame. uabryoa at thla early stage in development are extremely 
fragile, and fer thla reason the Isolated blastoderms varied in the degree 
to which they remained Intaet. Boms broke down to form dispersed cells 
in the medium, while other retained the shape ef the blastocyst in vivo.
Care was taken not to allow the teaperature of the isolated embryos 
to fall below 37^C and Petri dishes containing the isolated blastoderms 
were quickly returned to the Incubator. These oells were allowed to 
continue growth in the presence of ^B-Td% for 15 min.
Labelling was terminated by pouring the contents of each Petri 
diah Into 3 separate, pro-cooled test tubes sod plunging theae tubes into 
crushed ice. tubes were centrifuged at 1000 rpm fer 3 min sad the
pellet of cells washed in hypotonie solution (200 BBS). Slides of such 
cells were prepared according to the method outlined on p. 11 • These 
were then filmed with MTB 2, exposed for é to 6 days, developed, stained 
with Cieaaa and examined.
The percentage of labelled celle to total cells was estimated in
a total of 500 cells.
%I
I
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Determination of the duration of + Gg + M
32 fertile chicken eggs were Incubated for ll-J- to 12^Jr hr at 37°C. 
Blaatoderms were Isolated In two batches, 22 after ll^ r hr Incubation 
and 10 after 12jr hr Incubation. Bach blastoderm was Isolated directly 
Into growth medium pre-warmed to 37^0 and containing ^ H-TdR (concentration 
4 pCl/ml, Specific Activity 2 Ci/m Mol). Each blastoderm was placed In 
a separate Petri dish and quickly returned to the incubator at 37*C.
Every hour over 16 hr two Petri dishes were removed and labelling terminated 
by plunging the cells to O^C. Duplicates were taken each time because It 
was difficult to determine at a cursory Inspection whether blastoderms 
were viable or not.
Slides were prepared as on p. 11 and examined. The percentage of 
labelled to total cells as a function of time was scored for cells labelled 
for 1 tb 16 hr. Plate 5 shows a whole cell autoradiograph prepared from 
a chick blastoderm, continuously labelled for 12 hr.
(o) CeiL SYNCHROKÏ
For certain experiments seml-aynchronously growing somatic cells 
were obtained by the addition to the medium of 5-fluorodeoxyurldlne (FUdR), 
an Inhibitor of thymidine biosynthesis, at 4 x 10"^ M, This block can be 
overcome by supplying thymidine from an exogeneous source. FUdH mimics 
thymidine as It Is phosphorylated In most cells to fluorodeoxyurldylate, 
which Inhibits thymldylate synthetase, thus blocking the conversion of 
deoxyurldylate to thymldylate (Cohen, et al. 1958). As this Is the sole 
pathway for thymldylate synthesis, and the thymldylate pool Is usually very 
small (Taylor, et al.. 1962) DMA replication Is quickly blocked. Fluoro- 
uridylate, produced by conversion of FUdR, la known to be Incorporated Into
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iUIA (Oordon à 19$S)t ma «somma of urldlam (0.5 Mg/ml) vmm
thmrmform mddmd to pimvmat iUU mynthwlm from bmlng hmltmd.
Ikxomtic cm 11# wmrm trmmtmd «ith FOA& mnd urldlom for |6 hr# m 
pmrlod moamvhmt lon^mr thmn thm ammn durmtloa of 0^  m Gg m M (Fi#. 2).
Thosm colla that arm la 3 wham tha FtMA la appllmd «111 bm blockod in S 
and thm majority of cm lia la G^# G^ and M «hma thm FOdA la flrat i^ pfpllmd 
mhomld bm ayachroalmed and blmckad at thm bmglnmln# of 5.
Thm mffmctlvm oall aynchroay i.m. tha mmmbmr of colla blockad at 
thm bmglmnla# of 8# «a# mmaaurmd by oomparlm# thm pmroomta## ef omlla 
found la 8 la a normal aaynchronoua population of colla «ith that parcmntagm 
found la 8 from a population of omlla trmatmd «Ith FOdS and urldlnm. A 
primary culturm of chick somatic omlla «ma matabllahmd. khan tha omlla had 
rmokchad lo# #ro«th« about 46 hr aftmr platln## frosh prm-«armmd mmdlum 
«aa appllmd to 3 control flaaka and fraah prm-araramd mmcium contalaln# FGd& 
and urldlnm appllmd to 3 mxparlmmntal flaaka. ATtmr 16 hr# thm mmdlum from 
both thm mspmrimmntal and control flaaka «aa raaovod and rmplaeod «1th 
radioactira mmdlum (growth mmdlum m ^H-Tdh# 2 Cl/m Mol# at a final cancan- 
tration of 4 for 15 aim. Tha omlla «arm than trypalnlamd and
harvoatmd. Aftar a ahort hypotoalc troataant (2Cg^  BS8 for 2 to 10 aln) 
thoy «arm flsad in 3 porta abaoluto alcohol i 1 part glacial acotlc acid 
dirmctly on alidaa according to tho mmthod outlinmd mm p. 11 , Praparmtlona 
«arm fllmmd «ith VTB 2# oxpoamd for 6 daya# dOTolopmd# atalamd with Glmmaa# 
and msamlnad. Thm pormontagm of labollmd omlla# i.m. omlla la 8# to total 
cm 11 a# ««a calculatmd for both omotrml and msparlmmntal culturma# about 
1200 calls bmlag countod In m#ch omam. Tha off mot of prm-trmatmmnt of chlok 
somatic call# «1th FUdk and urldlnm for 16 hr la shown In Plata 6.
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In cmrialn •xpmrlMntm chick blaatodmraa incubatmd for 16 hr «ore 
alao treated with flMK before labelling. In much exporiaanta# howaver#
FOdk vaa not applied In order to aynehromia# the call# to any great extent, 
but rather to block tha formation of thyaidylate and ao reduce the pool 
of thysldylate In thaae oella.
(d) LAagLLiBO vuùcnumtxii
D M  fibre autoradlographa were made from colla labelled with high 
epee if ic activity ^R-Tdk (23 to 26 Ci/mNol) at a final concent ration of 
50 laCl/al, for periods between 15 and 120 mln. la other experiments, 
referred to as pulse-chaae experiments, two labelling regimsa «ere employed 
consecutively. 8ome experiments involved a standard pulae-chaae procedure. 
After a determined period of labelling in high specific activity ^H-Td&, 
the labelled medium was removed and replaced with noa-rmdioactlve medium.
In which the cells continued to grow for a further determined period.
During the chase period a progressive dilution of ^H-Td£ occurs as labelled 
molecules are withdrawn from the pool, and one expects this to be reflected 
in a progressive reduction of the radioactivity of the DKA synthesised.
If, however, the cells* thymidylate pool is very small a progressive reduc­
tion la the radioactivity of DMA may not be detected. Thus In some experi­
ment* a deliberate dilution of the radioactivity was made at the beginning 
of the chase period by adding to the labelled medium 3 times the quantity
Blastoderms were Isolated directly Into growth medium containing 
FOdK (l ng/ml, 4 X 10*^ M), and uridine (0.5 ug/al)* yre-warmad to 37®C 
The embryos, each in separate Petri dishes, were quickly returned to the 
incubator. Incubation was continued for 2 hr. % e  PtMB-medium was then #
centrifuged off, (lOOO rpm for 3 aim) and the cells placed in labelled 
medium.
ï^?v.'s»fg
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of cold thymldlno as tho ^H-fd& previously present. Another schedule 
iavslved a pulse of label followed by a step-up in the specific activity 
of the label rather than a reduction. The specific activity of the 
was initially reduced to \  of its activity by the addition of non­
rad lose tive thymidine. This medium containing lev activity label vas 
supplied for s determined period, then poured away, and labelling continued 
with medium containing high specific activity for a further determined
period.
The method of labelling somatic cells «as as followst medium from 
asynchronous cell cultures, or from cells growing in medium plus FUdh and 
uridine, «as removed and the cells washed in 888 at Radioactive
medium was added, and incubation continued until at the pre-determined time 
the pulse label was either terminated and the oella harvested, or the 
chase or specific activity change provided and the cells subsequently 
harvested. After trypinisatiou the oella were washed in 888 lacking Ca**^  
and Rg^, both the trypsin and salt solution containing FOdk and uridine. 
Termination of labelling or chase was carried out in earlier experiments by 
quickly rosuapending the washed oella in concentrated sucrose solution. In 
later expérimenta cells were kept at O^C immediately following trypsinimo­
tion, because it was assumed that this procedure would terminate DMA eya- 
theais more positively.
Blastoderms (16 hr incubation) were labelled according to the same 
procedures. Tha blastoderms were dissected from the yolk and placed either 
directly into growth medium containing ^ 8-TdK or first into growth medium 
e PUdk and uridine for 2 hr and then into the labelled medium. After the 
labelling or chase period the cells Wei's plunged to 0*C and the labelled 
medium centrifuged off* These cells were then washed in 838, centrifuged, 
and resuapended In sucrose solution ready for dialysis.
jiÉ
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( • )  paüDüLiiu» ot- MiA fifla iffi
The technique of D M  fibre eutoredlogrephy w#e firet devioed by 
c#imo (1962, 1963, 1966) end Xeter developed by Hubereen 4 Kigge (1966).
The method ueed in the preeent etuAy followe that of fiubersan 4 Rigge 
with a few eubaequent modification# introduced by Callao (1972)*
At the termination of labelling, the cello were trypeiniaed, har­
vested, a W  in certain expérimenta cooled to 0*G. Serial dilutions of 
the concentrated oell euapenaione were made in a strong sucrose solution 
(1 N sucrose, 0*0311 MCI, O.OIR KDfA, pN adjusted to 8 with w m ) .  The 
suspensions were mixed well, and 1 ml aliquots were transferred to dialysis 
cbwmbers. Bach dialysis chaaiber was made by fusing a ring, about 23 am 
o.d., of Pyrer rod, about 4 am o.d., to Pyrex tubing, e.d. also about 4 tr; 
parallel flats were then ground on the ring, Millipore filters (V.K. 30 pa) 
23 am in diameter were stuck to the chambers with Durofix adhesive, the 
shiny surfSCO of the filter to the inside of the chamber. The cfeaabere 
were left to dry out for several days before use. Aliquots of cell suspen­
sions were transferred to such dislyals chambers using a long, thin sili- 
oonised pipette, filling from the bottom up ao as to exclude air bubbles.
Precautions concerning the thorough mixing of the cell suspensions 
were taken to ensure an even distribution of fibres on ths filters when 
finally drained. Serial dilutions of the cells were performed, because 
it was difficult to pre-determine the ideal cell oonoeatration per chamber 
needed to produce a sparse but sufficient distribution of fibres on a
filter. After me irai experiments it was concluded that an initial concen­
tration of about 10^ cells per chamber and about four serial dilutions 
produced DBA fibre amtoradiogrmphs of the desired density. All further 
treatments were rarried out at 25^C in a constant temperature bath. The 
filled dialysis chambers were stood upright in cord-bored stands over glass
■«
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containers into which the various dialysis solutions were poured. The 
cell suspensions were first dialysed against a lysis medium sodium 
dodecyl sulphate, 8DG, in sucrose/MCl/EDTA, pH adjusted to 8 with HaOH) 
for from 4 to 6 hra. The function of ths viscous sucrose solution both 
inside and outride the dialysis chamber was to minimise breakage of the DMA 
fibres when the cells were lysed. The chambers were then dialysed against 
0.05 R MaCl, 0.01 H &DTA, pH adjusted to 8 with MaOH, for about 1 hr, to 
remove the 8D8 and sucrose, and subsequently dialysed overnight against 
0.1^ pronase in standard citrate saline, SSC-tris (0.15H HaCl, 0.015 K Hay 
citrate, 0.01 H tris, pH 8). The pronase and the digested cell proteins 
were then washed away from the D M  in the chambers by dialysis against 4 
changes of dialysis medium, (0.05 N HaCl, 0.01 M F31TA pH 6), each of 2 hr. 
Each chamber was lifted from the dialysis medium, ield upright, and any 
solution trapped above an air-bubble, which sight not have been subjected 
to dialysis, was removed with a finely-drawn pipette. The bottom edge of 
one or both filters was then pierced with a needle, and the contents allowed 
to drain out slowly. The concentration of the DMA within a single chamber 
was judged by its stickiness, and both drag and blocking during draining 
was avoided by drawing out the contents with filter paper. As the chambers 
are drained some of the bare DBA fibres stick to the filters at certain 
points, and are pulled down along the line of drainage. The chambers and 
filters were allowed to dry out overnight and the filters then detached 
from the rim of the chambers with a rasor blade. The glued edge of each 
filter was then cut sway and the filters exposed to concentrated formalin 
vapour in covered chambers for 2 hra. This step in the procedure was 
introduced by Huberman & Higgs to denature any residual pronase, which 
might digest the autoradiographic film which was later to be applied.
ao -
Each filter wee then attached te the middle of a clean 3" % 1" mioreeoopy 
elide with 4 pin peinte of Durofix adheeive, eo ae to flatten the filter. 
These slides had been previoasly oleaned by immersion in chromic acid 
overnight I they were then rinsed in boiling water sad finally placed la 
T5$ aloohel before being dried by Kimwips paper. The slides carrying 
filters were allowed to dry theronghly so as to discharge any vapears 
coming from the adhesive, sal were the^ covered with Kodak AK 10 stripping 
film. These preparations were exposed for 26 to 34 weeks.
(f)
(i) flflA fthn aatmnttwnwatr
Kodak dk to stripping film was applied te the preparations according 
to thi) standard presedare. the stripping film was cut am the plate into 
recta: giss ef apj^poximately 63 by 23 an, stripped off with forceps and 
placed sensitive side down on a clean eurfaoe of distilled v«ter. The 
tesqpsrature of the materials and the room was kept at 20*^ C. The pieoe ef 
film was then draped ever ths filter by moving the slide below the piece 
of film on the water surface, lifting the film out and tilting the alz** 
to right and left. The slides were then placed on a rack to dry thoroughly 
before being paoksd away in light-tight boxes m 4 stored at 4^C.
The processing of AM 10 autoradiographs over Nillipere filters 
involved certain modifications from the usual procedure. The slides were 
developed in total darknees for 20 to 30 sin in D 19 at 20^0. The long 
development time was wployed to create large silver grains on the film.
The slides were rinsed twice in distilled water (because the filters tend 
to trap D 19 which would precipitate with hypo), and tisea fixed for about 
3 sin in hetafix. Each slide was then placed, back down, in an
- at - -’1
isdivldual diah containing vatar, and tho preparation «aaked gently in running 
tap water for about |0 ain before being rinaed in distilled water. Such |
a slide was then placed in a deeper dish of distilled water, and the bank 
of film cat through. Both the fils and the extrees edge of the filter 
were grasped fisnaly with two pairs of fwoeps and the fila gently pulled 
away from the underlying filter, the filter was discarded, and the slide 
meantime cleaned. The clean slide was then passed below the film mmoh that 
the delineated margin ^  the filter on ths film was well positioned, and 
the film once more draped over ths slide by tilting to right and left, the 
preparations were drained and dried and subsequently immersed in 2^ formalin 
for about 10 mln to harden the film on the slide, Ths slides were finally 
washed again in rumning tap water, this time for over 1 hr, rinsed in 
distilled water and dried in reeks over a hot plate. The film from tW 
back of the slide was scraped sway before ths film was thoroughly dried.
This elaborate washing procedure was introduced because it is not 
possible to wash the detached film thorough 1 without t^urning excessive 
swelling of the film. Xevertheisms the fixative must be entirely removed 
if the silver grains are not to fade.
(ii) — » “f  «■»«««»« — 11
Labelled preparations of cells prepared for cell cycle and cell 
eynohreny analyses were filmed with BTB 2 dipping emulsion according to 
the usual precedisre. BTB 2-ooated slides were exposed for from 6 to 6 
days, and were developed for 2^ min la D 19.
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(C ) L&Ll AM) UKÜÜMüaOKE ÜTÂm.S
«hole cell autoradiographs, fllasd with BTB 2, developed and air 
dried, were stained with 4^ Giemsa (G.T, Gurr*s stain) aade up to 3U ml in 
0.01 K phosphate buffer, pH 6.3 to 6.8 for 1 hour* To avoid the scua 
formation inherent in all Oieaaa staining techniques Gieasa was added to 
the slides which bad previously been placed in a Coplin jar containing the 
buffer. Slight warming while staining increased the intensity of the stain. 
Stained preparations were then rinsed in distilled water and air dried. 
Slides were examined uncovered.
Whole cell preparations from blastoderms were prepared according to 
the method outlined on p. 11 and were stained according to various proce­
dures, Bkrlich's haeaatoxylin and eosin, Weigert'e haemstoxylin, and in 
49^  Giemsa, pH 6.3. In all cases both cells and yolk granules were stained. 
The distinction between yolk granules (which varied in else from 4 to 20 m ) 
and cells proved to be toe difficult in cell preparations stained with 
either hasmatoxylin stain. Giemsa staining was found to be the most useful, 
for yolk granules tended to be pink whereas cells tended to the purple-blue, 
the cell nuclei a deeper blue.
Air-dried chromosome preparations were made according to the method 
outlined on p. 11 and stained overnight in ^  Aceto-orcein (G.T. Gurr, 
synthetic) freshly filtered before use. After a brief rinse in 43^ Acetic 
acid, the preparations were rinsed in 93^ alcohol, two changes of absolute 
alcohol, each of 3 min duration, and two changes of xylene# they were 
subsequently mounted in Canada balsam (see Flats 3).
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(h) MCÜli.St;01>Y .ND PUfiTtiCaAPgY
DMA fibre mutoradiegrapb* were exemliaed by bright field «icroecopy 
using an oil-iss*rsion less (Zeiss plsaspochrosst % 40)# iassrsiea ell was 
subsequently resowed by rinsing in petrelsua ether and acetene. Ayleae
must net be used because it causes the silver grains to fade.
Lengths ef traoks, sad distances between rsplicatisn origins, were 
measured using a x 12.5 KFL focussing eyepiece containing a scale, x 40 
objective, and Optovar set to 1*23. This set up was checked to give 
50 ocular divisions for 100
Fhstographs of OKA fibre autoradiographs were taken using Pan f  
photographie film with light and filters sdjusted for exposure times of 
about 4 sec.
Unstained chromosome preparations were exsmlMd using phase oontrast 
sderoscopy. Stained chromosome prtparations and stained whole cell auto- 
radiogra]^ wore examined using briid^ t field microscopy. Photsgra#»s of 
metaphwe os 11s were taken on Pan f  film using an Ilford 80? filter plus 
a Zeiss broad band interference filter, oil Immsraion lean (beefluar x 100), 
Optovar X 1.6, x 6 KPL eyepiece and at an exposure time of 5 sec.
Autoradiographs of stained whole cells were photographed using Fan F 
film with bright field miorosoopy.
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IftlffltoUaa
The period of D M  eyatbeele la the cell cycle (T) la called the 
8-^mee, s le preceded by a period, 0^, and euooeeded by a period 
which i# followed by aiteeie (N) and the end of the cycle, Thla neeea- 
caltore wae introduced by Howard é Pelo (1953). The technique ueed here 
to determine the d-phaee warn one of the earlieet to be employed in studying 
the cell cycle (Howard 4 Pole, 1953) and was first outlined in its complete 
form by Qaasetler 4 hhermaa (1959).
JSêÜJuA
The method for culturing cells and deteminimg s is outlined in the 
General Account of Materials and Methods. Chick soma tic cells at 37^C are 
pulse labelled for 10 sda with H^-TdJI and then chased with pro-warmed medium 
containing TdA. Two G-pbase determinatieus were performed on two separate 
primary cell cultures. Hach point in Pig. 1 is derived from the average 
value from both experiments.
Plate 4 is a photograph of am autoradiographic preparation prepared 
from chick somatic cells collected 6 hr after the pulse label of ^B-TdR 
was added. Labelled and unlabelled mitoses and interphmse cells can be 
observed. Pig. 1 shows the fraction of labelled mitoses in preparations 
taken from cultures fixed at hourly intervals from 0 to 22 hr after the
Flg» 1. The frmetloa of labslled mit*##* la chlok momtie
oells in culture #e e fumetien of time following
a ehort pulae of S-Tdk.
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pul## l#h#l w#B #dd#d« The e«rli##t eeeplee have no labelled alto###»
The proportion of labelled oltoae# then rl#e« rapidly a# cell# In 8 vhea 
the ^a-Td% va# applied, and therefore labelled, go through 0^ Into 
alto#!#. Following the peak there 1# a trough a# unlabelled cell#, originally 
In when the wae added, enter mltool#. The duration of the 8
period 1# taken a# the time between the two point# on the curve w)&ere 
30 per cent of the mltoee# are labelled. The time from the mid-polat of 
the labelling pule# to that at which 5C^ of the mltoee# are flrat labelled 
1# #oual to @2 + M. Half the mitotic time 1# added to becauee the 
mltoee# are acored only in metaphaee, which mean# that the cell# have to go 
through not only Gg but alao prophaae before they are acored| prophaae la#te 
for roughly half the time of mlteel# la moat cell# (Jütchlaoa, 1971). 2%e 
0.3 point# (3(#) give the time# at which half of the cell population has 
reached certain atage# of growth and for thl# reaeon the phaae duration# 
obtained will be the median rather than the mean for the population. If 
acme cell# in the population are dead or are progreaalng extremely slowly 
through the cell cycle, the labelled fraction will not reach 1.0. In fig. 1 
the plateau 1# roaclied at about 0,86, i.e. 14g^  of the total cell population 
1# not viable, or la mot dividing normally. The 0.3 point 1# therefore 
actually taken at 0.4). The median value for ^Hphase duration 1# therefore 
about 7*3 hr and the value for Gg + & K, about 4.3 hr.
Previous value# for the S^haae duration in chick somatic oell# have 
been shorter, 3 to 6 hr (Cameron, 1964# Fuiita, 1962# Ba##leer, 1968, êt 
Liebecq«Sutter, 1963)« It ha# been aseumod from these result# that bird# 
in general have shorter 3-pha#e# than mammalian cell# (Cleaver, 1967# 
iXltchieon, 1971). Two of theme eatimate# are from in vivo studies
ai4
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(Cameron, 1964; Fujita, 1962) and therefore cannot be compared to the 
in vitro estimate obtained in the present study. Ae Cameron has suggested, 
the shorter S-pbase of bird cells compared to mammalian cells observed in 
his in vivo studies may be related to the higher body temperature of birds 
(41°C) coagmred to that which is maintained in mammals (37^C). The two 
remaining in vitro studies at 37^C were carried out using diverse techniques. 
Liebecq«41utter (1965) calculated the 8-phase duration in a population of 
cells synchronised by mitotic selection. Basleer (1968) used Feulgen 
microspectrophotometry to find the fraction of the population in S in an 
unsynchrhonised population and derived a value of the 8-phase duration from 
a value for T calculated by Chevremont et ml.(1961). Baseleer'a value must 
be considered very approximate because no attention is paid to the percentage 
of viable cells and the diversity that must occur between different cell 
populations. However, the main reason for the discrepancy between the 
above estimates and that derived in the present study is, in my opinion, 
because variations in the value of S occur between different cell cultures 
of the same tissue, perhaps especially in primary cultures. These differences 
may arise from variations in culture conditions or from variations in the 
cells themselves. Differences in S-phase duration are observed even in 
established cell lines. For example. Cleaver (1967) and Fujiwara (1967) 
found the duration of 3 in Mouse L cells to be between 10.5 and 15.5 hr 
whereas several other authors, including KiHander & Zetterberg (1965) and 
8tanners & Till (i960), find 8 in these cells to be 6 to 8 hr.
In vitro estimates of 0^ chick somatic cells also vary. Firket 
A Verly (5958) estimate Gg to be about 7 hr while Chevremont et al. (1961) 
estimate Cg to be some 5 hr. %  estimate for the duration of Gg 4- jr M#
4.5 hr, lies between these values.
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If S is 7.5 hr is chick sosstic ceils is vltrp at yj^C th«i this ^
value is similar to the average in vitre estimate for the 8-phase duration 
is saasalian cells, 6 to 8 hr (See review by Cleaver, 1967). This comparison 
is important if the replication pattern of the DMA in chick somatic cells 
determined by M A  fibre autoradiography is to be compared with DMA fibre 
autormdlogrm#kic studies on mammalian cells.
(ii) a»«-.tlnn «f 1 in chick
JLflilÜSB&ltSJJyBIl
The cell cycle time ( t )  is the time taken for a cell to progress 
coagpletely around the cell cycle. This figure is the same as the popula­
tion doubling time if only viable cells are considered. The population 
doubling tins is usually calculated by measuring the ixiorease in the number 
of cells in a population over a long period. This method was found unsatis­
factory in the present study because the plating efficiency of these cells 
was below 30^. The cell cycle time was thus deterainsd by calculating the 
duration of 0^  e e N by a continuous labelling technique and adding to 
this figure the value obtained for S-phase duration determined above. J
Both an S-phaso determination and themtimate of 0^  e e M was determined 
on the same primary culture of cells.
mtbod
The methods used are outlined in the General Account ef Hsterials 
and Methods.
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Fig 2 show# ths fssctioa ©f oslls that are labelled in the total 
cell peyulatlea as a fuactioa of time in the presence ef contim»wsly 
applied This fraction increases steadily with Uie duration of
Isballing due to the steady entry of cells into S, The fraction of cells 
labelled initially represents those cells which were in S at the start of 
labelling. The preperUon of labelled cells Increases steadily as cells in 
and M at the start of labelling# enter 8.
If all the cells in the pepulatien are viable or are progressing 
through the cell cycle at or near the neraal rate# the labelled fraction 
should reach 1.0 after a period of time equal to e 0^ e The labelled 
fraction does not reach t.O# however# but flattens out at about 0.8. This 
seams that 20^ of the cell population represents dead cells or cells pro­
gressing very slowly through the call cycle. The saxiaun level for the 
fraction of cells labelled is taken to be 0.8 because it reaains at this 
level for some 7 hr. Tha *best-flttiag* line for the slope in Fig. 2 can 
be defined as the lias for whioh the sum of the squares ef deviations of the 
predicted y-values from the observed y- values is a #lnisum.(The observed 
values are the dots# the predicted values are on the line and the deviations 
would be vertical lines that ooanaet the observed and predicted values).
The slope of the line and the y- intercept were found according to a standard 
equation#
b # 8us of sy - (am el
JL
Sea - (ami a t
n
b is the slope of the line# a equals the number of points, % and y the 
observed values of the dots on the graph. The y-interoept is (y - b. x)
where y • gf, y JL and x » Hm  M . & X m n
Tbs slope and the plateau cross at a point equal to 15*75 hr
I
PI*. 2. The frmoUott of laheXlod ooUe la a chick aoaaUc 
oall culture aa a fuaatian #f time la tha preaaaoe 
of continuoualy applied
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Thl# tla# r#pr###nta th# m**n duration of ^ 6 in tha oall popula­
tion. tha vaXuo for I i# obtaioad by adding to thl# figura tha pravioualj 
astlaatad valua for iH^iaaa duration# 7.9 hr. tba avarage call cycle tlaa 
of ohlok sooatlo call# la tharafora aatlaatad to bo 21.29 hr undar tha 
apociflad grovth condition#. Tho valu# for 0^  may alao ba obtaioad by 
aubtractlon. If G^  * Og + K # 13.79 hr and G^ a i  n m 4.9 hr (Fig. I) 
than 0^  a ^  N # 9.29 hr. If mltoal# la aaauaad to ba about 1 hr (Mavla* 
by CXoataor# 1967) than G^ m $.79 hr.
MXÊSàitÊlAiUk
Pravloua in vitro aatlaataa for tha length of f la chick aoaatlc 
oella at 37®C haao beam ahortar# 15 hr (u.obee<Hi&ttor# 1969)# 13 hr 
(ChavToeoat# a^ ml.. 1961). la oalntalaad on p. 26# variation# la tha 
phaaaa of tha oall oyola in dlffaraat axparlaanta probably ate# from 
variation# la culture ooadltioaa# la tha oella themaalvw and in the degraa 
of aaouraoy of the teo*ml4p#e# need to obtain #u@h value#.
The duration ef the oall cycle in chick aeaatic cell## obpainad in 
the praeant atudy* iaümllar to the duration of tha oall cycle in vftro 
obtained for many aanmallan oella at the aama température# 37°L. For 
azampla# varlou# human cell type# la culture have generation tinea of 
betueaa 16.8 and 42 hr# though la moat human oell type# 7 in aoma 16 to 
26 hr. (See rev lav by Cleaver# 1967).
A value for tha duration of the eall cycle la required in order to 
ayaohrob ar culture# of chlok aomatio cell# with FGdA# according to tha 
method outlined <m p. 19. FGdH block# call# at tha 0^/S interphaea. To 
obtain the naximua number of oella blocked at tha 0^/8 Intarphaaa an unayn- 
ohroniaed population of call# la treated with JTGdR for a period of time 
aomevhat longer than 4 Gg 4 N.
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(in) fttiBifaüt È m U m  te 
latoTflaMfelÂfla
Th# Swph### duration la tha ehiok blaaiodara «aa nat dataraiaad by 
tha aathod oa p. 10 # (t^a aoarlag af tha fraction of laballad altoeaa aa 
a function of tiaa aftor a palao iabal) bocanao tha idantifloatlon of 
mltoaoa proved to ba difficult la thoaa ealla. IHtoaee «ara not «ail 
apread, «ara «aakly atalnad and «ara vary often obacurad by overlying 
yolk granulaa. Xltotlo oella ooald of oourea be diatlngalahad# bat only 
by careful obaorvation and atalnlng. The altotle index la blaatoderaa 
incubated for 16 to 21 hr «aa 3^# Tbla «aa found by incubating egg# for 
18 to 21 houra# dlaaeeting out the blaatoderaa and aaklng oell preparations 
according to the aathod on p. 11# Thirty mltoeea «era noted in 1000 
celle exaaiaad# Thla pereentaga la thought to be near the ax x ctad value 
for thla atage blaatoderm (stage 3e* Habburgar 8 Hamilton, 19ti), If on* 
ertrapolatea froa the data mreaented by Saamialaaon (1969).
The Bwphaae duration «aa determlaed by finding tha peroentaga of 
colla labelled in the total population folloving a brief pula# of B^*Tdft# 
Thla value la, to a flrat approKlaatloa, proportional to tha fraction of 
time la 7 that la occupied by 8. The duration of 0^  e 8^ v 8 «aa then 
found by plotting the inoreaae la the labelled fraction of oella aa a 
function of time, in the preaeace of coatiauoua Ibbel aa la the method 
on p. 12 for aomatic oella. The mean toation of 8. ««a them calculated 
from the equation #he»h on p. 12.
Both the above value# «are determined from blaatoderaa laolated 
vitro, for t«o reaeoaa. Flrat, labelling experlmeatifor BSA fibre 
autoradiograph# of blaatod«rma «ere more conveaioatly carried out in vitro
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(Chapter 9) end the duretlen of 8 la cell* leoXeted In the MÊI& eemier 
«## therefore required# Secondly# to achieve oontlnuoua labelling ef 
blastoderm cello in vivo It la neceeaary to give repeated Indectiona or 
c«HBtlnuous infuaion of label and this may «ell result in diaturbanoee at 
the cellular level, which oake cell cycle analyaea difficult to Interpret#
In certain expérimenta outlined in Chapter 5§ DMA fllare autoradio­
graphs were prepared for blaatoderaa incubated for 16 hr in vivo, then 
laolated in vitro and treated with FtMlK for 2 hr after which they were 
labelled for up to 60 air.# For this reason the duration of h in blaatoderaa 
between 18 and 21 hr old «aa required# The contlnaoua labelling method 
for eatlaating 0^  + + 8, takes aeveral hours, however, i#e# It exceeds
the expected duration of S# this determination was therefore carried out 
on blaatoderaa incubated In yJLvn and in vitro for Ilf to 27 hr. The 
estimate finally obtained was assumed to be a rough approximation for the 
mean duration of 8 in a 18 to 21 hr old blastoderm#
The methods for detemlaiiig (i) the labelled fraction after pulse 
labelling and (ii) the duration of 0^  + Gg + R are outlined in the General 
Account of Materials and Methods.
keaultfi
(i) llAffillifta
1000 cells were examined from pulse-labelled chick blastoderms 
of which 492 were labelled. The labelled fraction in the total population 
was therefore 0,45.
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(ii) Duration of 4 ♦ tC
Fig. 3 tthoira th# fraction of laballod/total colla aa a fametion of 
tiaa during contlmioaa labolling over 16 Iw. Two oxporlaa&ta wore run 
concurrently i.e. two blaatoderaa in aoparato Fatari diaboa were labelled 
for each tiae period, 2 blaatoderaa were labelled for I hr, 8 blaatoderaa 
wore labelled for 2 hr, etc. Slldea were aade from both expérimenta in 
each came. 300 celle from alidem from both expérimenta were examined for 
each point recorded on the graph. iSo aigaifioant variation warn noted in 
the labelled fraction from alidaa prepaxed from either experiment aft«r 
each labelling period. Plate 3 abowa a whole cell autoradiograph of 
chlok blaatoderm celle harveated after 12 hour# in madium containing ^ B^dH#
A ateady rime in tha Ibbelled fraotiam ia expected in fig. 3 until a 
plateau ia reached when all oella are labelled. The time tbken for the 
labelled fraction to reach ita maximum ia proportional to the mean dwation 
of * ** d ateady riae la not obmerved, howevmr. The labelled
fraction after 1 hr labelling la 0.4. It then riaee Waarply and ateadlly 
over 4 hr to 0.78. Thla labelled fraction ia not maintained over the 
remainder of the labelling period aa espeoted, but fall# to 0.34 after 7)^
bourn in the preeence of ^WTdk. Tbla la followed by an W»rupt riae to
0.81 after 10 hr labelling. A plateau ia than malntmimed over aeveral 
hour# until the emperlmant warn termlamted. Id hour# after the beginning of 
labelling. Ignoring, for the moment, the fall in the labelled fraction 
between about Tjr and 9]r br labelling, the initial riae in the labelled 
fmotion to a plateau at 0.78 occurred 4 heure after the beginming of 
labelling, giving an eatlmato of 4 hr for 6^  4 0^ ^  ^  other hand,
the graph may be interpreted in ouch a way that 0^  4 4 8 equala 10 hr,
if the mecond maximum ia taken.
Fig. 3. The fraotiee ef labelled celle in hr
iacubeted ohiok blaetoderee laolated in vitre 
aa a fuaetlea of tie# la tha preaeace a i 
ooatlmxeualy applied There la reaaw
te aeapeot the validity of the 2 point# encleeed 
in oirelea.
Fig 3
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Discussion
7h« Implied fraction of th# total coll population aftor pula# 
labelling chick blaatodora colla in vftro vaa 0,45. Thla fraction ahould 
bo aiaiXar to that obtained aftor 1 hr in tho continuaua labelling experi­
ment, fig, 3, i.e. 0.39, Thia diffomieo demonetratea tha variability 
that nay occur beivoan ezperiaonta.
In fig, 3 the labelled percentage doe# mot riae above @t#. Shim mean# 
that about 20^ of t W  oella in the population are dead or are atationary 
in or Gg or are progreoalmg excaadlmgl> alovly round tha oell oyola.
The labelled fraction ia therefore not 0,45 but 45/81 cello# 0,5b, Because 
the number of daac or *etou* cella will moat likely inoreaae aa incubation 
of the blaatoderm in ■. i:; j contiauaa and calls baooaa unhealthy# 0,5b ia 
probably atill an andareatimata,
The labelled fraction flrat raachea near aaximua (0*78) after 4 hours 
labelling. I would cooaidar this to be ths correct eatiaate for the mean 
duration of 9^  e G^ e M for tha following reason, A fall in tha labelled 
fraction 1» a continuously labelled population can be eaplaioad la only 
one way : tho blaatoderaa labelled for 7^ and 6 hours must have been 
unhealthy due to ircuaataneea auefa aa culture aodlua variations, tempera- 
turs irrsgularitiea etc. If these two readimga are tha# explained and 
discounted, a reasonably steady plateau would result.
If Gg + @2 + * a<|uals 4 hr and the fraction of the cell cycle occupied 
by S la approximately 0,5b# the duration of 9 must equal about 5 hours# a# 
determined from the equation on p,12 •
Tha duration of tha cell cycle and ita integral phases are often 
shorter in embryw&ic or young tlaauea than in the adult, (Reviewed by
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MltohlMMif I97l}« hqmmvw# m#y b# « wtaible exception ee X hee
been feitad to be very elmilmr Im both e#rly oleevege eteg»e end meet edult 
eoafttic tioeuee In the nouee» eome 10 to #0 hr (Gznhea* 1971 )| there le# 
heeever# no inforeetlon for the length ef 6 Is the eerly cleevege etege.
The velue of @ In the ehiek bleeteéem le elightly ehorter thw& the 
velue fer detendneâ for eenetle oelle# 7.5 hr* It miet be remembered# 
beeever# thet theee flgwee mere celouleted uelng different teehmlquee*
If the ehorter 8-pheee duretlen in the ehiok blnetodern le vmlld# the 
differenee le by no neeae ee eerhed ee it le In the eeteyee of none Inverts 
bmtee end iaphlble (nee review by Cieever# 1967). IBven though S le net 
eneh ehorter In the ehloh bleetedem ee compered to S la the adult# about 
60gG of the cell cycle le here oociqpied by 5# vhereae la eeaatlc eelle in 
culture A repreeeate only about 99^ v t the oyole (from flge* 1 and t)«
^l e Ug e * laete 4 hr In the chick blaetodem# conelderably leee 
then In chick eenatle celle# 13*75 hr. and 6^ nay be reduced bocauee 
cell growth le not of prime Importance at and following cleavage# ae le 
thought to be the came In eeWyonlc tieeuee of other orgnnl erne (mtchleoa# 
1971).
To the beet of ny knowledge there have been no prevloue eetinatee 
for the 3-*phaee duration in the early chick enbryo* &e#emeleeon (1965) 
found that the duration o f f  increaeee eteadlly with age and la 7.4 ±  2.0 
hr in ehlidt blaetodeme in in egge eecored inmedlately at the moment 
of laying* According to the preeeat etudy the duration of T la 10 hr la 
chick blaetodeme Incubated over lljr to 97 hr in vitra and in v v^ q.
An lacreaee la the turatlon of T le mqpected ae the tine of Ineubatlon le 
greater In the blaetodeme need in the proeent work. If one aeeunee the
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younger the embryo thm ehorter the time epend in 0^  and 0 #^ (and thle eeeae 
quite likely from the preeent etudy)# S would probably be only ell^tly 
leee than the value for 7# 7.4 jL 2.0 hr# In the uninoubated bleetedem.
I t  the duration of S increaeee eteadlly with 7 ee Ineubatlon takee place# 
a value of 5 hr for A in a ft^  to 37 hr^lnoubeted blaetoderm le within 
the range expected.
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Early In 1966 Calma» wozklsg on îlaLa colla» obtained the first D M  
fibre autoradiographs from aukaryotic colla, later in 1966 Huberaan & Riggs 
produced similar DMA fibre autoradiographs from Chinese hamster cells.
Hubeman A Higgs prepared DMA fibre autoradiograp> s from cells labelled with 
^H*TdH for 55 to 40 hr and demonstrated labelled DMA fibres up to 1.8 mm 
In length. l\mdamenlal questions concerning the validity of the technique 
were posed and answered in this paper. It was confirmed tlmt the silver 
grain tracks on the autoradiographs were Indeed produced by the incorporation 
of ^BktdH into chromosomal DMA. Hubeman A Higgs also demonstrated that 
these silver grain tracks » and the labelled lengths of single extended DMA 
fibres that produced them, were the same length. Cairns's DMA fibre auto- 
radiographs not onl%/ demonstrated labelled sections of DHA over 500 um in 
length but frost cells labelled for 45 and 180 ain, produced the first experi­
mental evidence that the long labelled DMA fibres were co^^osed of many 
separately replicated, tandemly joined sections. In 1968, Huberasn à Hl|^» 
using a pulse-chase labelling procedure found, unexpectedly, that replication 
proceeded in opposite directions from each initiation site.
The present experiments represent a continuation of the above studies 
of the replication of eukaryotic DKA. DKA fibre autoradiograpî^ a of chick 
somatic cells in culture at 37®c were prepared from cells pre^trsated with 
FDdH and labelled according to the pulse-chase procedure. The pulse-chase 
protocol was employed to provide evidence for the direction of DMA replica­
tion, the timing or sequence of initiations, the distance between initiation 
sites, the relationship between adjacent initiation intervals and the presence
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or #b##nc# of defined termini. RGdH pre-treatment vaa carried out in 
order to aemi-eyncbroaiae the cell population.
Any track of silver grains on an autoradiograph is referred to as 
S section or twmek throug^ut this study. The term unit refers
to a track of silver grainu that is thought to represent DHA replicated by 
the progression of ten diverging growing forks that arise from a essaon 
origin. A fmwlae fori^  is defined as any one site on a parental double 
stranded DMA soleoule where replication has rsaultad In the production of 
two daughter strands of B»A. An iftAtistw mit# or s»XX£Xk. i# defined as 
that region in a replication unit where DMA synthesis is Initiated. The 
tors laiti.tiaa interval refmps to the distance between two sdajoeiit 
initiation sites.
The sethods for culturing cell monolayers, Isbelliag these cells and 
preparing DMA fibre autoradiographs have been outlined previously in the 
General Account of Materials and Methods. FUdil and uridine were applied, 
at the concentrations previously stated, to chick somatic cells for 16 hr. 
From whole cell autoradiography the cell synohreny achieved was calculated 
to be 33^. Thus a third of the cells synthesising DMA should have be^n 
their ^-phases when thymidine was made available in the form of ïhe
specific activities of thymidine used ranged from 23 to 27 ci/m Mol. Cell# 
were labelled with ^8-TdR for 30 sin, the radioactive growth medium m* 
then removed and replaced with nen-radioactive growth medium for a further 
30 Ain chase period. Cells were immediately harvested and resuspended in 
a oonoeatrated sucrose solution to terminate labelling. DKA fibre auto­
radiographs were prepared aooording to the dialysis chamber method.
Exposure times varied from 24 to 32 weeks.
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Initiation intarvala# and replicated lengths used to determine the
degree of staggering in times of initiation between tandem replication units,
were measured directly from the autoradiographs to ±  1 um using an eyepiece 
scale* Photographs were taken at a mmgaiflcation of % fOO and enlargements 
made % 5 so that the total magnification in all the photographs shown in
Plates 8 to 22 is X 500*
Chraia density readings were estimated from the photographs using a 
Uaocular microscope* The total magnification was x 8. Headings were made 
using an eyepiece scale* Estimâtes of grain density per unit length were 
made according to the number of divisions out of twenty mm the scale which 
were filled by silver grains on the autoradiograph* Since the apparent number 
of silver grains varies int.mw miim ms a result of fusion between grains, this 
method of measuring enabled a higher degree of accuracy than was possible 
usimg a direct grain count* Twenty divisions on the eyepiece scale equalled
a length of 16 am on the autoradiogn^hf each l/SO division therefore oorres-
ponded to 0*6 pa*
IÎ(i) mara, dAamlly IPlates 7a and 7b are low-pover, dark ground illuminated phetosdcrographs ^ 
of the distribution of silver grains in the overlying mitoradiographic film j
from complete areas of two Killlpore filters exposed to dialysis* The filter |Ishown In 7a was taken from a dialysis chamber that had been filled with far |
too high a concentration of cells* Rven when chaslbers are filled with that |IcoBoentration of cells empirically established to produce the ideal density ^
of DMA fibres required on the filter, great variations in fibre density still |
occur* Only in autoradiographs of filters or regions of filters where the |
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density of fibres is low is it possible to infer the presenoe of single 
extended DBA fibres end follow their pattern of replication* Plate 7b shows 
the low density required to visualise single fibres without aabiguity* from 
both the shove photographs it can be seen that the silver grains appear in 
trades* These tracks represent iabelled lengths of extended single fibres 
of DMA* These fibres stretch out along the line of drainage to the pin-hole.
Plates 8 to 22 are high-power photomicrographs showing the distribu­
tion of radioactivity in DMA from cells labelled for 30 min and chased for 
30 min. Heavily labelled regions represent DMA replicated during the first 
30 min pulse* The chase results in a progressive dilution of the radioactivity 
incorporated in DBA synthesised during the chase period# giving rise to 
régions of diminishing grain density of One main feature is
apparent t labelled sections often occur im tandem# and therefore replication 
of ehremosoaml DMA must oocur# at least to some extent# ooncurrently st many 
initiation sites arranged along a DBA fibre* The tandem relationship of 
several labelled tracks may be recognised with fair assurance in those regions 
of the autoradiographs where the line of drainage is even and the fibre 
density low* Mere no confusion arises from labelled tracks of DBA fibres 
lying la parallel as to which members form a tandem sequence.
(iU)
The direction of replication from initiation sites can be Inferred 
from the spatial relationship between "later" tails and "earlier" heavily 
labelled DMA fibrm. Hubeman A Biggs (1966# 1966) and Hubeman A Tsai (1975). 
have claimed that from most if not all initiatien sites replication proceeds 
bidlrectionally. Lark# Consigli A Tolliver (1971 )# on the contrary# have
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cXaiaed that "replication of aaoaallao DMA can proceed via a alngle replica­
tion fork at each repXicoa (replication unit) and that the direction of 
replication need not be the aaee for adjoining replicoaa in the aaae DMA 
fibre."
In the aiapleet aituation, if replication la bldireotioaal from an 
Initiation ai to which oame into operation during the initial palme labelling 
period and oontinued* vlthoet fusion with neighbouring sections during the 
later chase period# then a heavily labelled track flanked on both sides by 
tails should be evident in the autoradiograph. Likewise# if replication is 
unidirectional from an Initiation site which came into operation during the 
initial pulse labelling period and continued# without fusion with a neighbour 
during the subsequent chase period# then a heavily labelled track flanked 
on only one side should be evident.
Before collecting information as to wliother the direction of replica­
tion is generally bidirectional or unidirectional la chick somatic colls# 
the potential ambiguity of certain examples of labelled sections mast be 
considered.
(l) Bidirectional replication may only be inferred with absolute assurance 
with regard to a middle or heavily labelled track within a tandem
sequence of replication units carrying tails at both ends i.e. flanked on 
both sides by neighbouring replication esc tiens as yet not confluent with 
the internal unit, A minmi*. heavily libelled track flanked on both sides 
by tails might conceivably result from the confluence of two units replicat­
ing unidirectionally# both in the same direction# with aooldental breakage 
and loss of that part of one of the units which was replicated during the 
p%üLse. The same reasoning may be applied to two such heavily labelled tracks
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le tandem and carrying tall# at both aid##, Such an accident la, however, 
unllkaly to be frequent; that It ahauld occur twice In jiaxtapcaed region# 
must be •xtreaaly r#mot#,
(2) Certain track# will n#ce»aarily record the continuing replication of 
unit# which had already initiated before the pule# was applied. If replica­
tion 1# bidirecU onal one would anticipate finding pair# of heavily labelled 
track# with single tail# to the "outside* i.e. back-to-back# with an unlabelle 
gap in between. Such track# are found. They aiid^t, however# conoeivably
be interpreted a# the eutcsme of unidirectioiial replicating units# with the 
g#p representing not DMA alres# replicated before the pulse# but rather as 
yet uarepliested DMA, Although this consideration is indeed valid# such 
Intmmal divergently labelled tracks jgg taken te be oneway sections of a 
bidirectional replication unit in the present study for the following reasons, 
First# such tracks regularly oeeur back-to-back; if the proposals of Lark 
et ml. for unidirectional replication are correct a randw» arrangement of 
such one-way sections would be expected. Secondly# such tracks are always 
of approxiastely equal length; this would be the expected situation were 
two growing points to proceed at equal rates in opposite directions from a 
shared initiation site without fusion. Thirdly, the ualabelled region at 
the centre of two divergently labelled tracks is considered to be already 
replicated DMA because# where sister strand separation of fully replicated 
régions of DMA occurs# as for example in Plates 11# and 20# the ualabelled 
régions form part of the separated and therefore fully replicated sister 
strands.
(3) For raasons similar to those outlinwjln (1) and (2) above# unidirec­
tional replication may only be Inferred with fir* assurance in regard to a
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heavily iabelled eectiea oanyiag a tail at one end, flanked to the inaide 
of it# initiation site by a kwi^boarlng replication unit oarryiag a facing 
tail* both replioatiea uaita being unfuaed.
The diagram# in Fig* 4 ahoe example# of the pattern# of labelled 
eectiona need in the parement atady to infer the direction of replication:
(a) and (b) #&ow the arrmngommat of labelled emotion# required am firm 
evidence for bidirectional replication in the labelled emotion# indioated 
by arrmee; (o) and (d) the pattern required to infer anidireotioaal replica­
tion in the labelled emotion# indicated by arrow#*
Following the challenge to bidirectional replication made by Lark 
et al. in 1971* ihiberman A Teai* in a recent paper la 1973* attainted to 
confirm that replication of eekaryotlo warn indeed bidirectional* For 
theee reeaona the petmatial ambigaity a# to the direction a t replication of 
certain type# of labelled eectiona ha# been dealt with more theronghly*
Fig* 5 la taken from finbermaa A Teal (1973) and in their Fig. 1 
(with reference to their Ei|^ h-44>v epecific activity ehift). It shows what 
they regard to be patterns of grains on autoradiographs that say be inter­
preted as having resulted from replication of DMA in a bidirectional manner 
from two initiation sites (2, 3 ) or alternatively replication in a unidirec­
tional maaier<0. Fig# 6 is also taken from the same reference s M  is their 
Fig. 2. This shows examples of grain patterns whleh they consider smbigueue 
as regards whether replication is bidirectional or unidirectional.
Taking into account all the problems outlined above* Wwever, not 
only are the diagrams in Fig. 6 rightly ambiguous but also these indicated 
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 5 (l) unidirectional replication cannot be inferred for 
the lUhand labelled section because such an example may also be considered
I
rig. 4. The Minimum amb&r o f Imhelled trmskm In tmndem with *tmlXe* 
need la the presemt etudy of XklA fibre eutoredlegraphe from 
pulee-chmeed eelle to differentiate unembiguouely between 
bidirectional and anidireotioaal replioatiea. (a) and (b) 
illustrate the srwmgemeat of heavily-labelled trades 
(solid lines)* tails (broken lines) and wlabelled gaps 
indicative of bidlrectisoal replication while (e) and (d) 
illustrate the arrangemeat of heavily labelled tracks 
and tails indicative of uaidireotional replication.
Fig. 5. Adapted from Eubermaa A Tsai (l973) and is their Fig. 1* 
with rsforsncs to a High to lav* spocific activity shift. 
According to Hubemaa A Tsai these represent saaaplee of 
unambiguous autoradiographic patterns. The dotted line 
indicates ualabelled DMA* the solid lias indicates W A  
labelled at high specific activity* sad the broksn lias 
indicates DBA labelled at low specific activity. The 
strand dlagrsms are intended to provide a rsaseaabls 
explanation of the types of autoradiographic patterns 
illustrated.
Fig. 6 . Copied from hubeman h teai (1973) and is thair Fig, 2. 
According to AAeman A TSai these show examples of 
aabiguous autoradiographic patterns. The solid lines 
indicate regions of high grain density and the broken 
lines indice to regions of low grain density. These 
patterns* they state* are aabiguous either bemass there 
is as way of tailing whether they sod due to breakage of 
the DMA melocule or due to teminatioa of labelling 
((a)* (b), (c)) or bcrsmse no contiguous grain density 
shifts are visible ((d)* (s)* (f)).
Fig 4
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#* a one-way aactioa from a bldiractlonal replication unit that laltiatad 
at aoM diatance away before label warn available. Bidliectiooal replication 
caimot be inferred with abaeXute aaaorance for either labelled aection 
repreeented la Pig. 5 (%) becaaae neither are internal with respect to neigh-
bowing replication units. Liheelse* bidirectional replication cannot be
concluded im Fig. 5 (5) because both fusion and breakage of the at the
free ends cannot be excluded.
Turning now to the interpretation of those labelled sections observed 
in autoradiographs fro chick sosatie oolls# bidirectional replication say 
be Inferred in the sajorlty of cases, see Plates 0 to 22. Unidirectional 
replication could only be attributed to a very fee labelled sections. One 
such exsi^le is sheen im Plate 0, the labelled sec ties carrying a diverging 
tail seoond in free the right end of the tandem sequence. SW» «asplee 
might be unambiguous, but because I think it is more likely that one pattern 
of replication occurs vithin eukaryotes gemwally and because the over- 
«heladBg majority of examples in these autoradiographs are definitely bidirec­
tional in pattern, such exai^les of peculiar and exceptional tracks I interpret 
as being occasional accidents so obaraoterlstio of autoradiography I Having 
taken bidirectional replication as the rule, ambiguous tracks are interioeted 
according to a bidirectional model. The end sections of a tandem series 
shoeing a single Internal tail# as for example in the rightaest tracks in 
Flatss 0. 12 and 22# are thought to be one-way sections of a replication unit 
that had initiated some distance away before label van available. Sometimes 
fusion of two converging one-way sections# from neighbouring initiation 
points that had begun replication before the label vas provided# results in 
a region of low grain density being flanked on both sides by hsavily labelled 
regions as in Flatss 10 and 14. In some cases heavily-labelled sections may
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carry m tails f her# fualoa may have occurred between two converglag one-way 
eectiona prior to the chaae period, ae In Plate 16 and 17*
(iv) af «» M —
Proa all the above observation# it i# evident that vithin a tandem 
aerie# of replication units# Initiations say not be synchronous § the degree 
of asynohrony is examined more closely on p. 50. In such a tandem series a 
pair of one-way sections may flank a long mid-gap whilst neighbouring replica­
tion ssotions may show either a short heavily-labelled length carrying tails 
on both sides# or a long hsavilywlabelled length again carrying tails on both 
sides. Assuming a constant rate of replication# the first mentioned replica­
tion unit must have initiated some time before label was applied whereas its 
neigbbottrs Initiated after label was available, the unit siiewing the loma^r 
labelled length haviag initiated first# Plates 11# 19# and 21 shew exaaplee 
of these different oosbinations.
The distance between neighbomrimg initiation points is called the 
initiation Imtsorval. This interval was measured as the mid-point to mld- 
poiat distamoe betwoea asighbomring heavily labelled sections, either 
uninterrupted or with am ualabelled mid-gap. shewing tails on both sides.
Pig, 7 shows the frequsacy distribatiea of initiation imtmnrals measured in 
blU fibre autoradiographs from oelle rrc-trsstsd with PWt for 16 hr, la^lled 
for 50 cda and rhased for 50 mia, 150^  m eawmmsnts were recorded. The mean 
imitiatioa interval is 65 mm and the rwags is 25 to 145 um. The mesa initi- 
atioa interval between replication units also gives an estimate of the mean 
replication unit length. The msdn feature that is apparent# however# la that
%
Fig. 7. frsquMwy distributisa of isltigtioa Imteonrais 
from SSA fibre mutcrediegrepbe derived free 
chick eeaetio oelle im culture. The oelle were 
FWUtremted. lebelled with^Tdl for JQ min# 
end *ohoeod* for 50 min.
Fig 7
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Initiation interval# nay differ in length# on p.47 the extent of thie vari­
ation within tandem aequancee la examined more cloeely*
The following aeiiroea of error which occur when oelleoting thie data 
miat now he coaeideied.
(l) Zaltiatlea pointa lying particularly oloao together would he overlooked
if fuaion of the naitbhourlng replication uaita had occurred within the 
firat 50 min of lahelliag.
(S) Same amaaurementa would overeatimato initiation interval# if each
already-fuaad replication uaita (a# is f) were taken to be alaglo uaita.
(5 ) heme apparent interval# may im fact emcee#### initiation altea which
would have begun replication mare than one hour after the start of labelling.
(4) The longer the initiation interval tkm greater the poaaibility of 
ahear breakage ooottrring, thereby deatroying the tandem relatlomablp.
(5) The longer the Initiation interval the greater the poaaibility of not 
relating two genuine neighbouriag replication unite.
grrerm accruing frem aouroe# 1 to 5 tond to biaa the data in favour 
of laager initiation imterrala» while errera frem eouroaa 4 and 5 do the 
reverao.
(vi) I f  ttnilnw nnum
Fig. e ahowa the interpretation of two tandem aequencea of replica­
tion unite# Fig. 6 (i) concerna Flate 11 which ahowa slater atrmmd aeparatlon. 
and 8 (il) concerna Plate 15, where no aeparmtiom la apparent. In Fig. 8 (i) 
the pattern of heavily labelled regions and tails observed from the
rig. 8. Aa interpretation of the replioatiea pattern along
abort regieaa of two M A  aalaoalae free the arrangement 
of tandeeiy laballod meotiooa of aaaoont MA, aa 
ehaerred in DKA fibre aatormdiographa prepared from 
ehiok aomatie oalla, pro-treated with FMA and labelled 
for 50 nia and nhaaad f<ur 50 mim# Thin eontinaotai lime# 
repreaent parent polyanolootide ehalaa, dotted linen 
iadioate naacamt M A  repUoated prior to the additlme 
of heavy coati mtama linen indicate naaoent
M A  replioated daring the firat 50 min palae and heavy 
broken liana iadioate naneont M A  replicated daring the 
anbnoqeant 50 min chaae. 0, raprenaatn aa wigim or 
initiation ai to.
i. dedrawn frem Plata 11 and aheelng aiater atramd aeparation.
ii. dadrann frem Plate 15, me aeparation of aiatw atramda
in apparent.
(1) Pattern ef replioatl<m prior to labelling.
(2) ' Pattern of replication that voald have bean observed if
eelln «era harveatod after the firat 50 min palae.
(5) Patterns of replioati<m aa observed in the Plates and
following 50 min labelling and 50 min chaae periods.
o
0
Fig 8
o®
0
II
0
0
0
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autoradiograph and redrawn In (l) % auggeat origin* at position* 0^, 0^»
0^ and 0^. It mej be inferred from the unlabelled mid-gap# In the tandem 
array that origin# 0^, 0^ and 0^ Initiated prior to the availability of 
^R-TdU, (l) 1. During the 50 min period of labelling# (i) 2, origin 0^ 
must have initiated and DBA eyntheaia continued from all origin* in a bidirec­
tional Banner along both parent DRA strand*. Fusion of the converging 
one-way sections from origins 0^ and 0^ sust have occurred early in this 
period, resulting in the short heavily labelled section flanked on either 
side by unlabelled region*. During the subsequent chase, (i) 5, fusion 
occurred between the converging tails of neighbouring replioation units that 
had initiated at positions 0^ and O y Similarly In Fig. Ô (ii) origins
are inferred at positions Og, 0 ,^ 0^ and 0 ,^ although origins and (y
cannot be located. Prior to labelling (ii) 1, initiation must have occurred 
at origin 0^ and presumably some distance away at origins 0  ^and Og,although 
shear breakage of the labelled DKA could also have produced this pattern of 
end one-way sections. During the 50 min labelling period, (ii) 2, Initiation 
occurred at origins 02 and O4. During the chase period, (ii) 5, fusion must 
have taken place between converging one-way sections from origins C^ , 0 ,^
0^ and 0^. When the cells were harvested fusion had not yet taken place 
between converging tails from either origins 0  ^and 0^ or from origins 
0^ and 0 .^
These examples provide models for the analyses of moat of the fibre 
autoradiographs shown in liâtes Ô to 22. Duch analysis is necessary to 
determine origins, to measure initiation intervals, to determine the variation 
in Initiation Intervals within a tandem sequence, the degree of staggering 
of initiations in time and the variation of staggering within a tandem 
sequence.
T m S  t. ««-.TtlfK GRATÜ nxaslTY
(Number ef 1/20 dlTlelone filled over 16 wa)
Single track Separated aiater strand Ratio
15 8 1.87
16 11 1.36
12 5 2.40
11 4 2.75
15 T 2.14
16 6 2 .0 0
13 6 2 .1 6
16 7 2.28
11 7 1.57
14 5 JU S k
Total • a w i
* # Mean ## 2.13
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(vil) «— — I end «Mrtair
A précis* corresponding pattern of label distribution along two 
strands lying side by side as in Plate 11 is indicative of completely repli­
cated and separated sister strands of DKA. Pros such patterns the fo%*-like 
progression of replication can be inferred, because radioactivity is evidently 
being incorporated concurrently into both daughter strands of DKA. Fully 
replicated lengths of DMA can only occasionally be seen as separated sister 
strands, and usually only when a long length of DKA has been replicated. 
Although replication occurs concurrently alongside both parental polynucleo­
tide chains, if the two sister double helloes remain in close juxtaposition 
the resulting autoradiograpy osoessarily shows only a single track of grains. 
Evidence that siturie labelled tracks of silver grains are usually the outcome 
of radioactivity incroporated into two sister double helices is provided 
by the fact that the grain density resulting from eeparated sister strands 
is about half that found in most single labelled tracks. See for example 
ilates 10, 11 and 20. Table 1 coa#ares the density of silver grains in 16 mm 
lengths (20 divisions on the eyepiece scale) frw labelled, separated sister 
strands and neighbouring single tracks in tandem series. The mean ratio is 
1 t 2.13. Comparisons were always made within the tandem sequence 
because the intensity of silver grains may vary widely between different 
regions of a single autoradiograph.
( v tU )  Ip  tlui l«m rth o f M lg h b o u rltu t mimilmr?
It will be recalled that initiation intervals range from 25 to 145 urn. 
A question arises as to whether, within the genome of the chicken, the length 
relationships between neighbouring intervals are random or whether intervals 
of similar length tend to occur together i.e. do short lengths march with
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short lengths and long with long? Fig. 9 is s correlation plot of 50
randomly selected pairs of neighbouring initiation intervals, each pair
being taken from a separate tandem series. The first member (z) of each 
pair is plotted along the ordinate and its second member (y) along the 
abscissa. A mid-line is drawn between ordimite and abscissa to represent 
the predicted values of (z) and (y) were they to be the same length in each 
pair. The deviation, a vertical line connecting the observed value with 
predicted value would represent the difference between a pair of measurements 
(not drawn). This correlation may also be tested statistically, using the 
same results as shown on the graph.
Tbe question initially asked was: *do short z*s occur with short
y*s, and long z*s with long y*s?* A rephrasing of this question would be:
*Xs there more variability between pairs than within pairs?' This question 
is a standard question to which a standard statistical answer may be given 
by an analysis of variance. The hypotheses that are tested by means of the 
analysis of variwice are whether the means of several populations are equal. 
Prior assumptions must be made in this test: (l) all observations are random 
samples from Normal distributions} and (2) the Normal populations all have 
equal variances. Thus all measurements of (z) and (y) are converted to 
logarithms before analysis to make distributions more nearly Normal. For 
the purposes of this test it must first be established that there is no 
special correspondence between the first members (%) of the pairs nor 
between the second meidMre (y). Then with (p) pairs there are two contri­
butions to each measurement, one dependent on whether it is the first or 
second member of the pair, the other dependent on which particular pair 
is measured - together with a residual natural variation. The procedure 
for analysis will now be outlined briefly.
:
Fig# 9* (kmph «hovlag the oewmlatlo* la length
within 50 pniw of nttghhenring initintloa Intervale. 
Intervale ware aeaeured from M A  fitee 
anteradiagnghe prepared from FUdlUtreated 
ohiok eonatie eelle lahelled with ^ S-Td& for 
50 nin and rheaed for 50 aia.
Fig
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(1) formulmt# the null and #lt#rn#%iv# hypoth#ei#i 
Ko I the aeaoe of the velues (z) end (y) ere equel#
e«el»et H 1 i the neeas of the velues (z) end (y) ere not equel.
flo I the ssens of the velues 'between pairs* end *vlthia pelrs* 
ere equel.
egelnet H i t  the ee^n; of the velues *beteeen peirs* end * within peirs* 
ere sot equel.
A level of slgaifioeaee is then decided upon* (a # 0.01)
(2) A table is constructedt
Measurement
%
Keeeurememt
y
total
Fair 1 *1 •f (z  ^ ♦ y^)
Fair 2 *2 H *2 (*2 ♦
. •
e
•
•
P
»
zp
#
yp »p (zp ♦ yp)
total A I it
(3) Frem this en enelyels of verlenoe table is constructed from the 
following celculetions:
(e) O^uere end Add z^^ ♦ ♦ .. . zp*
2 2 2(b) 8quere end Add y^  * y^ + . .. yp
(c) Square end Add (z^  + y,) * (z^ ♦ y^) • Zg*, .... (zp ♦ yp) • 2p^
(See table 2)
TABU: 2. Aamly#!# of Y#rlanc# (a) botvoen first aexaber# of oach 
pair, and aacond ambor# of each pair, and (b) betveen 
Individual# of each pair*
Source of variation De^ gree#offeaedem
Sim of squares Meansquares
leiveen% and 7 (1)
,2 ^  .,2 
p 2p
0*00966
(*,)
Betveenindividual# (p - 1)- 49
i (#J + #g » ... ♦ »p) - (Z^2p) 
« 2*06219
0.04*9
(Kg)
Sesidual (p - I) by subtraction 0.010:7
■ 49 • 0*50542 (",)
Total (ap - 1) zj ♦ z* ♦ *.* ♦ ♦ 7* ♦ ♦ *.*
» 2*57527
?P - (2*/:p)
(#) (*l/«0)f - 'c*01 • 7-19
(b) (ua/io)» ■ 4*09# - 1.9
P - Bo* of pair#
m # first member of pair
7 • Second member of pair
X « Total ♦ z^ ♦ **• ♦ Zp
T # Total 7j ♦ ^2 ••• * 7p
Z m 1 + I
• m % + f, (»| • *1 ♦ *2 • *2 * fp* ••• *p * *p * ''p)
50 -
(4) The analysis of varlsnee table is eoaplatsd and la each lias,
•xoapt the total, a Nsaa Square is oaloulated by dlvidla# the Sum of Squares
by its degree of frsedea (4,f.) M^,
(5) To teat whether there is a ceasisteat differeaoe between the
first (a) and second (y) laeasureasnts the ratio ^  is ooapared with tabulated 
values of the fmstatzztie with (f) and (p-l) degrees of freedom#
If f accept Ho i the means of the values (a) and (y) are equal.
Sluom P, Ü  - 0.94, f  (7.19), mccpt Ho.
(6) The test whioh answers the original question *Xs there mere 
variability between pairs than si thin pairs,* is to compare the mean squares
with tabulated values of the f«atatistic with (p-l) and (p»l) degrees 
5  freedem. If F ^OmOl Xo t the means of the values *betveen
pairs* and *vithia pairs* are equal, ^  # oIoîS? " *'G* 
f  ^0,01 (***)* Therefore rejeot So.
Xt is oomoluded that a tendency does exist for like initiatiem intervals 
to ooeur alongside each other. This tendency may be directly observed in 
tandem sequenoes in Mates ft, fd, and 15.
(2*) )rf — ~«T immmmmW
A question remaining is wbsthwr, within a length of ohrosmeomal DNA 
there is or is met a tendency for neighbouring iaitiatian sites (origins) 
to come late operation synchreneusly. w# already know that there can be great 
staggering between immediately ad^cent Initiation sites (see Mate fC) but 
such staggering is time of operation might be a feature of barderm between 
groupe or clusters while within groups there might be synchreneus or near- 
synchronous starts. Therefore the question is effectiveXyt is there any 
evidence for g
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ciuatering of Initiation sites which c o m  into synchronous or near- 
synchronous operation?
To Masure the tiM over which a certain replication unit has been 
replicating two assumptions must be made. Kirat, that termini do not exist. 
This proposal la discussed on p. 73 and it is concluded that the assumption 
is indeed valid. Secondly, that replication rate is invariant. This is 
discussed on Chapter 5 where although no definite answer is available the 
assumption is considered reasonable.
The degree of ataggerimg In iaitiatien times is Mssured for neigh­
bouring replication units, each pair taken from a separate tandem Mrlea, 
from the total length of DSA that has bMn replicated la each uofuMd 
replication unit up to harvestiag of the cells. Keplioation units with 
long mid-gaps would result in long lengths beiag recorded, unfuMd replica­
tion units that Initiated immediately label was applied and continued 
replication during the 50 mln period of labelling and 50 min chaM would 
have labelled lengths equal to the amount of DBA synthesised over 60 mln 
and short labelled lengths would result from initiation of DMA synthesis 
SOM tiM after was supplied.
To enable recognition of initiation points and therefore the lengths 
of DMA synthesised from each origin, such measurements must be recorded 
from chased preparations. However, two problsM arlM. first, tails do 
not have precise limits and secondly, fusion frequently occurs at the tails 
of adjacent replication unite after a 50 min labelling and 50 mis chaM 
period. See for example Plates 9, 12 and 19. Length measurements were 
therefore only made of heavily labelled tracks excluding the tail regions.
A certain error must occur in the evaluation of the point at which a heavily 
labelled region ends and a tail begins. This error is borne in mind.
fig* 10. Qrmp& siMsmlag tbs degree ef gymebreey in 
the time ef initietien oC melghbenring 
rmpliemtiM mai te. Interpreted from the 
total replieated length (hemviij Imbelled 
tvmek plme mld^gap, if preeent) exolmdimg 
tail## of 25 pmire of meighbouring and 
unfneed replioatiMn unite from DBA fibre 
autermdiograghe prepared from chiok eematio 
celle, pro-treated with fO&lt, labelled nth 
^8-TdR for 30 min and ebeeed far 30 min.
Fig 10
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Fig. 10 1» & Gorr#lmtlea plot of r#pllc*t#d length# from 23 pair# of 
neighbouring unfiUMd replication unit#» each pair taken from a aeparate 
tandem aerie*. Aa la Fig. 9# the mid«llne la Fig. 10 reprenant* the 
predicted value* of the two naaaureaent* from each pair were they to be 
equal. The deviation of the obaerved value from the mid-line repreaenta 
the variation in replicated length* between member* of a pair i.e. the 
variation la the time* of initiation between two adjacent replication ànlta.
Becauae of the problem* outlined above only a email number of pair* 
were mamaured. A valid atatiatlcal analyaia of auch a email number of 
reaulta warn not poaalble. However» it can be aeen from the graph that the 
dlatrlbutioa of pointa la not random but ahowa a tendency for pointa to 
fall near the mid-line. It may be oMkcludad therefere that a tendency 
doe* eziat for neighbouring replication unite to initiate at relatively 
aimilar time*. Where neighbouring replication unite were recorded which 
initiated at greatly ataggered time*» example* of the previoualy referred 
to "border pair*** may have been maaaured.
mscDSüiüü
(l)
A poaalble crlticiaa of chaae experiment# carried out in the way 
deacribed in thia chapter i.e. an initial period of hi#^ intenaity labelling 
followed by a period of further growth in unlabelled medium# la that wh«i 
(^t-TdH enter# the cell it paaaea into an already exiating pool of MIA 
precuraor*. Depending on the rate of entry and pool aiae# the apeclflc 
activity of DMA ayntheaiaed at the beginning of labelling would be expected 
to riae# aloviy or rapidly# until the apeclfic activity of precuraor mole­
cule* had rlaea to equilibrium. Thia effect would appear in autoradiograph*
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ma a grain gradient at the be^ruling of labelling# and might be miacon- 
atrued a# a tail coaaequant upon the chaae. That thia aource of error la 
not aerioua la evident in certain track# from chamed material to be aeen 
in many labelled aectlona ahown in Flatea 8 to 22. Crigiaa which initiated 
replication aome time before labelling atarted# and whieh therefore ahow 
up la autoradiograph# a# gap# flanked by heavily labelled traoka# have 
well defined diatal taila but their proximal heavily labelled région# be*iii 
abruptly. It follow# that tlm aim# of the peel of thymidylat# molecules 
meat be auffioleatly email# at leaat after FDdK treatment# to allow rapid 
awamplng by the influx of ^R-Tdk at the beginning of the pulae. Chi the 
other hand the pool nuat be aufficiently lar#» to allow the autoradiographic 
detection of the progreaaive dilution of t)ie remaining ^B-TdK during the 
later chaae.
(11)
k growing fork haa been defined am any one aite on a parental double 
atranded JMk molecule where replication haa reaulted in the production of 
two daughter atranda of DNA. If two divergently arranged growing fork# 
are produced from an initiation aite# then two polymeraae moleculea muat 
clamp onto the initiation aite a# a pair and atart replication aimultaaeoualy. 
It therefore aeena reaaonable that initiation ai tea might be region# along 
the DHA where there are reveraed complementary baae aequanoea i.e. 
palindromaa# the two polymeraae moleculea clamping omto the initiation aite 
at the border between the two complementary eequenoea.
Huberman A kigga DMA fibre autoradiographic atudiea on Chiaeee 
hamater oella in 1966 ahowed central région# of hi^^ grain denaity bounded 
at both end# by gradient# of declining grain denaity when an initial pulae
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and la tar chaaa procedure# aimilar to that uaed in the present study# vas 
employed. They were led to propose that synthesis of the DMA had been 
proceeding bidirecttonally from a common origin in the great majority of 
oases, fty own evidence for chicken somatic cells confirms thia pattern.
Lark# at ml. (1971 ) again working with FDdA-treated Chinese hamater 
cells but using a step-up labelling procedure i.e. a pulae of low specific 
aoitvity label# 5.1 Ci/aNol for 30 min followed by a pulae of hi#^ specific 
activity# 11.9 Cl/mNol for 45 min# claimed that the majority of the labelled 
sections they examined showed unidirectional replication. When however -j
they did pulse-chaae experiments of the type reported by Huberman A Higgs 
and myself# nearly all the fibres they examined showed bidirectional repli­
cation. They do not attempt to answer this anomaly.
In reference to their first experiment it will be recalled that once 
replication haa progressed aome distance from an initiation point in the 
absence of label# any single fork will necessarily appear to be replicating 
one-way! Again# if the difference in specific activities of the Low - 
Ei^ pulae-chase protocol was not sufficient to produce a demonstrable 
increase in grain density during the chase period# their conclusion as to 
the direction of replication based on their interpretations of which labelled 
sections represented tail regions# must be considered unsound. Thia haa also 
recently been investigated by Huberman A Tsai (l973)# In the lig^t of 
Lark et al#s evidence they re-examined their proposal for bidirectional 
replication# and repeated DMA fibre autoradiographic experiments using 
various labelling protocols# including an exact repeat of Lark et al*a 
first experiment. They concluded that about 90^ of their unambiguous 
autoradiographic patterns could be explained by bidirectional replication, 
not by unidirectional replication. They also found that in autoradiographic 
experiments using two different specific activities of ^B-TdH, obvious
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differences in grain density were obtained only when the difference in 
Bpecific activity was threefold or more. The two-fold difference in 
specific activity employed in experiments by Lark et ai. referred to earlier 
was therefore not adequate to allow a difference in grain density to be 
observed. In addition to the evidence from the present study and that 
presented by Huberman and co-workers# DNA autoradiographic patterns consis­
tent with bidirectional replication in eukaryotes have also been observed 
by Callan (l972, 1973), using both the pulse-chase and the step-up labelling 
procedure (see notably Pig. C, Callan, 1973) and by Hand & Tamm (l973) 
and Amaldl et al. (l972) using a pulse-chase protocol. Furthermore Weintraub 
(1972a) detected bidirectional replication in chicken somatic cells by an 
entirely different technique based on specific breakage of 5-bromouracil 
(BrdU) - containing DBA by ultra violet light. Synchronized cells were
labelled with BrdU for 5 min and then with ^H-TdR for 15 mln. Similar
14control cells were labelled for 20 min with C-thymidine. DMA was extracted
from both and centrifuged throu^ an alkaline sucrose gradient after exposure
to ultra violet li^^t. After 10 minutes irradiation the DMA containing
BrdU was reduced to about one-half the molecular weié^t of the marker 
14C-DNA which was unaffected by irradiation. Prom these experiments Weintraub 
concluded that the BrdU segment was in the middle of the pulse labelled DNA 
and that replication was bidirectional at each replication unit.
Criticisms that FUdH pre-treatment mi^t be responsible for an 
unnatural pattern of bidirectional replication, possibly due to a build-up 
of initiator proteins during PUdR treatment (Lark et al.. 1971; Weintraub, 
1972a) were tested in further experiments described in Chapter 4. These 
experiments demonstrate that labelled sectbns from non-synchronized, non- 
PUdR treated cells show at least the same degree of unambiguous bidirectional 
replication as DNA fibre autoradiographs prepared from PUdB-trested cells.
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Finally, further support for the general occurrence of bidirectional 
replication may be taken from the evidence gained from prokaryotes. 
Bidirectional replication has now been found in phage ^ (Schnos St Inman, 
1970), L. CQli (Bird et al.. 1972; Masters & Broda, 1971), phage T4 (Delius 
et al.. 1971), Salmonella tvphimurium (Nishioka & Eisenstork, 1970) phage 
T7 (Volfson et al.. 1972) and in Bacillus subtilua (Vake, 1972).
(ill) Rimler ggpIlffAlrt,
The present study also supports observations from other workers that 
at any one growing point both newly synthesized strands appear to extend 
in the same direction alongside the strands of the original duplex. Plates 
10, 11 and 20, show the identical pattern of label distribution that is 
indicative of separated sister strands. That the grain density per unit 
length of supposed separated sister strands is indeed hedf that present in 
single labelled tracks from the same tandem series is shown in Table 1.
However, in vitro studies with DNA polymerases from both prokaryote 
and eukaryote sources have shown these enzymes are only capable of adding 
nucleotides to a pre-existing nucleotide chain in the 5* to 3* direction. 
Since the duplex strands of DNA are anti-parallel, how is the apparent 
concurrent replication of both parental strands from an initiation site to 
be explained? Recent evidence has accumulated in support of a oK>del circum­
venting this difficulty first outlined by Okazaki, Okazaki, Sakabe, Sugimoto 
St Suglno in 1968. From experinwntal evidence on E. coli they proposed that 
DNA is in part replicated by a discontinuous mechanism involving synthesis 
and joining (’ligasing*) of short deoxynucleotide units, each about 0.4 pm 
in length. Britten & Davidson (l97l) Davidson et al. (l972) working with
—Tkt
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ÀenùDu* reported olmilmr length# of "nnlqne •equence** DMA eepmmted by 
•hort piece# of repetition# DMA. Eveneon, et al. (1972) eleo dleoevered 
eeotlon# of thia l^igth, or multiple# of it, regularly eepamted by ehort 
region# of lew melting point, in aKA from ühine## hamater cell# end o h lc k  
fibrobleete. All thl# evidence point# to the general end oharmcterietic 
occurrence of t&ieee Wiort eeotiom# of StfA (Okaaakl fragneut#}.
DNA eyntheei# occur# therefore In the 5* to 3* direction along 
one etrand, eithmr contiaueaaly or dioeontinaotuily, while on the cof^le- 
mentary atrand DMA i# ayntheaiaed diacoatinuoualy again in 5* to 5* 
direction but neceaaarily ghAl. From the growing point. The abort chain# 
are then joined to the growing pelyaucleotide chain by formation of 
phoaphodieater linkage# oatalyoed by DNA llgaaee. The work of Faaling $ 
Hamm (19#) euggeata that replication la diacontinuoua aleng both ale ter 
atranda of DKA. AM atudiea by Eriegatein A Hogneae (1974) ahow that the 
direction Gt ayntheaia along aim ter atranda ia indeed antiparallel. Small 
"blip" région# along a atretoh of DMA ropreaent rogiona where MIA replica­
tion ia 0  ^earring. In favourable cireuaataacea a abort length of aingle 
atranded DMA (repreeentiag tmapirod newly ayntheaiaed DMA) la obeerved at 
either end of a "blip" region, each extending from the oppoaite daugliter 
atrand of M(A. Beoent vork by Bugino et ai. (1972) euggeat that Ukaaaki 
fragmenta are initiated from ahort piece# of USA tranacribed aa "fold-back" 
point# in the aeparated parental !%A chain#.
The above model ia illuatrated in it# aispleat form in Fig. 11 (l)« 
Diacontiououa replication ia indicated alorig both complementary atranda.
An exteaaion of diia model muat be propoaed to explain bidirectional 
replication# each a model ia illuatrated in Fig. 11 (b). The ayatheeie 
of DKA earn onl^ occur in the 5* to 3* direction therefore bidirectional
Fig. 11. üftdeXg iUttOtratiiig g mimple raaolttUom*
pgitem #f nui roplioatioa. Short arrewed 
lia## r#pr###mt Qk###kl fragment#, 0, rapr— »at# 
th# poaition of aa initiation ait# or origin 
and aolid caatianoa# lia## rapraaaat parant 
palynaclaotida ohaiaa,
(a) Raplioatlan oocurrlag unidlraetianally along
h#n» oaaplaaantary atrand# o i MU., diaoantinaoaaly 
aaay fram the ialtiatlaa ait# la th# 3* ta 3* 
diraetioa alaag oaa atrand and tovarda th# 
iaitiatloa ait#, again in th# 9* t# 3* dirao- 
tion, aloag tba eaaplæentery atrand.
(h) hidiraatiwal rapliaatian. PKk ia raplieatad 
dlaoantinaoaaiy aaay from th# initiation ait# 
in th# 5* to 3* diraotion alwg ooaplamantary 
atraada. DRd la thaa raplieatad, again diaooa- 
tinaoaaly in th# 5* ta 3* diraetioa, along 
hath oa#pla##ntary atraada and toward# tha 
initiation ai ta.
Fig II
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replication of DKA aa obaerved in chick aoaatio cells and other enkaryotea 
and prokaryotes auat be a oonaeqoenoe of replication progreaalag "spatially" 
in one direotion while programming "chealeally" in the oppoaite direction 
aa in fig. II (h). fig. 11 (b) propeaea that DNA replication auat first 
occur along ooaplementary atranda in a direction away from the initiation 
aite. The double stranded parent M(A ia then "opened" and replication 
proceed# diacoatinuoualy again in tba 5* to 3* direction, but towards the 
initiation aite along both ooaplementary atranda.
(It) a .  Euahfg of Inltt.tiM m i f  v«rl—  .mliur
Regard leas of the matter of bidirectional replication, it la now 
known that the mimbmr of Initiation aite# ia not fixed within one organisa 
but may vary from tiaame to tiaeme in relationship to 8-phaae (Callaa,
1972). The S-phaaa diversity, which may occur within one organisa during 
development, haa been f^iad in jSSiUttDtft aot to be accommodated by graaa 
diversity Èx replioatioa rate but by striking dlfferenoea in the number of 
initiation aliea operative for replication. Thia means that there is no
nmÊÊUmrf iteiftUftfl  i u whleA •  m rU m lat , aIfb is fa at flIU mm\  rmpi i -
cete. DMA that Will replicate from right to left in a aoaatio oell muat,beIn aome thing like half the caaee, /^plicated from left to right during 
embryogenaeia in JSslUlmg»
Callan*a reaulta oonoeming the variation la initiation intervals 
found in Triturua are aummariaed in Table 3. The 8-phmae during embryo- 
gsneala has been foaad in many orgaaimaa to be very ahort oomparad with the 
6-pha#e of somatic cell# and even mere notably short when compared with 
the long drawn oat S-^mae which may be typical of pxe-melotio atagsa 
(Moneai, 19d2| Callaa A Taylor, 1968). Thma, Callan found that the replica­
tion unit# in the neurula of Triturua were extremsly ahort (mean initiation
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interval equals 43 um) while replication unite free pre■meietic spermato­
cyte# were very aaob longer (probably ever 2000 pm) than theme found in 
somatic celle (aome hundreds of mioreme). Many Initiation sites that have 
operated during sataryegeneeia will be inactive in the aoaatic oell, and 
even mors will be Inactive at pre-maiotic S,
It la also known that the S-phaae may vary between different tiaauaa 
at the ammo developmental stage of an orgaaiaa. For axaaple, in moaae, tha 
s-phaae in moat tiaauaa both in vfve and in vitro i# between 6 and 7 hr 
(Killaader A Zetterberg, 1963# 8tannera A Till, I960), bat in certain 
tiaauaa 8 may be much longer, for exatqple, in the endothelial cell# of the 
fere-atomaoh, it haa been found to be 13*3 hr (wolfaberg, 1964)# In man 
the 8-phaae again average# 6 to 6 hr but haa been found to be between 13 
and 14 hr in erythropoietic and gramslopoietic cells, (Stryckmaaa et el.. 
1966). It seeme reaaonable to aaaums that thia variation may alao be 
accompanied by a similar variation in the number of active initiation sites.
M  —  «f "«thin . — .MMMM
Coupled wlWi the eoaoluaion that initiation intervals are not fined 
either in development wr, preaummbly, in different tiaauaa, muat be taken 
the obOM^atioa that imitiatioma of replication units within a tandem seriea 
are net aynchroaoua but may be aubataatially ataggered in time.
(n )  ruliotlon in Ü
It has been known for moms yoara that whole chramoaomsa or aectiona 
of whole chromosomsa are replioatod during defined portions of the 8-phaae. 
Tbm work of Taylor (i960) amd Bau (1964) on Chine## hamater cells in 
culture demon#tratod that the T chromosome and the long a m  of the
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X-chremoooiMi *#r# repliuatod only at tha and of tha h-phaae. Fr@a work 
aummariaed by Maa-da-farla & Ja^oraka (1966) it ia clear that with few excap- 
tioua tha hetarochroaatic ragieaa of chroaoaoaea replicate their DMA late in 
h-^mae, and that thia late replioatieo ia correlated with the heterochrematlc 
or oendenaad nature of the DMA ia interphaaa nuclei. Thia approach haa ne* 
been extended to determine whether apeclfic DMA aequenoea are replicated at 
a fixed time la S. Reaulta indicate that thia ia the oaae, for exaaiple, 
ribeaeaal HMA ciatreaa in Chineae hamater celle replicate early ia S (Amaldl 
et el.. 1969) whereae taouae aatellite DMA replicate? late ia S (Tebla, at ai.. 
1979# Perdu# & Oall, lyZO). The time ia S during which the heterepycnotlc 
A-chreaeaeme la female mammals ia replicated has been ahown to be related to 
its genetic expreaaien and in aome cases directly to Ita action on cell 
differentiation (Taylor, 1969). Oeaetic inactivation of the A-chromeaeme 
has been shown here to be aaaociated with late replication in the 8-phaae$ 
the late replication pattern first appears in aome cells of embryo# during 
gmatrulatioA. The late replication of the JUchroaoaoae in the male graaa- 
hopper haa been shown to coincide with the differentiaiien of gonial oella 
into apermatocytea (Nicklaa A Jaqua, 1965).
The staggering in the times of Initiations that ooours along a stretch 
of replicating DMA may be a ref lection of the sequential replication of 
apeclfic DMA aequencee, or regions aa outlined above. Callan (1972) found 
that the temporal order of initiations did indeed vary during development.
In the ahwt S-^^ma# in ‘j^ ri^ nrua neurulae a greater degree of synchrony in 
Ittltiationa was obaerved when com^ pared with somatic cells, whether the 
variation of the temporal order of initlativoa is solely a consequence of 
S-phaae duration, or whether it la linked directly to the replication ot 
speeifio aequeaoea at apeolfie times in 3, and with oell differentiation, 
remains unresolved ; but the latter in ay opinion aeema more likely.
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(vü) Ou— cantMil far (i,) tvl and (il) ahan
7 n  quMtlM* M T  M »  )W mtkité. r m t ,  ham la th# — laetlnn of 
operative laitietieii eitee regulated# and eeoeadly, le the saæ method 
of regulation involved la determdalng the time meauenoe of laltiatloaa?
the repliooa hypotheals put forward by Jaoob, et al. (1963) for 
bacteria, pomtuOated two eleaemt# involved la the initiation of cbroaoseaal 
replication# (l) a atruoture on the DNA, termed a replicator, and (2) 
a diffuaible factor (or factor#) - called the Initiator - which acta on 
the replicator to initiate replication. Xt la only in eukar^’otio DKA, 
where there are many initiation aitee, that the problea o i meloctivo 
activation of the "replicator#" or initiation aitee occur#. Several aodele 
may be put forward to illuminate thl# problem.
Since the aval lability of deeoxynaclootidee i# required for
fiXA myntheeic througheut S, (Ourdon, at ml.. 1969# Merdecmkield at ml.. 
1970), a control on the activation ^  initiation mite# m#wrted by the 
maount of deeorynueleetide# available at any one time would eeem ij^robablo. 
Similarly DNA polymeraae i# preeeat threu#^ kout the cell cycle (Oold & 
HeXleiner, 1964), mo even if DNA polymeraae could be abown to be capable 
of interacting with double etreaded MA, a teiq^ral control by the eynthesie 
of thia mmym during S, would alao aeon anlibely. It aeema moat probable, 
therefore, that other initiator enaymee are reapoomible for the initiation 
of DMA ayntheaia at initiation aitee.
Control of initiation might be effected by# (l) limitation of the
number of laitlater enayme molecule# produced# (t) diverae initiator baae
aequeaoee and control V  produotion of apooific and complementary initiator
enaymee# (3) control of mediator factor# «wch me (a) the requirement of
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protein eyntheeie to permit octivotioa of initiation aitee or (b) 
attachment of apeclfic iaitiatien aitee to the nooioar neabrano to permit 
their activation* (4) the makking of initiator baa# eeqaenoee from active- , 
tien by, for «ameple, apeeiflo variation# in pecking of the M«/hietene 
oomplex within chremoaomee.
The flrat method of central aeeomee a aingle initiator baae eoqoanco 
aa common to all initiation aitee# However, if control depended aolely 
upon the amount of initiator enayme produeed, activation of particular 
initiation eitea during 8 would bo random# Although thia model oeuld 
explain variatione in nundMor of motive initiation aitee bo tween varloue 
tiaauaa of the ammo organ! am, it dee# not explain the crdered replication 
of particular rogiona of the M A  at cerreapending period# of 3 in emccaeeivo 
s-qihaaee.
To allow for variatione in the number of active initiation aitee 
between tiaauaa, the eeoond model requirea not only a prior aelec ion of 
which particular initiater emaymea art produced within the oell at any 
one time, but alee a oomplex range of both emaymea and initiation tequencea. 
The aeloctive replioatioa of regloma of the M A  la the abaonce of replica­
tion of the root could bo taken aa drcumatantial evidence for the exie- 
tonoo of diverae initiation aequanoea, thou#» modela (3) and (4) might 
eervo am well# Emaaploa of eeleotivo replication are tha late ayntheaia 
of 0*3^ of the genome in the pre-meiotic diviaiom cycle (Stem A Hotta,
1969) and the aaplificatien of certain banda into M A  puffa in and
Any temporal control of initiationa within the oell weuld 
raquiro, according to thia model, a further temporal control of the preduc-
tien of particular initiator enaymee# !
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A# early aa 1962, Kaaller, et ml., prepaaed a modal that protein 
ayntheaia la neoeaaary far the aotlvatloft of ai tea from which DKA ayntheaia 
ia Initiated in maamala. Experimtrta an eella aynchroalaed with FUdK or 
amethopterln (Mealier at el.. 1962# Taylor, 1965) demon#trated that tha 
amount of DMA ayntheaiaed follewiag removal of theme inhihitera (i.e. emriv 
in 5)vaa reduce^ l If protein ayntheaia w#a eoncoaittaatly inhibited, but 
not in late S. Other wortEore, however, produced conflicting reaulta demon- 
atrating the continued dependonoo of DBA ayntheaia on protein ayntheaia 
.UUCfiÜMâUUlJL the L-phaao (loan# 1966# Brega, at pi.. 1960# keiaa, 1969).
If protein ayntheaia ia required for the activation of initiation eitea, 
aa poatulated by Mueller et ml., then thia requirofltent muat preeummbly 
extend almoet throughout an S-phaae becauae initiationa are thought to 
occur at varioaa tlmaa during 8 for many eella that have been atudiod.
Thia la evident becauae ataggerlng of atarta ia obeorvod in tandem aequanoea 
of replication unite in moiV eella, including thoao of the citlekam, and 
alao becauae contlnuoua labelling atudiea on aynchroniaed colla have ahowa 
that replication of apoclfio région# of the genomo may bo initiated late 
in 8 (aeo p. 60), Bacent ovideaco from work carried out by Hori A Laitc 
(1973) and &n#mAoger A Tamm (l970) auggeata that protein ayntliomia la 
indeed involved in the activation of replication unite. Hori A Lark claim 
that the addition of paremyoln proven'F initiation of thoao unite which 
have not yet begun. Aa tataon (1971 > maintained it may well bo 
impoeaible to judge the role of protein ayathoain in Uuo activation of 
initiation aitea when all mmtaboliam in the cell muat neceaaarily be 
affected by inhibition of protola ayntheaie, laclading eepedally the 
ayntheaia of himtoaoa.
vhothor protein ayntheaia ia needed aa a mediator for activation 
of initiation mi tea or not, the initial queation atlll remal!^ open i.e.
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what 1» tba method of contiol for varlatloQO la tho auabor of oporatlvo 
Initiation oitoa and tho taaporal eoatroX of apooiflo initiation*? Control 
moeotàXm to nodal 3a wonXd juat ha ahiftad from tho produotion of initiator 
anaymoo to tha aolaotiva activation of apoclfio Initiation ai too by «wmo 
affoct prodncad by rolatad amd concomltaat protoia ayathaaio occurring 
ia tho cytoplaam#
A aimilar "mediator role* baa boon propoaod for tha macXoar mo#Arana 
(Comlnga A KakafuAa, 1968$ Cominga & Okada# 1973). They poatulata that 
initiation of M A  ayntheaia la only poaaibio whan initiation aitaa are 
activated by oontact with the npaolear membrane. Tbia model reqmiree only 
a aingle baae aoquemee common to all initiation aitee, am alao do modela,
1, 3a and 3b$ but it alao requiree a eontroUad and aelaotive change in 
the m#Mxromolecmlar arrangement of tha OKA within the ouelaua during S 
much that particular initiation aitaa are brought in oontaet with the 
naolaar membrane at particular time*. A variable macromoleeular arrange 
meat of the SNA h#tw##n oella could than account for the inactivation of 
certain initiation eitea in particular tiaauaa. j
the main objection to thia model oomoe from thoae exparimeate which 
demonatrato that oontaet with the nuclear memWane ia not aaaantial for 
BhA replieation (Muberauai, at ml.. 1973). Thaae author# alao inveetlgated 
why certain «qporimante carried out by previoue «tthore had been mieintor- 
preted to auggoat an aamoclation of naaoent SNA with the nuclear membrane.
Tlwqr demonatrated that two principal eoureoa of error had been oxceeeivoly |
long pulae# of '^TdB and tha method# of coll eynohronlaation uaed. ^
Peripheral l$A#lling in the nuoleua did indeed oc<w in i»te & in Chinaee ^
hamater celle aa <*aerved by Coadngm A Okada (l973). ^Wkermam MSLSi^  J
found, however, that thia waa duo to replioatioa of hatoroohromatin joiAi: 
H^
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the membrane, not replication in aaaociation with the membrane. Finally, 
their pulae-chaae «zperimenta ahowed that DKA ia a table in poaition in 
the nuoleua in Chinaee hamater oella during replication. If DKA la ayntheaiaed 
at tha nuclear membrane them the DKA ahould move towarda the membrane for 
replication and away from tha membrane afterwarda. Another remaon for 
doubting the role of the nuclear membrane in the activation of initiation 
ai tea oomaa from obaervationa on polytene chromoaomoa. Plaoea where DNA 
replication ia occurring may be directly obaerved by autoradiography in 
polytene chromoaomaa; auoh regiona are often, indeed generally, not in 
contact with tha nuclear membrane.
ieatly, Callan (l972) propoaed that control may depend on apeclfic 
variatione in the packing of DKA within chromoaomaa occurring in different 
tiaauaa of an organiam. Where the DKA ia denaoly packed a amaller propor­
tion of initiation aitee would be expoaed to an initiator enayme than where 
the DKA ia more diffuaely packed. Callan aupporta thia hypotheaia with the 
claim that at the beginning of meioaia the overwhelming majority of the 
DKA ia denaoly packed within ohromomerea, and making a very rough approxi­
mation, the number of chromomerea preaent in Triturua laapbruah chromoaomaa 
(Hancino, 1963) ia aimilar to the number of replication unite at pre-meiotic 
8. Should thia calculation prove to bo correct it would aupport the idea 
that tho chromomare, when preaent, ia a unit of replication aa auggoatod 
by Keyl A Polling (l963) for polytene chromoaomaa, and that it la the macro- 
molecular arrangement of tho DKA at apeclfic aitea that contrôla tho initi­
ation of replication unite. For thia method of control to regulate a 
temporal aequenoe of initiationa, a continual change in the macromoleeular 
configuration of the DKA would have to occur during s. It may be mentioned 
hero that 'packing' of the DKA may indeed affect the time of replication
m —
during B ot parta of tlm gaaaaa. Far axaapla, 'hataroohroaatla*, gamarally 
defined aa denaely packed DKA la laterphaae nuclei, la vmumXlj absent 
during early eidttyoalo atagee and enly appear# later la ^velepmeat, 
(Liea-de-Faria A Jaworaka, 1968), Carrela led with thia ohaoga la an 
alteration la the pattern of chreaeaoae replioatioa. Cbroaeaoaea or 
parte of chroaoaeaaa found aa ettohraeatla and whloh replicate early in 
the S-phaae la emWryoalc life, nay become late replieatiag aa they con- 
deaae to for* heterochreeatia la the couroe of orgaaogrneala (Lima-de-Farla, 
1961; Utakoji A Kau, 1965; Lina-de-Fwrla A Jaworaka, I960).
All modela ozoept Model 2 aaaume one common initiator baae aoqtwoce 
and one type of initiator enayme to be preeeat within a oell, Model 1 
dooe mot explain bow the eelectlve replication of région# of the DKA 
could occur throughout 8, Model 2 requiroa temporal control to bo exerted 
by a aeloctive and temporally controlled i^ roductloa of apeclfic initiator 
enaymea. Model 3a auggeata that controlled replication of DKA during 8 
occur# through tho aeloctive activation ^  Initiation altoa through the 
product# of protein ayntheaia, Model# 5 b and 4 require tw^oral control 
to be a matter of ehaagoa in the macromoleeular configuratioa of the DKA 
during 8. Control of the number of operativo initiation ai toe within a 
cell in limitod by the amount of initiator onaymo(a) produced (Model#
1 and 2) tho activity of mediator factor# (Nodole 3a and 3b) or the macro- 
molecular arrangement of the DMA (Model 4), Applying Oooom *a mmor to 
the above modela, that ayatem which aeema loaet complex in ita demanda 
on the oell would in my opinion be that outlined a# Model 4.
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(viil) Cornnarleon of initiation Interval a In eukervot## and their 
gfUUfla IrO ^-YAiW#
The initiation intarvala in chick aoaatio calla range from 25 to 
145 Mm, with a mean of 63 \m (Pig. 7). Huberman & Higga (1968) find moat 
initiation intarvala in Chineae hamater eella to lie within the range 
15 to 120 ua, and I have computed the mean Interval length from the lower 
hiatograa in their Pig. 6 to be about 50 un. J.H. Prleat (peraonal 
cooBBunioation) uaing aimilar OKA fibre autoradiographic techniquaa haaCMfound in both rat calls in eatabliahed, and in human diploid cells in
A
primary culture an initiation interval range of about 10 to 70 urn with a 
mean of aome 30 urn i.e. about half the mean distance estimated for chicken 
cells. The diatanoea between initiation aitea in mammalian cells and in 
the chicken are compared in Table 3.
On beginning thia work it waa anticipated that according to the 
unineoe model for ohromoa<wBe structure, the lower t-value of the chicken 
(l.45 UUg DKA per haploid genomei Atkin, at al.. 1965) would be reflected 
in shorter replication units when compared with marnmaH an DKA at 37^0. 
Naamala all have a C-value between 3 and 3.5 uug DKA per haploid genome 
(see review by Callan, 1972). This G-value is a little more than twice 
that of the chicken. The unineme model proposes that the chromatid prior 
to replication contains only one M A  double helix. ITiis proposal sprang 
from the demonstration by Taylor, ‘«ooda A Hughes in 1957, that DKA 
replicates aemi-conaervatively in eukaryotic chromosomes. Since then 
much more evidence from diverae aouroes has accumulated in aupport of 
uninemy (Gall, 1963| Miller, 1965; Taylor, 1966; Brewen a Peacock, 1969; 
Laird, 1971, and Kavenoff A Zimm, 1973). The ooogparatlvc study of units 
engaged in replication In the chroxwaomma of somatic cells from lencoua
-
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(Owymiu#, 3.1 ###) and ïrititrua (c-valm* 29 w*g) by Callw» (1972) providesI
incidental support for the ualaeoleta* claim that erganiaa# with high 
C-values have lonaer geneses than ergani ass with low c-valusa, sad not a 
greater suaber of DBA desble helices in their ohrosatida.
% e  seen initiation interval la chioksa somatic cells, however, 
la aa such aa twlee aa long aa that reported for see# sawnalisn oella and
therefore descmstratea that Um jltWir C-tTilMi flf I!» üMfliMra !■ BttI
4m This finding should now eecaslon
no surprise as it waa later established in the work by Callan (1972) ea 
triturua that neither tha aiae of replication units nor tha testerai order 
of their iaitiatlMks were invariant; both could vary from tiaaua to tlasue 
in relation to tha duration of 8-^mee, Any relationship that might sxiat 
between Cwvalue and aiae of replioatlen units might therefore be oeiacl- 
dental*
(I*) — mt* i.»
Ih« 8-,h#w la ^lohan wamtio «#11» la ealtiuw la 7,5 hr (fig. 1), 
The «Hphase in mammalian oella ia estimated by the majority of authera to 
be 6 to 6 hr, (Reviewod by Clearer, 1967). Juat umder half tha amount of 
M A  ia therefore replicated in a ohiokaa cell within the same period mi 
time, Whether thia lower replioatlen rate of overall synthesis in the 
chicken ia accomplished by a decrease in replication rate at each growing 
fork is investigated in Chapter 3, Bowever, it ia assumed at thia stage 
that staggering la the times of initiationa, and longer initiation inter­
vale, play an important role.
If the replication rate and the degree of staggering in the times 
of iaitiatloa# is similar for mammalian and chicken cells, the DBA of
Bow*Y#r, froa # co#p#rl#«^n of pwbllW&od MUl fibre awtorodiogrm^phe 
fro* collo ##*, (Euboramn & T#*l# 1973) vitb bho#o fro* e&lek
ooootic 0*11#; It *pp#*r# that th# amount of «togg#rlng of #t#rt# 1* more 
Botlooobl# In th# chick oomotlc collo. XonA#* mrrmyo of replication 
unit# fro* chicken celle are rarely obeerved with more then four or five 
replleetlon unite» vhereae In memmellen celle end alec in w^hlblen cello. 
(Cellen» 1973) much l@n#er eeoimcee ere obeerved. It le deduced that 
thle le not a remat of more eheer breakage of D M  from the chlokea» - 
beoauae In Chapter 3, plate# 37 to 63# many labelled trmoke tell over 
300 e* In length may be obeerved after 180 elm of labelUng* flanking 
the abort labelled ee<tueeoee la the cbloken mmet be long unlabelled 
etretchee of DM# Tbeee ualabelled longthe eight of coure# be a ooneo* 
quenoe of long initigtloa intervale# they could hoeever alao be a menifee- 
tatimi of a hl#^ degree of etagforlag In Inltlatlema#
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the chicken genome could be replicated within the eeme amount of time 
ae that required for replication of the eemelllan gxmome* if the mean 
dletaace between Initiation el tee in the chicken genome were twice that 
found in the aameallan genome# thle ie iede^^ the came when the mean M
figure for the chloken genome (63 urn) la compared# for exemple# to the 
mean figure for kat celle (31 pm) and Human diploid celle (29 p*)» 
according to J# krleet*# roaulte#
Ï
\i
In Chapter 3 I calculate that If D M  replloatlcm fork# in the |
chicken genome progreeo at the rate oetlneted and the genome In lie 
entirety takea 7,3 hr to omqplete replication# thw& longer initiation 
Intervale than thoee recorded in Fig# 7 muat occur and/or there muet be 
much greater etaggerlng of etarte than la Immediately apparent in the 
autoradiograph#.
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This point can be mad# as fellow#. After short periods of labelling# 
for erample 30 min plea 30 mla ehaae# the very fact that cluatera of tandem 
labelled aectloaa oac be easily reoognlaed means that such cluatera
there can be relatively little ataggarlag of time# of Initiations. Hovever 
the cluatera are theaaelvea ahcrt# and there la no reason to ai^peae that 
they are idiort because shear breakage. Therefore one ssuat assume that 
regions of D M  adjaoent to the labelled clusters are replies ted at times 
aigmlflcaatly before# or after# the periods of labelling# I.e. that there 
la significant staggering of starts between# but not within# the cluatera 
or that 9tk either aids of such a cluster nel#d%bomrlag origins are a great 
distance away# this In ey opiniea la leas likely.
(%) Be M iA k m A M  CTpjifiitlftn m iM  M r# m&mllmr ImmrlM «id 
dWUur WiiWImn ilM * t,#, m  item
Two separate questloaa have been asked; (l) are neighbouring Initiation 
intervals similar in length# (2 ) do Bslghbsurlng replication units have 
alallar times of initiation? Both these questions form pert of a general 
hype thesis I are there or are there net "cluatera* of D M  consisting of# 
for example# 3# 4 or 3 replicatloa units which have similar unit laogtha 
and similar loitiatloa times# and therefore# la the varlatlim that la 
observed between the sises of neighbouring replication units and their times 
of liKltiatlsa really a feature of borders between neighbouring clusters, 
clusters which can therefore differ oomsldermbly from each other. If such 
clusters do occur# are they a refleotlea of the type of DMA being replicated# 
and 1# the variation in the replicatloa unit also and time of initiation 
between clusters a reflection of variation la the type of DKA?
This proposal was put forward on accoumt of the following observa*» 
tleas. first# tandem arrays of labelled sectiens of slmllsr sise with 
apparently similar initiation intervals were sometimes observed lamediately
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adjacent to other tandem array#, differing In both reepecte from the 
former. Secondly, eimllarltlee in labelled lengths and aoparatlon die- 
tanoea are often apparent xLHAtk groupa though theae features may differ
between groi^m in the aaam preparation. Beoauae the groupe being compared
}rimay not be^Xlnear relation to one another no conclualons can be drawn here 
regarding the relative times of initiation between groupai however one 
can infer that jCUÜUÜl groupe Initiation interval# tend to be similar and 
that Initiations tend to be synchronous. Thirdly, as noted on p. 70 
estimates for the replloatlon rate at a growing fork and the length of S 
suggest that much staggering of starts muat occur. If clusters of replica­
tion units are observed to be replicating near synchronously, a tailoring 
in the time of inltiationa muat occur between clusters.
Table 2 and Fig. 9 show that there is a tendency for like initiation 
intervals to occur alongside one another. This suggests that clusters 
of replication units of similar alse do occur along a length of replicat­
ing laid, neighbouring cluatera diffenhg from each other in this respect.
Fig. 10 testa the proposal that neighbouring replication units 
have similar initiation times. The tendency for points to group near 
the mid-line and not to be distributed randomly, indicates that in some 
cases this tendency does occur. If the hypothesised clusters consisted of 
only a few units, for escasqils, 3» 4 or 5, the tendency for theae 3, 4 or 5 
units to have similar lengths and similar initiation times would not be 
obvious unless a great many replication units were measured. For this 
reason, the recording of only alight relationships in both Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10, may be explained.
If members of a tandem series of replication units forming a 
cluster have similar initiation intervals and similar times of initiation.
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the variation between clusters presumably reflects some regienal and 
specific properties within the genome which clearly would repay further 
study. The sequential replication in S of various known regions of the 
genome in certain cells hav been discussed on p. 59 to 60 . It seeme 
likely that the replication of these regions may be distinctive in having 
specific patterns of replication units. In the final analysis ana would 
like to be able to make IN9A fibre autoradiographs from known fraotionated 
components of the genome such as, for example, nucleolar organiser DM, 
so as to examine possible relationships between transcriptional and 
replioation units.
This approach could relate the number of base pairs controlled by 
a replication unit with the number of base pairs determined for certain 
transcriptional units, for example, for ribosomal AKA cistrons (Pardue & 
Qall, 1970)# If the average clstroa Is assumed to be 1000 base pairs 
and the distance separating base pairs is 3.4 S (Watson à Crick, 1933) 
then in the somatic cells of the chicken, the mean replication unit length,
63 im, would have under its control about 180 cistrons or 160,000 base pairs.
If neighbouring replication units tend to be of similar sise and 
replicate during similar periods of S then it is likely that the control 
of initiations as discussed on p. 61 to 66 might be at the level of the 
cluster of tandem replication units and not at a single unit as described 
in Models 1 to 4.
Thm clustering of similarly sised replication units with similar 
initiation intervals differing from other clusters has recently been 
observed by Deaven (unp'blished) in DMA fibre autoradiographs from Chinese 
hamster cells.
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Amaldl «t al. (1973)# however, have preaeated evidence incoaaiateat 
with the proposal that oaikhhouriag replication units tend to replicate 
during sisllar periods of 8. These authors studied the reproducibility 
of initiation sites la two successive cell cycles in Chinese hasster cells 
using various techniques inoludlag D M  fibre autoradiogng^. Cells were 
labelled with ^lUXdl at the begiaaing of two successive S-phaees. Their 
results suggest that the of initiation sites are reproducible
froa one S-phase te the neat, but the isrAmof of initiations is not.
Very few examples were found to subetmmtiate the claim, however.
The greater synchrony in the timss of initlatioas and the ahorter 
replication units lengths la Tviturue embryos as compared to aematic 
cells noted by Callaa (1978) also suggests that neither the timing of 
initiations mar tbs poaitioa ùt Initiation sites are invariant.
If clusters do exist, perhaps changes in the timing of initiations 
only occur between clusters in successive 5-phasee. Where synchrony 
occurs any sequential replication through 8 mast be absent. Aeduotioaa 
in the sises of replication unite may ooour regularly i.e. the sise of 
the replication unit is halved etc., so that the similarity between the 
length of aalghbeuring replicatloa units within a cluster need not be 
lost.
(si) : # m w
«hen Buborman A Riggs proposed their model for the replioation of 
DMA in the chromosomes of eukaryotes (redrawn in Pig. 18) they suggaated, 
though not with great insistence, that replication units have fixed termini. 
Their model also proposed that these termini might be positioned at equal 
distances on both sides of an initiation point.
Fig. 12. Copied fiee ihibereea A Rigge (i960) eaâ le their 
Fig. 7. It preeeete the AlAlreotlmml model 
for Dli roplleetlem. BeoA pelr of horleontel 
linee royroeeete e portioe of e doWOe faolioel 
801 BelootOei e owtlmmome lime repreeeete e 
peroetel pelymmoleotlde ohelm, em Imterropted 
lime royreeoote e meelyweymtheeleod ebein*
Xbe ebert vertioel liaee reyreeeet origins ( ), 
i.e. Imitietloa yolmte for roylloetioa# oeA 
termini (?)• The four dlegremm repreeeat 
dlfforemt etegee la the roylioetlom of two 
edjoeemt roylioetlom valtet (e) prior to 
reylioetioa (b) roylloetioa etertod la rlgbb# 
head malt# (o) roylioetlom etertod ia left* 
bead malt# (d) roylloetioa oompleted ia both 
mai te, end ole tor double bolioee eoyermtod 
et the comma termlame.
Fig 12
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Mar# r#o#mtly# ovld#&o# for fl*#d tormlol ia pbag# T i#m b##n noted 
by l^taor à WLitoWeov (quoted by Huberaen & Teei, 1973) mad ia tbe e#i« 
deuce of Sohaom & lamaa (l970). üchaoe 4 Xanea point out that, even in 
cameo where the rate of growth of the two fomte ia the Y eoleoitle ie very 
uneven, no fork aeeee to pama a partioular point on the moêecule loeated 
about 5*5 to 7,0 \m free the left wid, Thle point according to Kataer 4 
Kulitohkav nay be a termdaem. If the aaee model hold# for eukar/etea the 
mim^leet eiteatlee aiq^t be to ai^ ppoee that termini are fixed at equal 
diataacGs alwg a iMugth of OKA, regardleee o i the dietributiem of 
initiation mi tee. In Fig, 15, Kodala (i) and (ii), grain pattern# are 
illumtrated auoh ae one would eapeet to find ia OKA aatoradiograph# froa 
pulee-Kihaeed celle if replication prooeeded aocordiag to the above model# 
i e. (i) termiai ocourrlag at equal dietanoee frw& aa origim, or (ii) 
teralai occurring at equal dim tanoea aXmig the MIA ohain regardleea of the 
poaitiene of origine. All the modela ia Fig, 15 aeeume a aledlar rate of 
pFogreeaiea for both growing f orka produced from a Miared initiation ai te 
and rely on the eetabliahed data that eome etaggeriag in the time# of 
iaitiatione and eeme variation ia initiation iatervale may ooour within 
a tandem aeqoemoe of replication uaito.
It ia concluded from the preaent work that neither model# (i) nor
(ii) are #atlafaot<Mry, If termiai do ooour, both model# predict the 
finding, in pul#e*ohaee expérimenta, of a peroentago of abruptly terminate 
lag, heavily labelled traeka where r^lioatiea of a unit had reached it# 
teraisu# (t) during the 50 min period of labelling, bhere much a heavily 
Ibbelled aectioa ia flanked at It# abruptly terminating end by a neigh­
bouring heavily albelled eeotioa carrying a f^in^ tail, the abnq»tly 
terminating end of the firat eeotioa may be oonaiderod to repreeeat the
Fig* 15. Tgmdem eequemo## of hogrily^l^llod units «md
tail# which might b# obaorrod in M U  fibre 
auteradiagrcg^ from ehick aomatio cell# palae 
labelled for 50 min and chased for 50 aim 
moearding to models of W  replioatioa whi^ 
either iaelade or cmoludo tend.^.
(i) IbraAni eoomrriag at eqaal dlotaaooe abemt aa
origin,
(ii) Termiai ooearriag at eqaal diatamoea along the
M U  (Amin regardless of the peaitlona of 
origins.
(iii) he defined termiai. fieplieatiem ia teralaated
when oamrarging gromlag peints meet# 0, 
repraaeata an initiation alto or origin,
T, represents a terajnaa, repreeemts a 
termlams which oenld be Inferred from the 
amteraiiegraph, a thin oentimaons line 
reseats a pertien of a parent pelysmoleotide 
ohain, a heavy solid lima repraeente M U  
synthesised daring the first 50 min pulse sad 
an intarrapted heavy line rapreeente M U  
eynthemimad during the 50 sis chase.
Abruptly terminating units whidt reaohed twrnini 
© f  during the 50 min pulse and face converging 
tail# are abown ia (i) proceeding from origins 
0^ and 0^ (ii) pimoeeding from origins 0^ and 0^. 
The appearance labelled sections which would 
establish that there are no defined eqai-distant 
termini on either aide of origins are illustrated 
in (iii) about origins o \  0^, cfl and 0^.
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position of th« torsinus (T), Npdol (l) products thsi the hssvllj 
XsboXlod sections will he sbruptly tsrmlnoting at hath ends; aodsl (ll) 
predicts the eocwronos of hsoviXy IhbslXod sootloas abroptiy tseminating 
at both ends or at eus sad only, tbs ether ead oarryiag a tail. %bs 
present stadies# however# reveal fee such tandem series. Ruheraan *
Higgs also found that In ail of the labelled seotlens they eheerved only 
%  were abruptly terminating and flaidced by nsidhbeuriog replication units 
carrying facing tails.
Rsdsl (ii) net only predicts the eecurrenoe of internal abnqptly 
terminating trsoka bat alee re^res all finished replioatioa units 
lengths to be the seas, this is ebvieusly net the ease. Per this reason 
also, fiasad termini could net be equidistsnt aleag a length cf IXRi,
Row then is DKi synthesis terminated at the end of each replica­
tion unit? the mstbed whi^A sees# meet llhely is illustrated in Pig. 15# 
Hsdel (iii)t replication terminates when aenvwging grewiag fexhs from 
neighbouring replioatien units meet. This is supported by the fact that 
in pulee#ohase sxpsrlasnts I hare often enoeuntersd tandem series such
as shown in Plates Id and 17 and illustrated in Model (iii) in the units
1 earising from origine 0 and 0*# %Aere a middle# abnq^tly tendnatlBg 
track is flashed on both sides by labelled seotiems each showing a well 
defined tail preceediag outwards# but with an*rupt ending towards the 
inside. Evidently# as in Plates id and 17# origlas lie at the aid-polnts 
of the gaps between labelled tracks, as illustrated in Model (ill)# the 
middle track represents the outcome of replioatien to fusion which 
ooourrsd duriag the pulse# «hersas the outer tracks represent replication 
proceeding from the same initiation points and oontinuing during pulse 
and obaso until hsrveetiag of the cells. Such tracks establish without
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«Bbiguity that replication from an origin prooeade bldlraetlaaallj without 
regard to eyaaetrloally diapoaed termini about an origia (Nedol i)«
If the termination of a replication unit aieply depend# on the 
meeting of comrerging growing fork#, then it follow# that n^ ighhaiuying
mXIm M ti imlUmH al imk% in, ru rl wlWa mrmrWmW i4ai vnMM*
If thia la the case# and it aeema reaaoaable, thMi the "ooatrol" of 
initiation eite aotivatioa diaomeeed on p$ 61 to p. 66 beooaea in 
eaaenoe a aattor of tlaing, Meighbenring and operative initiation ai tea# 
if they are greatly etaggered in their tiaee ef aetivation meet neoeeearily 
be eeparated by relatively long diataaoea# whereaa neighbouring initiation 
ai tea which activate aynchronoualy SMSL ^  cloee together* A potential 
initiation site thm become# inoperative if it i# mot activated before 
it# neighbouring replication unit# at either aide fuee*
the relation between a dietinotive pattern of replioatioa and the 
type of SHA ha# boon euggeeted on p# 70 • It ha# alao been j^ repoeed 
that ataggeriag of the time# of initlatioaa through S may remit in the 
eo^ueatial replication of certain parte of the genome (p# 60)# If neigh­
bouring replication unite mat replicate in overlapping time period# then 
perhaps a small percentage of termini (equivalent to the %  observed by 
Huberam A Higgs) do exist to separate groups of replication units that 
do not replicate in overlapping time periods, so alloeing sequential 
replication in 3.
On the other hand parts of the genome or clusters of replication 
unite which r^lioate la diverse times la U may be separated by very long 
initiation intervals. In this case gg termiai would be required*
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D M  fibre eutorediogrephe were prepared frea chiok eoaatic celle, 
pre-treaied with IHdk and pulee-labelled for periods of increaaing duration. 
The rate of D M  replication at a growing fork cannot be determined fro* 
eaaaioatlon of chaoed material because tails lack precise limits and 
therefore cannot be moasured precisely* Replication rate aust therefore 
be estimated from preparations derived from cells not subjected to a abase* 
bearing in mind idxe problems of Intarpfotatien exposed by tbs nhased 
preparation* outlined in Chapter 2* kenilcetiaa rete is expressed as the 
rate of Increase in length of a bidirectional replication unit* «here the 
replication rate ef a single growing forte from a shared initiation site is 
discussed, the term cne-wav-renliomtion rate is used*
MarnoD
The methods for labelling the cells and preparing MIA fibre auto­
radiographs are outlined la the Osasral Aooeuat of Materials and Methods* 
Cells in separate flasks were labelled with ^ h-Tdk for 15-, 30-, 60-, or 
120 min* The specific activities of the ^R-TdB used zanged fro* 23 to 25 
Ci/mK* After labelling the cells were immediately harvested and resuspended 
in concentrated sucrose solution to termlimte labelilag* Cells were pre­
treated with fUdk and b& for 16 hr before labelling* whole cell autoradio­
graphy showed 33^ of the cells were synchronised at the beginning of 3*
DÆA fibre autoradiographs were prepared according to the dialysis chamber 
method* Exposure times varied from 26 to 33 weeks*
ta
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As la Chapter 2 the length of labelled sections «as measured using 
an eyepiece scale. Internal labelled sections from tandem arrays were 
measured in all cases to avoid the inclusion ef broken end sections in 
the measurements.
(I) iflffusat am itagtt bltA tlm#
Plates 23 to 65 shew the distribution of radioactivity in DMA 
fibre autoradiographs from rOdH-treated chick somatic cells labelled for 
15 m a  (PUtM O  to 33), 30 mln ( m t M  54 to 43), 60 nln (Platm 44 to 
56) u d  120 m n  (Plata* 57 t* 65), laaadi.taly prior ta barvaatln.. Two 
main features are apparent i labelled sections occur in tandem and their 
lengths increase with increasing duration of labelling. Comparison of 
these photographs with those discussed in Chapter 2 i.e. of sells labelled 
for 30 min and subsequently chased for 30 min, establish that the "tails" 
ef decreasing grain density in the latter are indeed a oenseqwsnc#, of a 
chase protocol. The present labelling procedure produoes heavily labelled 
tracks which have well-defined ends. iSeasuremente of these lengths can 
therefore be made to %  1 am.
(II)
Several aspects of M A  replication that are more accurately deter­
mined from polse-chase preparations can, however, also be observed in 
unchased preparations where there has been separation of fully replicated 
regions of sister double helices and where several initiation sites have 
been activated prior to labelling, as in Plate* 39# 44, 46, 49 and 64.
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The dlvergeae# of fork-Iiko growing points in tho shove sontioasd 
sutorsiiogrsphs is iaAiostive of bidirectional replication and the con­
current replication of both parent polynucleotide strands*
Unlabelled regions within such separated sister double helices 
aust represent D M  replicated before addition of S^î-TdH* Therefore, in the 
above mentioned plates, initiations most probably occurred in the middle of 
each unlabelled gap. Initiation Intervals may be measured in these cases 
as the distance from mid-gap to mid-gap. Intervals ssasurod from these 
unchased preparations lie within the range shown in Fig. 7, which derives 
from pulae-chassd cells. For example, intervals of about 40 and 50 m  
are aitimated directly from Plate 39 and intervals of 50 pm and 90 m  from 
Plates 44 and 49 respectively, thus, neighbouring initiation intervals, 
asasured la this way, also show variations in length.
Both chased and unchased preparations demonstrate that the time 
of initiations may vary between replication units. For example, if 
initiation sites occur at the mid-gaps in the tandem sequence shown in 
Plate 49, then the difference in length between these unlabelled regions 
iadioatee that initiation of the right-hand unit must have occurred before 
the left-hand unit, both units initiating prior to labelling, assuming that 
replication rate is invariant.
Only pulse-chase experiments provide unequivocal evidence against 
there being fixed termini. However, tracks from unchased material showing 
sister strand separation as in Plates 44 and 49 are also most easily 
interpreted on the basis of the lack of defined termini equidistantly 
spaced about an origin. For example, in Plate 44, if origins are taken to 
lie at the middle of each unlsbelled gap, then the internal labelled track 
represents the outcome of fusion of the neighbouring one-way replication
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whilst tbs outermost one-way repllcotlom units have continued to 
replicste for a mwh greater distanoe until harvesting of the cells.
This is assuming that fusions have not occurred between the out«raost 
units and other labelled sections.
(Ui) af «
Fig. 14 shows an interpretation of the tandem sequence of replication 
units in Plate 39# (from cells labelled for 30 mln) showing sister strand 
separation. Origins are inferred at positions 0^, 0^# (y and 0^.
(1) represents the probsble arrangement of replicated lengths before label 
was available. Initiation has occurred at origins 0^, c^and (y.
(2) represents the supposed arrangement of labelled tracks after 15 mln of 
labelling. laltiatisn has now occurred at origin 0^. (3) represents
the sequesce of labelled tracks at the end ef the labelling period i.e. 
Plate 39 redrawn, fusion has now eocurred between all converging one-way 
sections and the fully replicated sister strands have separated.
Several uncertainties in thia interpretation must be mentioned, 
whilst origins probably occurred at positions 0^, <^and 0^, each gap 
might contain sere than one origin and MA synthesised from these origins 
say have fused prior to labelling. Again, origin 0^ may be valid, but 
its labelled length could also represent a one-way section from origin (y, 
(providing am exsiq^ le for the absence of equi-distant termiai about an 
orlgltt) rather than being a two-way replication unit.
(iv) Cmlculmtian of rmta/unrntilnM fnrk
Ideally, the labelled length of a replication unit when measured 
after a pulse-Iabel of known duration should be proportional to the rate 
of DSA replication from two diverging growing forks. However, in these
Fig. 14. àn Istevparetatloa of %b# pgttaom ef raplloatlom
along a portion of a D M  nalaoala from tha arrange- 
■ant of tandaaXj I^llad aaotlacta of naaoaat D M  
ahowlng aiatar atagad aaparatlen, a# bbaarvod in 
a D M  fibre autoradiograph prepared from ohick 
aaaaUe oalla labelled for 30 ad a. A thin 
coatiaaoaa lima reprenant# a parent polyanoleo- 
tida eheiln. a dotted lima rapraaeuta DMA repli- 
oatad before labelling# and a heavy eontlaaeaa 
lime reprenant# DBA raplieated in the preeenoe 
af label. 0# repreaenta an origin or imitiatiea 
ai to. Dadrama from Plata 39.
(1) Pattern of raplioatioo prior to labelling.
(2) Pattern ef repMoatiam that mould have been
obaervad if oalla ware harvaatad after the flrat 
15 m n  af the yUea label.
(3) Pattern of raplioatiaa aa obaarveA in Plata 39»
after 30 ain labelling.
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*utormdiogr*ph# tho track# a###ured #r«,. necessarily an indeterminate mixed 
population*
(1) 3oaa labelled «action# will indaad rapxaeant replication 
^caading in oppoalta direction# from a «bared origin vhioh initiatad 
lamadlately after removal of the FUdA block# and with no aubaaquent fualon 
between nelglibourlng replication unit#*
(2) However# other much «action# will have fumed with neighbouring 
labelled «action## reaultiag in longer labelled track# than thoae in (*).
(3) Other labelled •action# will aleo reflect two#aay replication# 
but where initiation warn delayed# thua reaultia* in ahortar labelled track# 
than thoae in (t)«
(4 ) Thaea length# may alao have fumed with their neighbour## 
reaultiag in intermediate length# depending on when fualon occurred and 
the labelled length# of their nelghboura*
(5) Yet other labelled «action# will reflect oneway replication 
diverging from an already replicated region that Initiated before label 
wee available. Theme abort labelled length# would thu# be a meaaure of 
oneway replication rate.
(d) Such lid^lled emotion# would again reault in intermediate 
length if fualon had occurred between nei#bouring replication unit#.
(7) iaatly# certain long labelled track# might be caused by fumlwi 
between zxal^bouring replication units which initiated from nearby origin# 
at some tine during labelling.
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The proportional contribution of mil the above mentioned circusf 
etanoee would vary inter eiie with duration of labelling, (hily excep­
tionally is it poaaible to recognise» with fair aaaurance» the provenance 
of a particular labelled track in unchaaed preparations. In practice» 
however, the proportional contribution of the first mentioned track lengths 
can be increased by the use of aa FOdR block and by labelling the cells 
for a time for wbioh it has been empiriomlly established that fusion is 
rare. If cells are labelled immediately an FUdk block is released, those 
cells synchronised at the beginning of S will initiate replication and 
DKA replicated at this time will be labelled. The proportion of replication 
units that Initiate immediately label is provided must be greater in semi- 
synchronised cells, a third synohronlmmd at the beginning of S» then if 
unsynchroniaed cells were labelled, even allowing for many initiations to 
be staggered in time through an 8-phase.
Fig. 15 shows histograms ef tho labelled track lengths measured from 
DBA fibre autoradiographs from cells pro-treated with FOdR for Id hr and 
labelled far 1$-, 30-, 60-, and 120 sin. 123 msauared lengths ware recorded 
for each histogram. The great spread of lengths in the 60- and 120 min 
histograms is clearly the result of fusion, whereas the oompaot 15 and 30 
min histograms are evidence that little fusion has occurred between neigh­
bouring replicating sections which initiated within these shorter periods 
of labelling. The mean values of labelled lengths recorded for each 
histogram are 18, 23, 51, and 106 pm respectively. The very low proportion 
of lengths equal to twice that of the mean length of more, in the 15 and 
30 min histograms, is evidence that within a labelling period of 30 min 
or less few fusions occur between two or more neighbouring replication units j
that initiated at or after the beginning of labelling. This establishes, |1
Fig. 15. fbequseoy higtagrai #f labsllsd trmok Isngtbs 
t r m  014 f itea aatmidiecxaphs dsriwad from 
ehiofc Mmatlo o#U# in onltnro. tho call# 
ware treated with FDtl sod labelled with 
^ T d B  f w  15. 50, 60 *»« 1*0 Idn.
Fig 15
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empirically, that the replication rate may he meaeured with acre accuracy 
from autoradiocrapha of chick aomatlc oella labelled for 30 mln or leaa.
Beoauae FUdK pare-traataant for 16 hr only reaulta la a third of the 
oella actually heglanlng their 5-phaae at the atari of labelilag, a large 
proportloa of one-way aeotloaa will aeoeaaarlly have been meaeured. For 
thia, and other raaaoam prevloualy memtlonad, the track langtha do 
not give a fair maammre af raplloatlon rate, la order to eatimate thia 
rate, the MÊMâMttLÆÙÊUSi langtha reoerded la a given labelling period are 
required, The rl^ d&t-haad ahoulder (BBS) of the 15 and 30 mia hiatograma 
give Mtoh a value for the mamimum two-way lemgtha recorded, with a minor 
contribution frea fualoa ef one-way aeotloaa that terminated when labelling 
oeaaed. Beyond eaoh ÏÏSS& ia the loe peroentage of irregular track lengtha 
reaultiag from fualon. To the left of eaoh XSB are track lengtha reaulting 
from, (i) one-way replication unite from origlaa that Initiated before 
label warn available i.e. oella already in 8 when fOdk waa applied,
(ii) two-way replication unite where initiation waa delayed until eome time 
after label waa available, (lii) the fualon of two converging one-way 
unite, where fualon occurred early in the labelling period ccr (iv) replica­
tion unite from extremely cloee initiation eltea that initiated and fumed 
during labelling. The &HL of both the 6C and 120 min hietograme are "maeked* 
aittce t\m proportional contribution of all type# of fualon# la overwhelming 
after theme period# of labelling. The &H8 of the 15 mln hietogram la 
tmtween 10 and 20 um and if one take# Ita mean, 15 Me, the replication rate 
ia 30 pVhr one-way. The KHS of the 30 ain hietogram ie between 20 and 
30 urn, giving an eetimated replication rate of 25 »Whr one-way. Although 
it ia by no mean# certain that replication rate ia invariant 1 oonaider a 
rate of aoota 25 to 30 vm/hr one-way to be a reaaonable eatimate, for it ia 
eupported by two further obaervationa.
fàMUÈ 4. m  m k  U M s m m  m
Call Typ# Bata aapabliahad Rat# aaa-way par hear kafaraima
HaLa 63 0«5 - C,6 m^aiA #5-64 a
Bala 0,3 iM^aAa #9 ar laaa b
cbluaaa baaatar 0.7 - #.# #W*lA 21-33 a
# * 30 - 72 #a^br 30 - 72 G
* a # iWaln 30 4
# e 0.6 m^ala 24 a
# * 1 - 2  iH^ala 30- 6 0 r
%aaa 6.6 - 0.7 a#^#la #8-21 6
• L 0.7 - 1.8 tWaia 21-94 a
taaa Dlplal* #5 wa/'hr 15 b
.# . 3# 0.9 wVala 27 a
Kaagaroo rat # #a/aiA 30 4
c &  (rabbit) 6.9 - 0.6 fWalA 19-64 a
Nat 23 tm /hr 23 b
Chiok aaaatie 29 - 30 aa^hr 29- 3 0 1
a ^ ra la ta r & Solaeafar (i960) 
b - CatfiMi (1966) 
c • Eabaraaa 6 &lgg# (#966)
4 - Daavaa (uapubllahad)
# # lark at mi. (#971) 
f • Taylor (#966)
« - Saad A T«m  (#973) 
h -  m eat (mpM&liabed) 
i - McFarlane & Callan (l973)
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flrat, becmuaa the maan initiation interval ia 63 \m (eaa fig. 7, 
Chapter 2) the above replication rata would reault in faaieoa between unite 
which initiated replication during the Ihbelling period only beooaing 
nueereue after about 60 ain of labelling and froa the 60 ain hiatograa in 
fig. 15 thia la evidently the oaee. Becendly, ia the photographe in 
Chapter 2 of tandea labelled lengtha frea celle labelled for 30 ain and 
chaaed for 30 ain, fueion la aeon to be occurring at the JbHJUL ef neigh­
bouring replication unite in the majority ef caeee.
The replioatioa rate per growing fork ia chicken aoaatic celle 
and aaenal1 an celle ie compared in Table 4.
nTBcnHKfna
U> — te. mmA
the eetimated value for replication rate, 25 - 30 tai^ hr one-way, 
hae been ahovn to agree with the lafemation preeented ia fig. 7, Chapter 
2, for the mean initiation interval. Thia correlation can, however, be 
taken further. If the value for rate ie correct and aeeuming thin rate to 
be invariant, the percentage of fuaione after 3C ain labelling, between 
neighbouring replication unite that initiated when ^h-TdR van added, would 
be expected to equal the percentage of initiation intervale beicw 30 pa 
froa fig. 7. from 151 initlatimi intervale recorded 5 enaiqplee (3.3^) 
were below 30 tia. Bowevor, me eentlomed by Callan (1972) replioatioa 
\nite proceeding from any two neighbouring initiation pointe which do not 
fuee within 30 ain contribute two labelled traoke on an autoradiogram, 
whereae two which fuee contribute only one. Thue, the expected frequency 
of fuaione in 30 ain would be 1.6^ frea 125 meaeuremente of labelled
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lenirths recorded after 50 nin labelling# only 5 long labelled tracks# 
greater than 50 (about twice the man)# were recorded# a frequency 
of 2A%.
(11) lABilsmtlam altf mâ SHBtaai teaUflft
If the most widely-spaced origins In chick somatic cells are some 
145 pm apart (fig. 7) and if all the replication units were to initiate 
at about the earn time and continue replication at a constant rate of 
25 to 50 l^a/hr one-way then all the DNi of the chicken genome could be 
replicated In about 2.5 hr. The actual i>-phase is# however# 5 times 
longer (fig. 1 Chapter l)} how Is this disparity to be explained?
The possibility that Initiation intervals longer than 145 Mm were 
not recognised has already been mentioned on p. 45 , Chapter 2# and cannot 
be refuted.
Another possibility is that initiation intervale may tend to be 
longer as the S-phase progresses| this# however# can be contested. Initi­
ation intervals measured from tracks where sister-strand ooparatioa has 
occurred I.e. from regions of the genome whose replication is not confined 
to early S# do not differ elgdflcantly from intervals measured in early 8 
i.e. from chased preparations where initiation occurred after relief of 
the FDdR block. On p. 79 # intervals were determined from unchssed preparn- 
tions from tracks where sister strand separation had occurred and such 
Intervals fell within the same range as those in fig. 7. These determina­
tions can be made on preparations labelled up to 120 min after the release 
of the fUdh block and therel20 min after the start of 8 in a third of the 
cells. It is also noted in Chapter 4 that initiation intervals measured 
from an uasynchrmoised population of cells also lie within the same range
as those in Fig. 7.
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T«t another poeaibiXity ie that réplication rate fall# daring 6. 
Frevioua author## however# have preaented evidence that variatien# in 
the length of the 8-phaae within one erganiaa or between related group: 
of animale# i# not determined by variatione in r«q^lioation rate. For 
exaaple# Callan (l97S)# Table 3# Chapter t# found that the diversity la 
8-phaae duration in i n  eoaatic cello# aperaatooytea and neurulae# 
was net accoaaodated by groaa diveraitiee in replication rate but by 
variation* in the number of initiation aitee. Fainter # Shaefer (1969) 
eatiaated the DMA replication rate for cello of 5 mammalian apeoiea 
in vitro by density labelling (Table 4). The 8-phase In Bela* Chiaeae 
haaater# Nouae# i, and diploid uolla ie generally 6 to 6 hr#
(reviewed by Cleaver# 1967), but #&e h-phaae in C.ft.L. rabbit terain celle 
la aoms 25 hr (Faint* r a ^ dsaefer# 1969). They found that all 5 cell line# 
have aimllar two-way replication rate## 0.5 am - 1.8 iWain# and therefore 
the long drawn out 8-phaae in rabbit C.B.l. cell* ie# ae in the situation 
noted by Callaa# mot accommodated by a decreaae la replication rate. It 
eeeae unlikely# therefore# that replication rate changea significantly 
within one S-pheee.
& laat poaaibility la that the length of the S-phaae in chick 
eoaatic cello may be a result of staggered initiations in time. Although 
those neiglbeurlag origine which are both goi*w to be astivated in the 
same a.^mse east initiate in overlapping time periods# staggering of 
twtcb initiations does occur. The longer the interval between adjacent 
active initiation sites the greater the degree of eta^mrimg that can 
occur in the time of their initiations (8ee Chapter 2# p. 76)# A 
etaggering of starts of up to 2 hr can be observed im certain autoradio­
graphs. For emaaple in Flats 62# if# as eeeae meet likely# the unlabelled 
central region locates a cluster of replication units whioh had not
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initiated before harvest iag and if the neighbouring labelled esc tiens 
represent clusters of two-way replication units whiob initiated at the 
beginalAg of libelling (as eeeas probable from the length of these 
eectioas) then a staggering of starts of some 2 hr may be inferred, 
staggering in the time of initiations has also been proposed to explain 
tbs long unlabelled stretches flanking short olusters of labelled sec­
tions (see p. 70 , Chapter 2 and many examples shown in Plates 25 to 
65). This final proposal ie in my opinion the most likely explanation 
for the observed discrepancy between the length of S# the mean replica­
tion unit length and the replication rate.
(ill) nmmt nf tl»* — niictiM «t « i, ■»«. t i— in s
A rough estimate for the amount of BRA replicating concurrently 
at any one time in 3 may be made using the calculated value of replica­
tion rate if it be assisaed that the degree of staggering in the time of 
Initiations remains constant throughout the 3-phase# If the mean initi­
ation Interval is 65 Mm (Fig. 7) the 8-phase is about 7#5 hr (Fig. 1) 
and the replication rate is 25 to 50 iWhr one-way# only about one 
seventh of the total BHA of the chicken genome would be replicating at 
any one time in 3.
65 MB T 2 5 -50 Mii^ hr one-way m approx. ! hr
but S m 7#5 hr .*. t w 7.5 - approx JL .7
(it) "f DM* rmtmM .t
A wide variation exists in figures for the rate of progress of
replication forks In BRA from mammalian cells at yi^C (Table 4)« but
most of this vsrlstion probably stems from the complicatiess mentloaed 
earlier ea p. 81. Is Table 4 results are converted to one-way replication 
rates per hour wherever it is obvious that values vers gained by the said 
authors from a majority of bidirectional replication units. These converted 
rates may now be compared more sucoeasfully# although where conversions are 
ssde» an underestimate Is still probable in all case# since the rates were 
calculated from the mean value of lengths recorded in a given labelling 
period. Both Fainter d 8haefsr (1969) and Taylor (1968) obtained values 
for replication rates using the density label 5-bromMAracil (BrdU). Con- 
parleon of the converted replication rates shows that most determinations of 
the replication rate of mammalian BNA lie within the same range# about 
15 to 60 as/hr omo-way and that the replication rate determined in the 
present study for DKA fro* chick somatic cells also lien within this range.
(t ) n m  . TilfnilM «INt inlÉIIM titlftlfnir
The duration of 8 is similar in ^liek somatic colls in vitro.
7.5 hr (Fig. l) and in mammalian cells in vitro generally 6 - 8  hours 
(reviewed by Cleaver# 1967). If these estimates are correct and 'Uie 
c-valuo of the chicken is just under half the amount determined for 
mammalian cells (reviw#sd by Callan# 1972) then half the amount of BKA 
is replicated in the ohickea at the same rate per growing fork as in 
mammals over the same amount of time. The lower replication rate in chick 
somatic cells must therefore be aocsamodated by either a signifieaat 
reduction in the Dumber of initiation sites or a greater dogroe of stagger­
ing in the time of initiatioma# or both.
As has boon sees in Chapter 2# Table 5# the mean initiation iaterval 
in chick somatic cells la longer and may even be twice as long as the mean
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initiation interval calculated for certain ma— alien cells* Therefore# if 
chicken BKA replicates with half the number of initiation sites at the —  
rate per growing fork# for the same duration of ti— # half the amount of 
DMA would be replicated! If the nueber of initiation sites in mammalian 
cells is lose than twice that of the chiekmn# as eati— ted by Kuberman 
& Higge (i960) for Chinese hamster cells, then a greater degree of stagger­
ing in the time of initiations must occur in tho chioken genome as compared 
with the mammalian genome*
(vi) jmnllctlni. ~t. «iMh» af Mmliamti.» — 4 —
Before any estimates for the mean Initiation interval were found by 
DBA fibre autoradiography# the mean replication unit length and the number 
of replication units in the entire geno—  were calculated for various 
organisms from estimatee of DMA replication rate# C-value and 3-phase dura­
tion. from ouch values Taylor (i960) estimated that replioation unite in 
the geno—  of Chine—  hamster cells were 200 to 400 urn in length. Simi­
larly# Calms (1966) working with RoLa cells calculated two-way units of 
500 |AB. All such value# however# must under— ti— to the number of replica­
tion units and overesti— te the — an replication unit length becau—  one 
must assuae in the—  calculations that #,11 units initiate at the beginning 
of S and replicate continuously throughout 8# where—  it ie k— wn that 
the tim—  of initiations may be staggered. Indeed# DBA fibre autoradio­
graphs of both HeLs and Chi— —  ha— tor colls have shown that staggering 
in the tim—  of initiations d— a occur (Ruber— n à Higgs# 1960# Lark et #1.. 
1971# Deaven# unpublished).
Callan (1972) using the above calculations and making a rough allow­
ance for staggered atarte, estimated that 4#500 two-way replication units
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nay be involved in replication in the pre-oeiotic S in L*riturua. If this
number la correct# initiation sites must average 2.4 mm apart.
isBXBBlng unlneay# the haploid genome lengtli in the chicken ie about 
50 cm. A similar calculation for the chioken# but not allowing for
staggered starts would be 7.5 hr x 25 to 50 pe/hr one-way, 186 - 225 urn.
The number of replication units would then be about 2#200. The mean 
replication unit length is 65 pm# however# not eome 400 pm. A more valid 
estimate for the number of replication units in the chicken genome would 
be 50 cm 4 65 pm# or about 6#000.
(v ii) attUfiftUflfl m tt ifl mWmrYeW ■ml mritimJhBft
Finally# note must be taken of the markedl:, slow replication rate
per growing fork recorded for all eukaryotic DHA#: including that of the
chicken# compared with the rates of replication recorded for prokaryotic
cells. At 57^C replication of DMA in bacteria proceeds at a rate of about
20 - 50 pm/min# one-way# (Cairns# 1965; Bonhoeffer & Gierer# 1965; Cooper
& Helmstettxer# 1969) and is complete in E. coil within 20 to 50 min
(Caims# 1905). At 57^0 the replication rate in eukaryotes is between about
0.16 to 1.2 pVmin one-way (Table 4). The DMA of the chicken genome
(replication rate 25 to 50 jWhr one-way) replicates at a rate about 60
times slower than h. coll DMA and is complete in 7.5 hours. It is also
of interest that the JS. coli replicon calculated to be 1#100 to 1#500 pm
qin length with a mol. wt. of 2.5 x 10 daltons ie also much longer than 
any recorded lengths for replication units in eukaryotes# and about twenty 
times longer than the mean replication unit length (65 pm) in chick somatic 
cells. The rate of DMA replication in polytene chromosomes also supports 
the above generalisation. The rate of DMA replication in Rhynchoaclar# 
anaelae is 0.025 ps/min at 24^0 (Cordeira & Hene^ini» 1975) and correcting
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for the difference in temperature# they calculate that the rate would 
be about 0,05 ue/ain at 57®C,
An explanation for the relatively faet rate of replication in 
prokaryote# may be the lack of aaaociated hletonee in prokaryotic 
chroaoeo»ee« In eukaryotee hletonee are cloeely linked with the DUA In 
chroao— e. Double stranded DMA must unwind before replication ie 
possible. The unwinding of hlstone-associated DMA is presuaably more 
complex and may therefore be slower than the unwinding of free DMA. On 
the other hand# the association of histoae* with nascent DMA may take 
place during replication# as an Integral step in the replication process. 
It follows# if this were the case, that inhibition of protein synthesis 
might affect the rate of DMA replication in eukaryotes but not in pro­
karyotes. This is found to be correct (lanawalt# et mi.. 1961 ; lark#
1965; Cummins 4 Huserh, 1966$ %ueller et ml.. 1962$ Welss# 1969$ belntraub# 
1972b;. •eintratd»# for esample# showed that uhsn protein synthesis in 
chick erythroblasts was inhibited by c/olohSKimide# linear DhA synthesis 
continued for about 45 sin# but at half the control rate. Other authors 
(Qautsohi é Kerm# 1977) agree with ^eintraub*s work that it is the rate 
of chain elongation of nascent DMA that is reduced# not the nu^er of 
active initiation sites.
It is proposed# therefore# that the need to incorporate proteins 
plays an important role in restricting the rate of DMA replication in 
eukaryotes.
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In view of tho ovldoac# that FtUlt aay cauao chroaoaoat hroakm 
(Thylor# et ml.. 1962)» aay thoraforo coneoivahly bo roaponaibla for 
bidlroctloaaX aa oypoaod to a&idirootioaal roplloation (Aaaldi# et ml.. 
1972# Lark» et 1971# *olatra%A» 1972) and aay mot block BKà ayntheaia 
completely (Aaaldi et al.. 1972)» DMA fibre autoradiograph# were alao 
prepared from aea«#yaohre&laed» oen-FUdiUtreated — lia. The characteris­
tic# of — plication unit# from FDdJUtreated and non-HMiUtreated — 11# 
were then oompared, DMA fibre autoradiograph# from aon-aynchronlaed 
eella alao provide information con— lag the pattern of replication 
throughout 8,
%E?ROD
The general procedure# have been outlined in the General Accowt 
of Hateriala and Method#, Soa-eynchroniaed chick eoaatic — lie» untreated 
with fUdK» were allowed to reach log growth. Three types of Isbelllng 
preoedurea were carried out on those — 11a, (l) 3 sms wore labelled 
aooerdlag to the pulse-chase protocol outlined im Chapter 2. Growth 
medium containing ^ B-TdK (Dpeoifio Activity» 27 Ci/mMsl)» was applied 
for 30 aim» removed» and replaced with aon-radioaotive medium for a 
further 50 min ohaee period, (ii) Others re— ived an initial 30 min 
pules of ^^TdR followed by a step-up in the specific activity of the 
label. Growth medium containing ^ B-TdH at 6,73 Ci/nNol was applied for 
30 min» removed» and replaced with grvoth medium — ataiaing ^ B-TdR at
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27 Ci/aMol tor # further 30 ale, (ill) other — lie were labelled with
(spécifié Activity 27 Ol/W#el) for period# of Isoreoele# tfuretloni 
13# 30» 6v #ad «la*
la all ogperiaoat# the labelllag or chaoe porled ##e toralaatod by 
l^ arrootlag tho coll# with trypola »ad lamedlately r— pending the# im 
GOOf— atroted eue roe# eoletloa, pro-cooled to O^C,
M A  fibre# wore ieolmted with dialyoie eb##^re #md tho autoradio- 
graphe were exposed for 20 wooka*
laltlation iaterval# sad labelled leagthe «ere meeeured as la 
previous citaptere.
(i) AWAlAlAK&m, ttBdl
The etop-up Ihbolliisg pro— dure gave few graia demaity gradieate 
dlatiagulehable la the DBA fibre auteradiographe prepared free eoaatic 
cello uatreated with fbdd* It ie therefore probable that a dlfferer<! « 
la apoelfie activity greater than 4-feld would be raeuired to predeae 
reeogeleable aad tioaaiebaat grala density shift* la fibre autaradlegraphe 
of this aaterial.
Ibraia density mhifto are apparent in DMA fibre autoradlegrapha 
prepared from aea-FDdh-treeted# pulae-oheaed c e l l #  although her# too, 
eueh shift# are met proeoweced» (Flat## 71» 72» 7b amd 77), ladiatia&t 
grala deaaity shift# suet be aeeeuated for by dilutio# of the i&ltial 
pulse label by the emiatieg peal of thymidylate ao3^culoa.
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That the aiae of the pool of thymidylat* aolaculaa la algnlflcant 
in calls untreated with FUdR ia borne out by the fact that labelled 
section* from non-FUdlUtreated cells» labelled according to either of 
the three procedures» have lower grain densities than labelled sections 
in DMA fibre autoradiographs from POdB-treated cells described im 
Chaptem 2 and 3*
(11) m U g a t l m
Where grain density shifts are observed the arrangement supports 
a bidirectional model of replication or is ambiguous (See Fig. 4»
Chapter 2); in no cases is it incompatible with a bidlrmztlonal model.
(see for example Plates 71» 72» 76 and 77).
Unequivocal evidence for bidirectional replication is provided only 
by clear grain density shifts» but evidence comes also from a considera­
tion of the labelled lengths in DXA fibre autoradiographs from unchased 
cells» if such cells are unaynehronimed. If the replication rate of DMA 
established for oslla pre-treated with FOdk (25 - 30 m /h r one-way) holds 
also for cells untreated with FUdR» then after short periods of labelling» 
for example 15 or 30 min» a great majority of short labelled sections ' 
representing unfused one-way units should be observed if replication is 
bidirectional because short periods of labelling would be expected to 
reduce the frequency of labelled tracks derived from fused convergent 
one-way sections. Many labelled lengths should» therefore» be some 
6-7. 5Dm in length after 15 min labelling and some 12 - 15 um after 
30 Bin labelling. Frequency distributions of labelled lengths recorded 
from DMA fibre autoradiographs prepared from unsynchronised. cells 
untreated with FUdR and labelled for 15» 30» 60» and 120 ain are shown
tABlA 5. Frequency dietributloa ef initiation intervale from chick 
aomatic celle untreated with FUdA# labelled with ^H-TdA 
for 30 min and ohaaed for 30 min.
i.t 11., and ill repraaMt emparlmanta on different primary 
cell cttltarea.1 11* Hi.
imitiatioBintervaWmm
fraqmenoy initiationIntervaWtmi faeqaamoy
initiationlatarvali^imi reqmancy
11 - 15 0 11 - 15 0 11 - 15 0
1 6 - 2 0 0 16 - 20 2 16 - 20 0
21-25 1 21 - 25 1 21 - 25 1
26-30 1 26 - 30 2 26 - 30 2
31 - 35 3 31 - 35 2 31 - 35 2
3 6 - 4 0 11 36 - 40 3 36 - 40 4
41 - 45 5 41 - 45 3 41 - 45 1
4 6 - 5 0 6 46 - 50 3 46 - 50 3
51-55 9 51 - 55 2 51 - 55 1
56 -60 5 56 - 60 0 56 - 60 1
61 - 65 3 61 - 65 1 61 - 65 0
6 6 - 7 0 3 66 - 70 3 66 - 70 2
71 - 7 5 2 71 - 75 0 71 - 75 0
76 - 0 0 0 76 — 06 1 76 - 00 0
0 1 - 8 5 0 01 - 85 0 01 - 05 1
0 6 - 9 0 0 06 - 90 1 86 - 90 1
91 - 95 0 91 - 95 0 91 - 95 0
96-100 0 96 - 100 0 96 - 100 2
101 - 110 0 141 -Ilf 0 101 - 110 1
111 - 120 0 111 - 120 1 111 - 120 1
121 - 130 1 121 - 130 0 121 - 130 0
131 - 140 0 131 - 0 131 - 140 1
I4I - 150 0 141 - 150 0 141 - 150 1
TOTAL 50 25 25
NSAI 50 49 65
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in Fig. 16. The coanonest lengths from the 15 3 «in labelling
emperiaente are indeed these to be expected if replicatioa rate is ss 
established for FUdH-treated cells and if replication ia bidirectional.
(ill) iftiirriii
The distances between neighbouring initiation sites are measured 
in DBA fibre autoradiogmq^hs from palae-chaaed cells antreated with FDdH 
according to the method outlined in Chapter 2. The problems that must 
be beme ia miad when analysing such measurements are also discussed in 
Chapter 2« Thble 5 ahewm the frequency distribution of initiation inter­
vals measured from three separate expérimenta using three different 
primary chick somatic call calturea# all cultures being untreated with 
FUdk. Beoause recegnismble grain density shifts were infrequent a total 
of only 100 messurementa could be made. The results of the three 
experiments are Shewn Independently to demonstrate the natural residual 
variation that occurs when measuring suoh data.
The mean initiation interval from experiments (i), (ii), sad (ill) 
is 5C, 49, and 65 Mm, respectively. The ranges la the three experiments 
are 23 - 126, 18 - 116 and 24 - 150 am, respectively. The longer mean 
initiation Interval la experiment (ill) reaults from the measurement of 
several very long initiation intervals and la net due to a change in the 
mean length of the mere frequently observed intervals. In all three 
experiments the majority of initiation intervale are between about 30 
and 50 pm.
The initiation Intervale measured in DMA fibre autoradiographs 
from cells untreated with FUdK (the results from experiments (i), (ii), 
and (ill) coabimed) are compared in Table 6 with those made from
tabla 6. Frequency dlatributlon of lnt#rv#l# botveon initiation 
pointa for DMA raplication derived from chick aomatic 
cell# treated and untreated with FDdA» iabelled with 
^B-TdK for 30 aim and chased for 30 min.
e FUdk - n3dk
initiation fraqaeaoy initiation frequencyintervale/ am intervala/#m
10 - 15 0 10 - 15 0
1 6 - 2 0 0 1 6 - 2 0 2
2 1 - 2 5 0 2 1 - 2 5 3
2 6 - 3 0 5 2 6 - 3 0 5
31 - 35 11 31 - 35 7
3 6 - 4 0 5 3 6 - 4 0 18
41 - 45 41 - 45 9
46 — 50 4 1 - 5 0 12
51 - 55 12 51 - 55 12
5 6 - 6 0 10 5 6 - 6 0 6
6l — 65 14 6l — 65 4
6 6 - 7 0 16 6 6 - 7 0 a
71 - 75 13 7 1 - 7 5 2
7 6 - 8 0 7 7 6 - 8 0 1
8 1 - 8 5 4 8 1 - 8 5 1
8 6 - 9 0 2 6 6 - 9 0 2
91 - 95 4 91 - 95 0
96-100 4 96-100 2
101 - 110 4 101 - 110 1
111 - 120 1 111 - 120 2
121 - 130 4 121 - 130 1
131 - 140 3 131 - 140 1
141 - 150 1 I 141 - 150 1
TOTAL 151 1 100
KKAX 63 1 54
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pulae-ohesed cell», pre-irested witli FUdR for 16 hr. 151 meeouremente 
ore ohewB Ia c e l m  (l) with FUdK, where## ealy 100 eeeeureeente were 
■ode to eoopile doluan (2) vitheut FUdK. The Imltietlea iateonrolo la 
oeluaa (l) ere thoee previouely plotted ## » frequeaoy dletriWtloa 
in Fig. 7.
The aeen l&ltletloa laterrel le 63 pm la FOdH-treated eella, and 
la 34 MO from the total naaauramaata made from eella untreated with 
FOdR. The range of initiation intervale ia 23 - 145 pm ia the fwmer 
and 16 - 150 pm la the latter. There la little diffwenoe la either 
the range or the mean value of iaitiation Intervale between oella 
pre-treated with FUdS for 16 hr and untreated eella. The nlightly lower 
mean value for noa-POdR-treatad cell» may reaalt from miaiaterpretation 
of one-way labelled aectiosa aa two-way labelled aectioma, if a grain 
deaai ty gradient ia miatakmmly idaatlfied at both end# of each a one-way 
aectloa. The diatance between two aeighbeuriag labelled meotiema, one or 
both of which have been miaiaterpretod a# two-way uni ta, would mean that 
a abort apparent "iaitiation iaterval" would be aeored. Many more eme-way 
labelled aectiona will be preeeat im preparmtiena from non-FUdR treated 
oella, and therefore auoh miaiaterpretatioaa are more likely to oecur.
U*> L.— .1. wmtm
Flatea 66 to 85 are high-power photomicregrapha ahowiag the diatri- 
butioa of radioactivity la DBA fibre amtormdiographa from unayachroniaed. 
noa^FOdA-treated cello, labelled for 15 mia (Flatea 66, 67 and 79),
30 mia (Flatea 66 - 70 and 76), 60 min (Flatea 74, 75, 80 and 81), mad 
CO Bin (Flatea 73 and 82 - 85).
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Fig. 16 shows Motogroms of tho loagths of silver groin trooks 
nosourod in M A  fibro sutoroAiogrsphs from ttamynohroaimod. non-MkU%- 
trootod chick oommtlc coll# Imhollod for 15, 50, 60 and 120 min. Thaao 
raaulta can ha compared with the hiatograma from FUdA-treated chick 
eoaatic oella ia Fig. 15, Ci^ aptar 5. 125 length aeaaureaenta ware made
to compile each histogram in hath Flgaraa. The range of length# in 
each hiatogram in Fig. 16 iat 3 - 47 Mm (15 min), 4 - 125 Mm (50 mia),
4 - 114 M# (60 mdm) and 7 - 570 m  (l20 min) and the mean lahelled length# 
are 10, 22, 29 and 47 am, reapectivaly. The range of length# recorded 
im the histogram# im Fig. 15, from oella pre-treated with FOdR, are 
7 - 90 Mm (15 aim), 9 - 81 mb (50 min), 10 - 250 Mm (60 min) and 
10 - 550 mb (120 min) and the mean length la each hlotogrme. ia 18, 25 
51 and 104 Mm reapeotively.
A compariaon of the lahelled l«igtha from aomatic oella treated 
and entreated with fUdk leads to the felloming concleaioaat
(1) In all came#, the mean Wxelled length recorded after the 
name labelling period ia amaller in preparations from oella untreated 
with FUdk than im preparation# from fOdiUtreated cell#.
(2) The range of lemgtah reoorded from oella untreated with FUdK 
labelled for 15 and 50 mia are amaller than the coaparahlo range of 
lOK^tha recorded from FOdiUtreated oella. Many more abort labelled 
length# ttre obemrved in preparations from untreated oella. The range of 
length# ia, however, aimilmr im both type# of oella after 120 min labelling.
(5) Bo right hand ahaulder, BAU (p. 85, Chapter 5), repreaentiag 
theme replication unit# that hc4 began replication %Aen ^^TdA was added 
and had cantlauad replioation without fusion, la apparent in the hi#tog»ams
Fig. 16. Fraqw ncy hKtogiraai of labollod trook loagtho 
from DBA flbr# omtomodlogrmph# dorlvod from 
ummyoofeiroBtMd àhiok oomotlo ooXlo not pro-tromtoA 
>ltk rau m l ImlMUsd vit. tv r  15, JO,
60 «bA tiO min.
Fig 16
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compiled from untroatod eollm vheroaa th### mr# cloar» at laaat in tha 
19 and y> ain laWlllng aapariaanta, in hiatograaa of laWlled lomgtha 
from FCNUUtroatod oolla*
Thaao differonoae aay be explained by the fact that unayaohroalsed 
oella mill be at varloua sta«ea la the oell cycle, and therofore mere 
replication lanita will have laitiatod before ^iUXdK ia added to the celle, 
than ia a popalatien ^  celle im which a third are eynchienleed at the 
bofieaiac ef 8 by FOftlU The labelled length# in Fig, Id «ill be mot only 
a aimed popalation repreaentiag fifU replication at varloae tinea through» 
oat fi, bat alee a greater proportion o f theae length# «ill repraaent the 
replication of ami ta other than «nfuaed two->«ay taiita than ie the caee 
ia Fig. 19. Ibe differeacea are noted «hen Fig. 19 ie eoapared with 
Fig. Id. ?lor« ehort labelled length#, leea than 12.9 m  after 19 aim 
labelling# lea# than 29 pm after 90 mia labelling, lee# than 90 pm 
after dO ain labelling and lean than 100 pm aftwp 120 min labelling are 
«^parent in the hiatograae ef Fig. |d. Further, fewer long labelled 
length# are preeeat ia tha hiatogram# ef Fig. Id. Juat eueh difference# 
are to be expeotad a# a conaaquenoe of labelling uneynchroniead cell#,
Tha M i  replioation rate ia aeaeaaed mot from tha mean vain# nor the 
M B  from the 19 and 90 min hiatogram# im Fig. fd but from the length# 
whioh oocur with the higbeat froanenoy. Thia ia beoauee no diatinot KBS 
ia preaont im theae hiatograaa, and a mean value would repraaent a apread 
of oaomway and two^ay unit# and fuaioaa. On the other hand, thoee 
length# which occur with the gramteat froquanoy afaould reproaont for the 
moat part unfuaod, one-way eaotiona. If thia * majority* value 1# 
rooogaiaad in the 19 and 90 mia hiatogram# of Fig. Id the replioetioa rate 
ie evidently eome 29 - 90 p#/hr oma»«ay. Thia rate la tha oaae aa that
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calottlated for FOdh-treatod ohlok eoaatic oallo. If the mean initiation 
intoanral ia 94 pa and the raplication rate ia aa above, after 60 ain 
labelling very fee nei^bouriag one iwaj aectiona froa replication unite 
that initiated prior to labelling will have reaained unfuaod* Hence 
tidere are fee lengtha of 29 to 90 pa after 60 ain labelling and fee 
length# of 90 - 60 pa after 120 ain labelling#
(v) ObMrytlm a t PHA
A noticeable feature ef M A  fibre autoradiograph# froa call# 
untreated with FUdE ie that tandea aequencee of traok# eoaetiaoa occur 
bunched together to fora epraya' ei up to about fifty etrenda; eithia a 
eingle epray all the labelled aectiona ave of the ewe or elailar length* 
All apraya do not, ahoe the aaee length# of labelled traoke, heeever* 
Flatea 86 - 90 are photagraphe of epray# in fibre autoradiograph# 
froa oell# not treated with fVdh all labelled for 60 aim. Plate 06 
ahoe# a rather tangled epray of i^ut 8 or more tandem track# the labelled 
aectiona of whioh range between 2G and |00 pa, tho moan being 90 pa.
A tanden aerie# of aedium-ahert traok# la alao proaent to the right of 
the photograph* Plate 87 ahew# a epray of about 19 mt more tandem 
track# the labelled eectioa# of which rang# between 8 and 94 pa, the mean 
being 14 pa* The in Flat# 88 i# alao made pp of about 19 or more
tandea track# whoae labelled aoctiea# range between 8 and 20 pa, the mean 
length being 9 Pm# Two epray# of tandea track# are ahewm in Mate 89, 
lying aide by aide im the eaaa preparation* The epray at the top of the 
photograph ie made up ef about 20 or more tandem track», each labelled 
aeotion having a mean length ef 40 pa and a rang# of 12 to 80 um* The 
bottom epray alao contain# 20 or more tandem track#, each labelled
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«action having a o#an length of 10 pn with a range of 9 to 26 pm,
Plate 90 alao ehowa two aijaoently situated apraya. The top spray con­
sista of about 10 or more tandem tracks, the labelled sections of which 
range between 20 and 82 pa in length with a mean being 42 pm. The bottom 
spray ia made up of 50 or more tandem tracks with labelled sections 
between 4 and 24 pm in length with a mean of 10 pm. The nuadier of strands 
within each spray is oaloulated very approximately from the number of 
apparently independent units or tandea series of units in parallel.
ag
■a
u m m m
(i) m U m U o a
Various Buggestions as to how FIldR might be responsible for 
bidirectional replication hare been put forward by previous authors.
Amaldi St «1. (1972) claim that FOdR does not block M A  synthesis entirely 
and that thia incomplete block causes an increase in the number of concur­
rently active initiation sites, i.e. an increase over the mimber that 
would normally be motive at any one time during S in non-FDdfi treated 
cells. This work is discussed more fully later. Amaldi et «1. suggest 
that this increase may give rise to the appearance of bidirectional 
r^llcation units as opposed to unidirectional ones. On the other hand.
Lark at al. (l97l) imply that bidirectional replication mi^t be an 
artifact due to repair synthesis of breaks in the DBA caused by FOdR.
Lastly, Weintraub (l97^) uuggests that bidirectional replication might be 
caused by a build-up of initiator proteins in the cell during FOdR a
treatment. He states that **if initiation is regarded as a statistical 
event (for example, ten initiator molecules per cell lead to initiation 
in one direction, while twenty lead to initiations in two directions).
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then bidirectional raplication bocoma# more a reflection of the phyaiology 
of the cell than of Ita polymerlaation wechanlema*.
Though only few diatinct grain denaity ahifta were obaerved in 
DBA fibre autoradiograph# from non-PUdR treated celle, the fact that all 
much pattern# were compatible vitp bidirectional replication but not with 
unidirectional replication, indicate# that FUdR pre-treatment of the eella 
1# not the cause of bidirectional replication, Hubersan A Tsai (1973) 
arrived at a similar conclusion when they coiqpared the replication pattern 
in FUdE-treated and non-FUdE treated Chinese hamster cells in culture,
(u) .«a ««.llMtina «.t.
The difference between the comparable histograms in Figs 19 and 16 
have been explained on the basis of seni-eynchroniaed versus unsy%&- 
chroniaed cells. Although this explanation is acceptable, another inter­
pretation is possible, namely, that the increased frequency of short 
labelled lengths in each histogram in fig# 16 ia a result of the replica­
tion rate slowing down as 8.proceeds. An argument against thia proposal 
has already been given on p. 86, Chapter 3*
If the replication rate is 25 to #0 tWhr one-way then lengths less 
than about 12.5 um in the 30 min histogram, for exaaqile, are too short 
to be one-way labelled sections. Two explanations are possible, first 
that they represent early fusions of neighbouring one-way sections during 
the labelling period or secondly, many replication units that initiated late 
in the labelling period. This is discussed further in relation to the 
finding of such short units within apra;>o' of DîfA.
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(iii) Anmif «yateaftifl
It may alao be contended that the use of an FOdH bloc/ Invalidates 
certain conclusions about the distances between initiation points*
Taylor at al. (1962) have shoim that FOdR at concentrations ranging froa 
10“^ to 10*^ M Induces breaks in tftcta fmbm chrooosooss which are visible 
at aitosis but that thymidine supplied up to one hour before anaphase 
can prevent such breaks from appearing* This suggests that thymidine is 
involved in repair synthesis under these experimental conditions, and 
raises two questions# first, whether some of the tracks measured from 
cells labelled with after FOdR treatment (Chester 3) represent
repair synthesis, and secondly, whether some of the initiation points 
and therefore initiation iadorvals scored in DXA from ^fUtdR labelled 
cells following the same treatment (Chapter 2) are F8d&-induced.
thitil relatively recently it was believed that M A  synthesis 
observed in vitro corresponded to that which always occurred in normal 
DBA replication in vive. It la now known that DBA synthesis may occur 
In and in vitro not by normal replication but also am a result of 
repair or recombination of DBA. Repair and recombination DRA synthesis 
differ in their requirements and their characteristics from normal DXA 
replication*
If FUdR is inducing unnatural origins for replication, as a result 
of repair synthesis, this should be reflected in different frequency 
distributions of initiation intervals collected from experiments where 
an FUdR block was, or was not, applied, and consequential differences 
(because of unnaturally early fusions) in the corresponding histograms of 
labelled lengths* However, the 100 initiation intervals oollected from 
non-FVdR-treated cells fall within the same range as those collected from
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FOdüt-treated celle end in both caeee aoet initiation intervale lie within 
the range of about 35 and 75 wa$ (Table 6). The difference between the hiato­
graae of labelled lengtha im fig# 15 and 16 have already been explained.
(iv) W #  biamk Jèià
Amaldi et el. (1972) have eoaneated fro# an altogether different 
standpoint on oonolusioas based on eaperiment# where FUdK has been used.
Heaoving Chinese hamster cells from a culture by the setaphase selection 
procedure and iaaediately transferring these cells to asdiua containing 
fOdE at 4 X 10*^ K for a period longer than 0^, they found evidence for 
continuing though abnormally slew DBA synthesis. This was apparent ia 
M A  fibre autoradiographs fel lowing ^8-7da labelling as frequent gape at 
the mid-points of silver grain tracks. After assuming that the temporal 
#%&ocession of initiations is undisturbed by the fWk treatsmnt, Amaldi 
at al. claim that when the imperfect block is relieved by ^H-Tdk, neigh­
bouring units are seen to be replicating coimcideatally whioh, because of 
temporal staggwing under ordinary conditions, would not normally be 
observed. This la as auoh as to aay that * apparent * initiation intervals 
oollected from nom-FOdA-treeted oell» would tend to be longer (bec#%s# j
Ithey would Include invisible late starters) than the intervals oollected 
from FDdE-treeted cells, i.e. that FOdH-treated cells give a more accurate 
Idea ef initiatioa intervals! The only rejoinder I can make to this 
assertion is that, as already mentioned, the meaaui'omonts of initiation 
intervals from fCdlutreated and untreated cells do not differ ajppreciably.
Furthermore, if DMA symtheeis occurs ia the presence of FUdk, ^
although at a rate 100 timss slower than normal (Amaldi tl nl. ) sad the
IAIU& 7* distribution sf ssUsatsd repliest*d lengths
free nidk-treeded sees tie cells lebelled fer 30 mis 
end chemed for 30 mis smprsseed else es the time over 
which DMA syatheeie hse eecmrred. Replies ted leagths 
were sseeured esclmdlag tell regloae*
Istissted replicmted lesgth (sm) Freqsesey DBA systhesis time (mis)
0 - 5 0 0
A - to 1 0
II - 13 0 0
Id - 10 3 1 6 - 2 4
2 1 - 2 3 10 2 1 - 3 0
2 6 - 3 0 2 2 6 - 3 6
31 - 33 3 31 - 42
3 6 - 4 0 4 3 6 - 4 0
41 - 45 4 4 1 - 3 4
4 6 - 3 0 2 4 6 - 6 0
31 - 53 3 3 1 - 6 6
3 6 - 6 0 2 5 6 - 7 2
61 - 63 3 6 1 - 7 0
6 6 - 7 0 2 6 6 - 0 4
7 1 - 7 3 1 7 1 - 9 0
7 6 - 6 6 1 7 6 - 9 6
01 - 03 1 01 - 102
0 6 - 3 0 0 0
91 - 93 0 0
96-100 0 0
101 - 150 3 101 - 100
151 - 200 1 131 - 240
— f04 — Itemporal order ^  Inltietlone remeloe unchanged, then in the preeeat ^
study, cells labelled after FUdR pre-treataent far 16 hr (Chapters 2 |
and 3) should show the following charaoterlsties. (i) All replication 
units from cells in 8, or froa oella in Q^, X or late which enter 8 
during the time the cells are in FUdR will have been activated. Thia is 
sKtiaated because 8 lasts 7.5 hr, about 8.75 hr, about 4 hr (Figs 
1 and 2, Chapter. l) and X probably about 1 hr (Cleaver, 1967). Only those 
cells in early 0^, about 20^ of the cell population, will mot have acti­
vated the total mimber of their replioation units, (ii) Xaay cells 
thought to be blocked at the O^/S interphase by FUdR i.s. 39)^  (see p.
37 and p. 77) will be at some later stage in & and tharefore will also 
have activated many of their replication units ^ier to Isbelliag. This 
means that fée labelled sections representing two-way units which initi­
ated immediately ^B-7dR was applied should be evident im DXA fibre 
autoradiogrspbe from chick somatic cells, pre-treated with FUdR for 16 hr.
The frequency with which such uninterrupted, two-way labelled ^
sections that initiated immediately ^B-tdR was available occur in Dfii ^
fibre autoradiographs from FUdH-treated cells labelled for 30 ain and 
chased for 30 is estimated im liable 7. It is assumed that termini do 
not exist Cp. 73# Chapter 2) and that the replication rate is 25 - 30 
iWhr one-way. The measurements in Table 7 are derived from those pre­
viously used in Fig. 10, Chapter 2. In this analysis the replicated 
length of 46 replisatlon units was assessed by measuring the length of 
46 heavily ISbelled sections (either uninterrupted or showing a mid-gap) 
flanked at both sides by tails (See p. 51, Chapter 2) in DXA fibre s»to- 
rsdiogrmphs from FUdlutreated cells labelled for 30 min and chased for 
30 min. These lengths are each converted in Table 7 to measurements of 
their total time spent in replioatioa from initiation to harvesting of
— t05 "»
th# from thm known vmlum of D#À ropliomtion rot#. Tho romultm
doaenmtrmto thmt ys^ > oxmmplom in 46) corrompond to tho ozpoctod 
tmo-wmy ropliomtod lon^th i f  Initiation had ocourrod imaodiatoly 'Sk.fdk 
warn applied, of tho replication mai ta muat haro initiatod aoæ time
after ^B*TdK waa applied and 6|^ of the replication unite had mid-aap* 
and therefore Initiated before ^&»TdB waa applied to the oella.
Thia analyaia ahowa that a aignifioaat proportion of the ebaerved 
labelled lengtha, 53^ in thia caae, initiate laaediately the fUdh block 
ia releaaed by the adding of huTàR^ but met oilier* when the oella are 
in the preeence of FOdil.
(v) -anYi SfM
The apraya of Dhi mentioned on p. 99 have not been obaarved in 
M l  fibre autoradlographa from FUdlUtreated chick eomatle oella.
Before oonalderation of theee apraya it auat be remoebered that 
labelled aectioma in tandem often vary oonaiderably la length in prepare- 
tiona from both oella treated and untreated with fOdk (deooribed in 
Chapter# 2 and 3» and Platea 65 to %  thia Chapter). Spray# of tandemly 
arranged labelled aectiona of aiailar leng^ are therefore the eaoeption, 
not the rule. In fact they have only been detected with any frequency 
ia preparationa from oella untreated vith fOSB and labelled for 60 min. 
The folloeing interpretatioa# are for thia reaaon only true of a aaall 
proportion of the DHl obaerved in the ONi fibre aatoradiegraphs from 
chick Bomatlc oella untreated vith TUdK.
Theae apraya may be interpreted in either of teo way#, firat, 
each apray night repreaent the filU replicated at any one tine by a aingle
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ceXXt and thia DMA ia nat diaparaad over the ailXipere filter but reaaina 
bunched together aprayiag eat fra# ita lyaed nueleua. Thia eheald occur 
ia pr^aratioaa from both yUdB#»treated and neamyUdA.treated oella becaaae 
the later eaperiae&tal procedure la identical in both caaea. If» however» 
ainraya of differing unite length repreaent M A  from celle at different 
atagea in S» thia would explain why each apraya are only readily apparent 
ia preparationa from uaayachroniaed oella. Secondly» each apray nay 
repreaent the replication of SKA from different oella at different atagea 
in S» but where each apray repreaent# the replication of only a email 
percentage of the genome within each cell. All apraya may then be the 
aaae 'type* of &IU at varieua atagea in ita replication. Thirdly» two 
or more adjacently aituated apraya that shew different labelled length# 
nay repreaent DMA that ia from a mingle cell but ia apatlally æ  jorate. 
The different labelled length# might then reflect the time during S at 
whieh the replication unite in each apray initiated. The labelled 
length# obaerved after labelling a cell aynchronlaed at the beginning of 
S» for example» for 60 min» will aeceeaarily mil repreaent fuaed or 
unfuaed two-way unite. The labelled length# from a call labelled in 
mid or late S» however» will repreaent a mixed mpulation of one and 
two-way aectiona and varieua type# of fuaiona. Clearly» much apraya 
would therefore be mere obvioua in VfHX fibre autoradiogrmphe from unayn- 
ahroniaed oella than (Tom aemi-aynohroniaed oella.
The aeoond or third interpretatlooa aeem meat likely beoauae the 
amount of DMA within each apray» (in the region of 1 cm» on average) ia 
far lame than the amount of DMA within each diploid cell (about 1 K) 
even allowing for the fact that only one-aeventh of the DBA %rithin a 
cell might be replicated at any one time (See p. 67» Chapter 3).
Ils
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The queetion of why ell the labelled aectiona within a aingle 
apray ahoald be of aiailar length may now be diacuaaed.
(l) One explanation might be that much aectiona repreaent unfuaed»
3one-way unite frra replication unita that had Initiated before d-Tdk waa 
aupplied to the celle. Thia interpretation aeema likely aa many one-way 
labelled aectiona are expected in preparationa from unaynchroniaed celle. 
Labelled length# formed by two-way replication may be abeent becauae 
many apraya repreaent DMA replication in late S i.e. eii replication unita 
mi#^t have initiated before ^H-Idd waa available. Intermediate labelled 
length# may be abeent if fuaiona of neighbouring replication unita only 
occurred before or after waa applied or if any fuaed labelled
length# were oeinoideatally aiailar in length to the one-way labelled 
aectiona charaoteriatic for that apray.
A diacrajHncy romaine. If ahort labelled length#» for example» 
thoae in Plate 68 and the lower apraya in Platea 09 and 90 repreaent 
unfuaed one-way labelled length# (plum fuaed length# coincidentally the 
aame length) then the diatance between initiation point# auat» in nearly 
all caaea» be greater than 60 laa. Thia fOllowe if the replication rate 
ia 25 - 30 \im/hr one-way and the cello were labelled for 60 min. Treat- 
inc the labelled traoka aa one-way unite» initiation intervale may be 
meaaured approximately from the diatance from the mid-m> aeparating 
one pair of labelled aectiona» both of equal length» to the oid-gap 
aeparating a neighbouring pair of labelled aectiona again of equal 
length. In Plate 68» for example» moat Initiation intervale meaaured 
in thia way are not greater than 6o \m but about 30 um or leaa» a alightly 
lower eatimate than the leean initiation interval ahown in fig. 16» 34 mm. 
Thia mean# that the replication rate of the DKA within auch a apray muat
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be far leea than 23 to 30 uVhr one-way if the Xabeiiee aectiona 
repreaent unfuaed one-way unite* The mean labelled length in Plate 88 
ie 10 m  which would euggeat a replication rate of only 10 iWhr oae-vay* 
PurthevBore» if apraya with longer mean labelled leogtha aa in Plate 86 
alao repreaent w^uaed one-way aectiona » the replication rate of the M A  
auat vary between individual cella* Thia» in ay opinion» ia unlikely 
(See alao p. 86» Chapter 3).
(2) An alternative explanation eight be that auch aectiona repreaent 
two-way replication unita that initiated more or leea aynchronaouly 
during the period label van available. Tliia ia aupported by the evidence 
in Pig* 1C» Chapter 2» a correlation ahoving a tendency for neighbouring 
initiation aiteo to initiate near aynchronoualy in fUdü-treated aonatlc 
oella. It haa been noted in preceding chi^tera that activation of repli-c 
cation unite muat be ataggerod throughout 8# Given that theae labelled 
length# do repreaent two-way replication unite» tliat the oella are 
unaynchroniaed» and that replication unita within a apray initiate ayn- 
chronoualy» then activation of initiation ai tea would aeem to occur in 
burata throughout S.
(3) Another explanation might be that the labelled aectiona within a 
apray are the earn* length becauae they repreaent fuaed» neighbouring 
one-way aectiona» if all auch fuaiona had ocourred at the aama time in
8 in aynchrony aemetime during the labelling period all auch replication 
unite having initiated prior to labelling though not nacaaaarlly in 
aynchrony. Thia poaaibility would aeem» he .ever» to be remote becauae 
of ita complexity.
~ $09 -
(4) finally, labelled aectiona within a apray might be aiailar in 
length if the labelled aectiona repreaented two-way unita where replica­
tion waa terminated about an origin at defined teraini, all concurrently 
active unite within each apray being unlfera in length. Spraya of ahort 
labelled length# may then repreaent unita that initiated acme tine during 
the labelling period, all reaching their termini during the period of 
labelling, but not necegaarily all initiating in aynchrony. Spray# of 
Iwg labelled aectiona muat, boweeer, repreaent replication unite that 
initiated at or near aynchronoualy during the labelling period. The 
argument agminat thia proposai ia that the preeence of defined termini 
ha# already been challenged la Chapter 2.
The moat likely explanation would therefore aeem to be that auch 
tracka repreaent two-way unita which initiate in aynchrony «rithin each 
apray. Spray# of very abort labelled aectiona, aa in Plate 68 and the 
bottom apraya in Platea 09 and 90, might repreaent replication units that 
initiated in aynehrray late in the labelling period. Spray# of relatively 
ahort lengths, aa in Plate 67, would then represent replication unit# 
that initiated in aynchrony slightly earlier in the labelling period.
If the labelled section# within auch sprays represent two-way unit# then 
the distance# between initiation points may be msaaursd from the mid­
point of a labelled section to the mid-point of a neig^kbouring labelled 
section in tandem. Interval# measured in thia way in Plate 86, for 
example, are between 20 sod 40 pm, the masn being some 33 am, a great 
deal shorter than the mean established from Pig. $6. That the distances 
between initiation site# are small within apray# agree# with the observa» 
tion that labelled section# within apr#)# are often in clusters, imply­
ing closely spaced initiation sites. If the replication rate la some 
25 to 30 iWhr one*^ay, neighbouring replication unit# that had initiated
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In synchrony osar the beginning of the labelling period would be expected 
to give rise to long labelled lengths, representing fusions, after 60 min 
of labelling, 8praya of long labelled lengths in Flat# 66 and the upper 
half of Plate 69 sad 90 may bs the result of such clusters of closely 
spaced replication units imitating and fusing during the labelling period, 
Tbs presence of ualsbellsd gaps between long Ibbelled sections implies 
that within a spray net mil the M i  is replicated together.
The question that now remains is what such sprays might reflect, 
first, the fact that they are only obvious in DMA fibre auteradiographa 
from unsynchronised chick somatic cells suggests that they are oharmo- 
teristic of the Xau which is synthesised later than during the first two 
hours of 8, Sprays of short labelled lengths would only be noticeable 
when the majority of labelled sections in an autoradiographic prépara­
tion were long, hprays of long labelled lengths would only be evident 
after relatively long periods of labelling when clusters of neighbouring 
two-way sections could have Initiated and fused ia the presence of label. 
Thia would explain why such sprays are not evident in oella untreated 
with fW L labelled for 15 and 30 min. Secondly, the replication units 
withim a spray have closely spaoed initiation sites which are motivated 
aymohromously or nearly so. This implies that the DRA being replicated 
within such sprays auat be fast-replicating.
It haa already been suggested in Chapter 2 that clusters of tandem 
replication units having similar initiation Imterv&ls and i^milar initi­
ation times may represent the replication of a "type* of MA. Clusters 
with different characteristics would then represent the replication of 
different BHA types.
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Two sprays which havs labsIXsd ssctiona of dlffsront length may 
repreaent the replication of two types of DMA* Alternatively, all sprays 
nay represent the replication of one and the same type of BXA, the varying 
lengths between sprays indicating that the DNA within each spray was free 
different cells and at a different stage in its replication.
la whole cell autoradiograph# satellite DRA has been found to he 
late-replicatiag in alseet all species studied (Destock A Freecott, 19711 
flass et ml.. 1971). 596 of the DRA in the ohiolm genome is satellite
DRA (Ceaiags A #ttood.!a, 197Ra). It is not known whether this DRA is 
late-replicating la the oLickon, tut this eeeas likely.
Lisa-de-faria A Jaworska (1966) have presented a sussary of the time 
of replication of euchreaati and ' heterochrosmtic ' rsgiens ^  ahromoeomes 
as found in a number of different plant and animal systems, with few 
exoeptiona it was noted that heterochrematic rsglona replicate their DRA 
late is 6. Cemiags A Nattoocia (197As) found that there was an increase in 
the amount of repetitious satellite DRA in heteroohromatio fractions in 
the chicken. This supports the suggestion that satellite DRA is late- 
replicating ia tho chlokan.
Priest (1966) has sheva that the hetereohresatio X chromosome of a 
human cell replient## faster than human ouohrematio chromosomes. This 
may indicate that heterochrematic regions of chromosomes in other amimals 
are also charactoristioally fast-replicating. That late-rsplicatlng regions 
in hwan chre esemes shew higher rates of synthesis has also been shown by 
Qiibemiet ml. (1965) and Qmveste at ml. (1968).
The above information suggests that the sprays of DRA observed in 
these autorsdiegraphs vhioh are characteristically both late sad fast 
replicating may well come from heterochrematic chromosomes or regions 
of chromosomes, the DMA of which is in the form of satellite sequences.
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This Bsans that satelilt* DRA would be replicated here by units with 
relatively uniform oharacteristics, different from the units involved in 
the remainder of the genome.
Birds possess unusually small chromosomes called microchromosomes 
(Plate 3). Arrl^ii St Stefos (l97l) have used a denaturatloVrenaturation 
staining method to detect heterochromatin and have found that micro- 
chromosomes of a number of birds including the chicken contain hetero­
chromatin whilst macrochromosomes contain very little. In situ hybridi­
sation studies by Bro%m à Jones (l972) have shown that the satellite 
sequences are located predominantly in the microchromosomes in the 
Japanese quail and it is likely that this holds for other birds, includ­
ing the chicken. The DRA within the microchromoaomss represents only a 
very small percentage of the total genome, at a rough estimate from 
inspection of metaphase plates some 19^ , from this it follows that 
satellite sequences would be expected to be localised in long stretches, 
not interspersed in short sections between long stretches of non-repetitious 
DNA. If the sprays represent satellite DNA then it follows that within 
each spray the replication units would be remarkably uniform. The 
localisation of satellite DMA in the microchromosomes of the chicken may 
be questioned, however, becaiUH» these chromosomes have not been found 
to be late replicating by Bohmid (l962) and Bianchi & Molina (1967).
That the sprays do represent the replication of satellite DNA 
is supported, however, by other workers. Hori & Lark (unpublished) have 
recently found evidence that the satellite DNA in the kangaroo rat,
Dipodomva ordii is replicated by much shorter replication units than is 
the rest of the DNA of this species. The satellite DNA, am in the 
sprays' observed in this study, may be recognised in DNA fibre
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autoradiograph# fro# vholo call# baeaaaa It ia clum^od togathar and mad# 
up of particularly ahort labollod aoctiona,
Foeaibly thoro aro other région# of fast-replicating DNA which also 
consist of repetitious sequsnoes but interspersed between lengths of 
DNA that is neither highly repetitious nor hotoroohroaatic. where 
clusters of oloaoly spaced neighbouring units are seen to be replicating 
ooncurrently theae may indloate the position of intercalated faat- 
replioatlng DNA. Smeh clusters are shown ia the lower half of Plate 36, 
from soaatio cells treated with fVdâ, in the lower halves of both Plates 
73 and 69 and ia the centre of Plate 70, from colls untreated with POd& 
and to the left of the seqtiooc* ia Plate 101, from cells isolated from 
blastoderm tissue.
- M
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The tera blaetodern ie applied to the chick eahryo from the firet 
cleavage stage to the first foraation of somites, after about 23 to 26 
hours of incubation at 3$^C (Hamburger & Hamilton, 1951). The 18 
hr-embryo (37^C) was chosen for study for the followlRt reasons. First, 
the embryo before this time is extremely fragile and disintegrates on 
the slightest handling. Secondly, the embryo "proper" begins to form 
with the rising of the head fold and the formation of the first somite 
after some 25 hours of incubation at 37^C. An 16 hr-eabryo at 37*c 
represents a Stage 3/4 embryo as described by Hamburger A Hamilton; the 
primitive streak is usually quite long and the area pellicida is not yet 
pear-shaped. Thia means that at stage 3/4 the gem layers are still 
forsing, i.e. the hypoblast and epiblast are separating and the primitive 
streak is being generated by the invagination of cells from the hypoblast 
to form the mesoderm layer and from the rate of increase in sise of the 
blastoderm the cells would appear to be proliferating rapidly. It was 
supposed that as those cells have short generation times, their 8-phases 
would probably be shorter than those of somatic cells, and that this 
would be reflected in DMA fibre autoradiographs. Flat# 2 shows a chick 
embryo isolated after 16 hours Incubation at 37^C,
Most eSbryonio tissues have shorter ü-phase# than their adult 
tissues (see work cited by Kitchison, 1971), and it was assumed on 
beginning this study that the chick blastoderm would not be an exception. 
From work carried out by Callan (1972, 1973) the 8-phase in inturus
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bla»tula# waa found to bo about 1 hr at 18^C, 1.#, one flftioth th# 
duration of U ia aoaatic colla. Lallan diacovorod that thia quantitative 
incraaae ia DMA replioation rate waa ancoaaodated by an increaae in the 
number of concurrently active initiation ai tee, and a reduction in 
initiation interval distance. DMA fibre autoradiographs were prepared 
fro# <^ok blastoderms to see whether the same compensatory features might 
occur in this organism. It was found, however, that the replication 
patterns in blastoderm and soaatio cells is similar. A determination of 
8-phase duration in the Iti to 27 hr old blastoderm thereafter demonstrated 
that the 8-phase is about 5 hr (Fig. 3). The S-phaae duration in ^ o k  
somatic cells in, vitro is 7.5 hr (Fig. l). A similar replication pattern 
for both cell types is therefore to be expected.
M m O D
18 hr-old blastoderms were dissected from eggs according to the 
method outlined in the General Account of Materials mad Methods. In some 
experiments embryos were isolated into growth medium containing FUdK and 
uridine. These embryos were incubated in this medium for 2 hr mid then 
transferred into grcvAh medium containing ^ H-Tdk, Other embryos were 
isolated direetly into labelled medium without FUdk pre-treatment.
5 eiAryos, about 5 % 10^ cells, were labelled in each experiment. The 
blastoderms were labelled according to three schedules# (i) 30 min in 
high specific activity ^H-TdR; (il) 60 min in hi#^ specific activity
(ili) 30 min in high specific activity ^K-Tdk followed by a 30 
min chase in the same medium supplemented with non-rmdiosctive thymidine 
at three times the concentration of the hi|^ specific activity ^M-TdH 
(29 Ci/mMol, 50 pCl/ml) previously added. Labelling was terminated in 
each experiment by bringing the cells to O^C. DMA fibre autermdiogrmphs
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•re prepared and left to expose for 7 months. The full age of 16 
hr-lnoubated blastoderms treated with FÜdR la 20 hr. The blastoderms 
are referred to, however, by their age at isolation, i.e. 18 hr-old.
aSSDLT8
(i) IhmiÉïiât# im l
DHA fibre autoradiographs prepared from blastoderms isslated 
in vitro after 16 hr incuibatien and labelled direetly without FOdR 
pre-treatment were unauoceasful beoauae few labelled molecules were 
incorporated into the nmsceat DRA. After 7 months exposure the grain 
density along tracks which appeared to represent strands of DNA was 
extremely low. It is therefore presumable that the pool of thymldylate 
moleoulee is very high in these early embryonic cells, higher than the 
pool la seaatic cells. Pre-treatment of blastoderms with PDdK for 2 hr 
greatly inoreesee the grain density in DRA fibre autoradiographs.
Plates 91 to 107 are photographs of tandemly arrsnged labelled sections 
in DRA fibre autormdiogr^»hs prepared from blastoderm cells pro-treated 
with FOdk for 2 hr. Plates 91 - 92 and 101 - 103 are from cells labelled 
for 30 min. Plates 93 - 95# 99 - 100 and 104 are from cello labelled for 
60 min and Plates 96 - 96 and 103 - 107 are from cells labelled for 30 
min and chased for 30 min. As in somatic cells treated with POdR, DRA 
is replicated at tsademly arranged initiation sites and the labelled 
sections increase in length with increased duration of labelling.
Tails are not very obvious in the labelled sections from chased 
preparations. This is presumably because the cells own thyaidylate pool 
swamps the number of incoming ^N-TdR molecules during the first 30 min 
pulse to such an extent that there is no distinct démarcation between
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heavily labelled DMA syntheaieed during the initial high specific activity 
pulse end lightly labelled DNA synthesised during the subsequent chase 
period.
where tails can be reeegnised the pattern is in accordance with 
bidirectional replication (Oee Fig. 4, Chapter 2).
(u)  ^ «ai.
The labelled sections from DNA fibre autoradiographs from chick 
blastoderms labelled for 30 and 60 min are similar to the lengths of 
labelled sectioas in DNA fibre autoradiographs from chick somatic cells 
labelled for 30 and 60 min, the similarity being eepeoimlly true of 
blastoderms when compared with somatic cells sot treated with FQdH.
Lengths of l#Aelled sections from obiok blastoderms pro-treated 
with FDAN sad labelled for 30 and 60 aim are ahovm as hietegrsms in 
Fig, 17, After 30 aim l^ellimg the mean labelled length is 16 am and 
tbs majority of lengths are 3 * 30 am. the majority of labelled lengths 
from somatic cells pro-treated with FUdH mod labelled for 30 sin are 10 - 
40 am (8es fig, 13, Chapter 3). If the somatic oella are unsynchronised, 
however, the majority of labelled sootioas are between 3 and 3^) am, 
after 30 min labelling (Fig, 16, Chapter 4), After 60 min labelling, 
the mean labelled length in blastoderm preparations is 34 am and most
lengths are 3 - 5 0  am. The majority of labelled lengths from somaticmin
oella pro-treated with FtNUl and labelled for before 10-70 am, and from 
somatic cells untreated with FOdN and labelled for 60 min, 3 - 4 0  as.
The 8-phase in the ll-J- - 27 hr blastoderm is about 5 hr and 
Oi e 0^ e N U  some 4 hr (Chapter 1 and Fig, 3). Bliilfliiri Ntft
%
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heavily labelled DNA syntheaiaed during the Initial high specific activity 
pulse and lightly labelled DNA synthesised during the subsequent chase 
period.
Where tails can be recognised the pattern is in accordance with 
bidirectional replication (See Fig. 4# Chapter 2).
(il) Igairthfl iPd «aUffliUgtt «Lkm
The labelled sections from DNA fibre autoradiographs from chick 
blastoderms labelled for 30 and 60 min are similar to the lengths of 
labelled sections in DNA fibre autoradiographs from chick somatic cells 
labelled for 30 and 60 min, the similarity being especially true of 
blastoderms when ccmpared with somatic cells not treated with FUdR.
Lengths of labelled sections from chick blastoderms pre-treated 
with FUdR and labelled for 30 and 60 min are shown as histograms in
Fig. 17. After 30 min labelling the mean labelled length is 16 pm and
the majority of lengths are 5 - 30 urn. The majority of labelled lengths 
from somatic cells pro-treated with FUdR and labelled for 30 min are 10 - 
40 Mm (See Fig. 15, Chapter 3). If the somatic cells are unsynchronised, 
however, the majority of labelled sections are between 5 and 30 Mm, 
after 30 min labelling (Fig. 16, Chapter 4). After 60 min labelling, 
the mean labelled length in blastoderm preparations is 34 Mm and most 
lengths are 5 - 5 0  Mm. The majority of labelled lengths from somatic 
cells pre-treated with FUdR and labelled for 60 are 10-70 Mm, and from 
somatic cells untreated with FUdR and labelled for 60 min, 5 — 40 Mm.
The 8-phase in the ll-J- - 27 hr blastoderm is about $ hr and
Gi + Gg + M is some 4 hr (Chapter 1 and Fig. 3). Blastoderm cells were
n«. 17. rwn— By U.tocn« or UballaA tn—  l— €*h* fWa 
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. iA>A» "»»— *—  -f AA»»A. c u t r i r , pKA-tTMtant of 
tb#e# c#llB vith f^MR to r oniy 2 hr v*%ld mymehrwii## lee# then 2C^ of 
the oelle et the begienln* of 8# for thie reeeoe meey mtf^wed oae-eey 
eectlone from hidireotionel replleetiee ualte thmt ialtietetf b^ere 
l^loTdR wee euppUed will he lehelled# eepeoimlly efter ehort period# of 
Imhellimg. It i# not evrprieiac» therefore# thmt the hletogrmm# in 
fig. 17 reeeohlo the hietogr## of lehelled leegthe from eoemtio oelle 
not treeted vith KOdH rmther then the hietogreme ef lehelled length# 
from FUdButreeted eommtic oelle.
A right heed ehoulder ie not very ohvioue la the hietogrene ia 
Fig. 17 em eleo in the hietogreme of lehelled length# from cell# eatreeted 
vith fCdK. A value for the réplication mte of DMA in the blmetoderu can 
be found ia the latter# from the length# of tho "majority** of labelled 
eeotione ia the 15 and 50 min hietogreme. The majority rather than the 
mean length ie taken beoaxiee it ie antioipated that the majority repre^ 
eeate amialy uafueed ene«eay aectiona# a# ia likely after ahort period# 
of li^lliag. The majority of labelled length# after 50 min lahelliag 
are hetveen 5 and 10 am# if much length# are mainly oae-vmy uafueed 
eectlone# the DMA replication rate muat be eome 10 to 20 m /h r one-way. 
3iailmrly# the majority of labelled length# after 60 aim labelling are 
hetveen 15 and 25 Mm vhich auggeete a replication rate of eome 15 to 
25 itt^ hr one-way. The difference in length between the majority of 
length# in the two hietogreme alao give# an eatimate for the rate of 
replication over 50 min# eome 10 - 50 w^hr one-way. the overall value 
for the replication rate ie thei&ere about 10 - 5^  W b r  eae-way.
TABL8 6, Freqmeaoy dletrlVutioa ef ImWrval# between initiation 
peinte for DMA replioation derived free 18 hr-inoubated 
ohiok blaetoderee# pre-treated with FDdR for 2 hr# 
labelled vith ^R-2d£ for 50 ada or labelled with ^ S-TdS 
for 50 min and "ohaeed" for 50 min.
"Chaeed" "Qbchaaed*
initiatiem interval/ em freqmemoy initiationiaterval/em frequency
C - 10 0 0 - 1 0 0
1 1 - 2 0 0 1 1 - 2 0 0
2 1 - 5 0 0 2 1 - 5 0 2
5 1 - 4 0 2 51 - 40 6
4 1 - 9 0 5 4 1 - 5 0 5
5 1 - 6 0 6 5 1 - 6 0 2
6 1 - 7 0 7 6 1 - 7 0 4
7 1 - 8 0 4 7 1 - 8 0 5
8 1 - 9 0 2 8 1 - 9 0 2
91 - 100 1 91 - 100 1
101 - 110 1 101 - 110 1
111 - 120 0 111 - 120 2
121 - 150 0 121 - 150 1
151 - 140 1 151 - 140 1
141 - 150 0 141 - 150 0
151 - 160 0 151 - 160 0
161 - 170 1 161 - 170 0
TOTAL 50 50
NAAN [_____________  “
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Tbt m u  replication rate in aoaatio celle bee been determined ae 
25 to 50 eVhr one-way. The range ie greater ia the above determination 
for bleetodeme. Thie diaparity make# it lopoeaible to aay emphatically 
that replioation rate ie the aame in both cell type# rather than that it 
ie aomevhat elever in the bleetoderm, aa ie the aituation in Tritiurum 
eebryoe. Overall eimilarlty ie the general conclueion to be drawn.
(Ui) InttiAHAA Imtmnml.
Intervale between initiatloa peinte were meaewred from >0 min 
labelled/5 0  aim ehaeed material aa in Chapter 2. Aa previemely mentioned 
taila were often diffieult to reoogniae in theee DMA fibre antoradiographa 
from pulae-chaeed oella. Initiation Intervale were» therefore# alao 
meaawed from umohaaed# 50 min labelled préparation#. Where neighbouring 
labelled eectlone wore of equal length theee were taken to be the two 
one-way unite of a replication unit that had initiated prior to labelling 
at the mi&-#ap between eaoh unite. Initiation intervale were meaaured 
aa the dietanoe from mid-gap to mid-gap between two much o&ighbeuring 
pair# of labelled eectlone arranged In tanden. the reaolto from both 
eerie# of meaeurenente are ahown eeparately aa frequency dietributione 
in Table 6. It wee only poeeible to meaeure 50 intervale aoourately from 
both aete of preparationa. The range of initiation intervale meaaured 
from 50 ein-labellod/50 min cbaeed preparationa ia 50 to 170 pm# the mean 
equal# 69 pa# and moat intervale are between 45 and 70 urn. The range of 
Intervale from 50 min-labelled preparatioae ie 25 to 140 pm# the mean 
equal# 66 pm and the majority of intervale are between 55 and 70 um. 
lUither range nor mean are etrlkingly different uaing either procedure.
It ie uneatimfaotory that auch a Mall number of determinatiome could be 
made# nevertbeleee# the overall mean, 68 pm can be coneidered an
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•pproKlaate v#l##. The aeea laitlatlea Interval fn#m aon-FUdk-treeted eeeetic 
cell# ie 54 we (Fig* 16) end the range 18 to 150 me* The naan initiation 
Interval from FUdH-treated aoaatio celle ie 65 we and the range 25 to 145 wa. 
Neither the range nor the mean diatance between neighbouring initiatien el tea 
determined from 18 hr old blaetoderme ie very different from that feand in 
eomatic celle# with or without prior FUdR treatment.
n m m M i
Before the replication pattern in blaetoderm and eommtl oelle ia com­
pared a qneetion to be coneidered ia whether the 3 hr S-phaae calculated for 
the Ifi to 27 hr blaetoderm (Chapter 1) truly reprwaenta a aborter S-phaee 
than the 7.5 hr calculated for eomatic celle. There are eeveral argumenta 
againet thia diffwrenoe being algnifioent. Firet# the counting of email 
popttlationa of labelled celle la both technique# alwaym amani- that great vari­
ation# can occur between data from different esperimenta (See# for example# a 
review of S-phaae determinatien in Cleaver# 1967). Secondly# the eatimation 
of S-phaee duration in the bleetederm may only be coneidered aa a rough approzi- 
aation becauae no account w#a taken of the foot that the blaetoderm muat 
repreaent an expoaaatially growing population of celle. Thirdly# experimental 
diffwencea made it eaeential for the b-phaaea in both expérimenta te be deter­
mined uelng different teohniquoe. Thia in iteelf may reeult in a variation 
in the data# for different level# ef aeowrmcy muat e<K.w between technique#. 
Fourthly# aa mentioned in Chapter 1# the S-phaee calculated in the preeent 
atudy far chick eomatic cell# ie longer than previoua eetimatea# (Cameren#
1964# Fajita, 1962# Baeeleer# 1968# Uebecq-Butter# 1965) where S jg, 
and ia vivQ waa found to be eome 5 to 6 hr. Thie deaooetratea that aignifi- 
cant variation# ia the value# far S-phaee duration determined in the aame 
tiaaue do occur# they may be due to inherent variation# in the celle# or to 
variatieae in technique# •
'"1
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When blaetoderme are cultured in vitra do the cells retain zaexr 
blamtodem oharacterletiom# or do they take on the oharacterlatlca of 
fibrobleata la tlmeue culture? If the latter la true# thie meuld explain 
the eimilarlty ia & between the two cell typee. Againet thia argument 
are two conaideratioaa# (l ) Blaetodwm# ieolated in vitre at the time 
of primitive streak formation can centimue developing normally at the
mane rate aa that obaerved in vivo until about the 20 eoedte etage# i^ni.e. after 50 heure incubation at 57^C (New# 1955)t although the blaeto-
derma were not alwaya kept intact in the enperimantal procedure need in 
the preeent study it ia probable that at least over the firet few heure 
in vitro the cell cycle and DMA repliogtdon ie similar to that in vivo.
(2) Acoerding to e aenuelaeon (1965) T inoreaeea rapidly ia the early 
blaetoderm in v±v^  (T # 2.1 ±  0.5 hr juet prior to laying and 7.4 ±  2.0 hr 
at idMut the moment of laying). If# aa ie likely# 8 increeeee propor­
tionally with T while development preoeede# them after about 18 hr 
InoidMition T in vivo will be eemewhat greater than 7.4 jt 2 hr and an 
S-phaee in the order of 5 hr ie to be eapected.
The determination of s-phaee duration and the labelling of oella 
fMr DMA fibre autormdiogrMhy was carried out in blastoderme in vitro 
rather them in vivo, beoauee experimentally it was much eimpler and 
beoauee a direct oomparieon could then be made with the in vitra analyaia 
of 2 in somatic colla.
The replioation rate in 18 hr-incwbated blaetoderme la some 10 to 
50 pm/hr <me-way# according to Fig. 17. beoauee blaetoderm cells treated 
with FBdb for 2 hr are virtually une^naehreniaed# many labelled aectiona 
will repreaent one-way unite. Thie 'majority' value ie taken to calculate 
tho replioation rate becauae no 288 ia preeent in either hiatogram and
*
M
If th# 5Uphww 1# Im foot ehorter la the blaatedera and the mean 
laltlatlea laterval and DNA replleatlea ratee are the eane la hath 
hlaetodara and aoaatio oelle# the ealy way in whieh the DNA oovld he 
replioated within a ehorter time ie for the degree ef etaggwrlM in the 
time of ialtiatlea to he loee ia the hlaetodera, Beeaaee emly alight 
ooflgeaaation weald ho reqwdred# it ie anHkely that it would he do tooted
fe'
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and the mean value would inolude two-way labelled eectlone# fueione and 
late etartere. The large preportion of labelled eectlone below about 
10 m  ia the 50 ain hlatogrea and below about 20 |ia ia the 60 min hiato­
gram euggeet that the DMA replication rate in the blaetoderm may be leea 
than that calculated for ohiok aoaatio colla# 2 5 - 5 0 m /hx one-way# if 
auch eectiema ropreeent unfuaed one-way unite. Such leagthe could#
-r>'“
however# repreaent two-way replioation unite that initiated late in the 
lahelliag period or# ae ie meet likely# the fuaioa of converging oneway
“7i--eeotione that occurred early in the labelling period. Thia increaae in 
the presort ion of labelled leagthe ehertor than thoee anticipated if they 
repreaented one-way# unfuaed unite ie alee aeon in the hiatogram of 
li^lled leagthe from moa-FOdN-treated eomatic oella (fig. 16). If thie 
interpretation ie oerreet# the lower value for the rate «T ORA replica­
tion ia the blaetoderm (bbout 10 pa/hr one-way) ie not a valid eatimate.
The mean initiation interval in the blaetoderm ie 66 im (TUble 8).
The mean initiation interval in eomatic celle untreated with fOdH ia 54 
pm (table 6# Chapter 4) and in fOdR-treated eomatic cella# eome 65 pa 
(fig. 7# Chapter 8). Although the mean value ie aligbtly greater in the 
blaetodorm I mampect thia differemoe to be a reeult ef ^  paucity ef 
examplee that could be meaaured in the blnetedem rather than a valid 
Inei
:
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la DMA fibre autoradlographe. In practice# hewaver# the reveree le true# 
namely long gepe between teadea labelled track# are mere frequently 
obeerved in DMA fibre emtoradiegrephe from ehlek blaetederme than from 
ebAck eaeatio oella (ref. Plate# 99# 106 emd 107# and compare with the 
photographe of DMA fibre antoradiegraphe doaerlbed ia Chapter# 2# 5 and 4). 
Sash long #pe imply a great deal of eteggerlagia the time of initiation# 
of neighbouring clnatere ef replioation unita.
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DMA fibre autoradlogrephy le en elogent teoheAque end It eerlte 
fiirtber emploi ietion.
(1) It would be of intereet to confirm# ueing other epeciee imoluding 
the chicken# the work cerrled out by Cellea (1972) on Triturum. tie 
found thet the eieee of the unite Involved in replicetion# end the amount 
of eteggering ia the timing of their iaitletione# differ# in meietie# 
•emetic end embryonic celle in direct reletionehlp to the gree# difference# 
in S-pheee duration in theee cello. Although the 6-pheee duration in tho 
chick blaetoderm after eome 12 heure incubation ha# been ehovn to be
eimllar to that found in eomatic nolle# younger embryo# within the
oviduct prior to laying have auch ehorter h-phaeoe. Menueleeon (l965) 
oeloulate# that a 500 cell blaetoderm in yivo ha# a cell generation time
of 1.75 ^  .25 hr. DNA fibre autoradiograph# prepared from theee young 
embryo# could provide evidence a# to whether or not Callan*# original 
finding# apply to other eukaryote#. DMA ayntheaia in mammalian embryo# 
ha# not yet been loveetlgated by thie technique| there ie plenty of 
information from eomatic cell# in culture with which compariaon# might 
be drawn.
(2) Another queetlon arieiog from the preeent study le whether the 
pattern of DMA replication throughout 8# and therefore the sequential 
replioation of apeclfio parte of tho genome# varies between different 
tieeuee or cell types. Change# in tho replication pattern may well be
related to cell differentiation.
(5) To ay mind# however# the moat important avenue along whieh this 
research could proceed would be an investigation of the relationship
a
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between réplication unite and type* ef DMA, fer «xaaple, aateXXitc DMA, 
heavy ahottlder M A  er "heterechronatia", and probing Meper# the relatioo- 
ahip between repXioatienaX and tranacrlptional unita, auch aa mtaleoXar 
orgaaiaer DMA.
The anawera te theae queetione oeuld be pureued along eeveral 
différant linee# in eoae caaee continuing the inveetlgation la bird#.
It ia not known why bird#, aenotreaee and eoae reptile# have aaall 
aierochroaoaoaea, about 1 pa or leaa (Plate 5). In the Japaaeae quail 
theae mlcroohroaoaeaee are known to be late-replicating, heterochrematic, 
nucleolue-organiaiog and enriched ia heavy ehoulder and eatollite DMA 
(Coaittg# A Mattoccia, 1972b# Brown A Jonoa, 1972). M A  fibre autoradio- 
graphe of eynchroaised Japaaeae quail cello prepared from oella near the 
end of 8 ehould ahow the replication ef predeainantly nicrochroaoaomal 
DMA. It ia poaaible that thia DBA might ehow oharecteriat ioa (auch aa 
the apraya ef l^elled aectiona of equal length aa already noted in the 
chicken in CMpter 4) different from DBA np Heated early in 8. I have 
already begun preliminary inveatlgationa along theae line#.
Chicken nlcrochromoaone# do not appear to be late replicating 
(Sobmid, 1962# Blanchi A Molina, 1967) nor heteroohromatio aeoordlng to 
Ohne (l96l) although Arrlghi A Stofe# (1971 ) contradict thia fimdlag.
Like Japaaeae quail they aro omcleolar-organiaing and earichM ia heavy 
ehoulder DBA (Coming# A Mattocoia, 1972b). If ^lorochromoaomea could be 
eeparated from the large chromoaemea after labelling, a direct inveati- 
gation of their replication could bo made. In a preliminary way I have 
attempted to uae the chremeeoee aeparation procedure outlined by %ie 
A Schildkraut (1967, 1969) and the method for iaolating nucleoli outlined 
by Sohildkraut A Naio (1968). Thia latter technique waa uaed on the baaia
— IJ6 •
X ï m t Blcroohroweoww #r# a*ol*el%#-0rgmnl#ia* «ad would bo ooporotod 
mloog with miclooli*
roplieotloa la chiekoa and Jopoaooo quail aicrochromaeo### 
could alac be compared# and further attempt# made to determine whether 
or not ehioken microchromeaomeo are heterecbromatic* To thia end 1 have 
already carried out aome diagnootlo ataiaim# roaetiona# If chiokea 
fiicrochromooomea prove to be non-heterochroma tic # aa baa been claimed# 
then differenoo# between the replication pattern of chicken and quail 
miorochromoaomae might provide a guide aa to the relatioaahlp between the 
'packing' of chromatin and the pattern of BMi replication#
k more direct attack on thia problem would follow if Dhi could be 
fractionated into varioua oompoaanta auch aa main band# heavy ahoulder# 
and aatellito in muoh a way that relatively long# unaheared leagtha 
could be harveated# Celle could bo labelled with ^B-Tdh according to 
varioua protocole# the 8hi fractionated and then fibre autoradiograph# 
prepared from the individual fraction## Rori a Lark (unpubliahed) have 
very raoomtly outlined auch a method whereby aatellito Dili ia iaolated 
in length# of about tOO pa from main band D M  ia the kangaroo rat# 
Pipodoaye erdii. Theae autbara have proceed DRA fibre autoradiograph# 
of iaolated aatellito DMA# and hem demon#trated that thia PXA ia charao- 
teriaed by very abort tandemly arranged replication unite#
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!• DKA fibre eutoredlogrephy has been used to atitdy the replication
of chroaoaeeal DXA from chick aoaatlc cells in tiaaue culture at 
57*C, with or without FtJdR pre-treatment# and from FOdE-treated 
chick blaatoderm cello.
2. amplication proceed# aa first described by Bubermaa k kigg# (1966). 
Tandealy arranged unit# replicate bidlrectionally fro* forte-like 
growing points# slater strand# replicating concurrently# dwidence 
against the existence of defined termini ia presented#
3. The rate of replication in these chicken cell# 1# aome 25 to 30 
tWhr one-way. The mean interval between adjacent initiation site# 
for replication ia similar in all three cell type# but ia moat 
accurately determined from FUdB-treated chick aoaatio cell## being 
63 pm# range 25 to 145 urn.
4. This mean value is either within the range or a# much as twice a# 
long a# estimate# obtained by other authors for varioua mammala. 
C«valuea In the ehioken and mammalian specie# are 1.45 and about
3 pg respectively. Clearly in thia comparison the mean initiation 
interval ia not related to c-value.
5. The ü-pha#e la estimated to be 7.5 hr in chick somatic cells and 
5 hr in the blaatoderm. fhm replication pattern i# much the same 
in both and i# therefore related to U-pha#e duration# not oell 
type. From value# of replication rate# mean initiation interval 
and L-fhaac# it i# olear that only about one-seventh of the DIA 
ia replicated at any one time during 8 in somatic cells#
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6. It h## been cXeieed that F04E dee# set oeapletely block DSU
eyntheal#» and that it proaotoa unnatural initiation point# from 
which repair ayntheai# proceed#* However FOdH a# need in the 
experiment# deacribed in thia theal# ha# neither of theae effect#*
7« Although initiation interval# and the timaa of initiation# vary,
neighbouring interval# tend to be aimilar in length and neighbouring 
unit# tend to initiate together. Cluatera of oonotrrently replicat­
ing, neighbouring unit# are bordered by long atreiche# of DMA 
%ëich are replicated at different tij
6. Autoradiograph# from uaaynchroniaed aomatic cells shew %pray# of
cloaely arranged tandem labelled tracks, in which the track length# 
are remarkably nmiferm. It ia •uggeated that theae ai^ raya represent 
the replication of satellite bRA.
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Plate I. Chick eoaatic cell monolayer grown in tiaeue culture at
T7®C. Coveralipa were laid down in flaaka and cell mono­
layer# allowed to form over them. Theae coveralipa were 
removed from the flaaka, mounted on elide# and photographed 
under phaae contraat.
Plate 2. Chick blaatoderm incubated for 16 hour# at 37^C, iaolated 
1^ vitro and Immediately photographed.
p. primitive atreak; a.p. area pelluclda# a«o. area opaqua. 
The diameter of the blaatoderm ia about 6 mm.
Plate 3. A metaphaee chroaoaome complement from chick aomatic cell# 
in culture, fixed directly on a elide in 3 parte absolute 
methanol to 1 part glacial acetic acid, air-dried and 
atained in 2^ aceto-orcein. 6 pairs of large chromosomes 
are apparent. The estimated number of aicrochromosimMS 
in the diploid chick cell is 66 (Hammier, 1970).
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Plate 4» Eepreaentatlve portion of a whole cell autoradiograph
used ia the ezperieent to determine the 8-phaae duration 
ia chick aomatic celle ia culture at 37^* Cell# were 
pulee-lahelled with ^H-Td& and then allowed to continue 
growth ia unlabelled medium for up to 22 hr. Thia 
autoradiograph was prepared from cello harveated 8 hr 
after the termination of labelling. Both a labelled 
and an ualabelled aet of metaphaee ohrenoaomea are 
ahowa. Labelled mitoaaa and interphaaaa are ef cell# 
which ware la 8 when ^K-Tdk warn applied. %labelled 
aiteaea mad iaterphaae celle repreaent cella ia 
0^, or X when ^ R-Tdk waa applied.
Plate 3. kepreaentative portion ef a whole cell autoradiograph 
used ia the experiment to determine the duration of 
Gg + Gg + M in the 12 to 27 hr-incubated chick 
blaatoderm. Thia emaaple ia from a preparmtiea ef 
cella harveated following oentiauoua labelling with 
^B-TdR for 12 hr. Notice the 4 unlabelled nuclei 
at lower centre.
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Plate 6. The effect of the ^dltiem of 4% 10*^ X FGdB and urldlae 
oa chick aoaatio cella la culture. Coatrol cella were 
untreated, while expérimental cella were treated with 
fUd& aad uridine for 16 hr. Both aeta of cella were 
then pulaa-labelled with ^H-Td£ and whale cell 
autoradiographa prepared.
(a) whole oell autoradiograph from oeatrel cella 
(h) whole cell autoradiograph from experimental cell#. 
The ohaerved inoreaae la the number of labelled cella 
following fUdX treatment repreaenta the fraction of 
celle ayaohroalaed at the beginning of 6 by FUdX.
Plate 7. Two DXA fibre autoradiographic preparatlona photographed 
under darb-field condltiona. Each photograph ahowa the 
silver grain distribution in the over-lying autoradio­
graphic film from a aillipore filter derived from a 
dialysis chamber in which DBA was iaolated from 
labelled chick aomatic cella.
(a) DXA fibre autoradiograph with silver grain diatrl- 
btttioB indicative of too hi^ a density of DBA fibres 
oa the under-lying aillipore filter.
(b) DXA fibre autoradiograph with a aparae but sufficient 
spread of DMA fibres on the under-lying aillipore filter. 
The diameter of each filter wee about 13 am.

Plat## 8 ta 21 ar# phatagrapba af SKA fltea autaradiacrapba 
fraa FOUUtraated okkictc aoaatio call# laWllad far 
30 alA and Nhaaad for 30 aia* Biatar atraad 
aaparatiaa la avldaat la Plata 11 and la part af tha 
txaite la Plata# 10 and 20« Haavlly idballad t r a ^  
daaata lagiaa# wbleh vara rapllaatad daring tha flrat 
30 aim labaniag parlad, track# af dlalniahing grain 
daaalty (talla) daaata raglaaa which rapHoatad 
darlag tha ohaaa, Baaally lahallad traeka with taUa 
at hath aada rapraaaat raglaaa which laitlatad daring 
tha \ahall1ng parlad, wharaaa haarlly lahallad trad# 
with tail# at aaa cad only rapraaaat coatlnalag 
raplicatlaa fraa raglaaa i^ tiah had already laitlatad 
hafarc lahalllnç, Bath af thaaa typaa of track# arc 
neatly ta ha aaaa caaiag late oaaflaanoa with thalr 
nal#haara. %ha haeviiy Ihballad track oanyiag a 
tail, aaeaad fraa tha right ia Plata 8 faoaa at Ita 
akvhpt and a conwargiag tall fraa a maWAawrlag 
raplioatlon aadt; each a wait nay ha oonaidarad to 
ha a# asa^pla af waldiractianal rapllcatlam. All 
other wait# ia Plata# 6 «* 22 ahaw grain dlatrlhntian 
pattern# In aaeardamoa with hldlraetieaal raplicatlaa. 
The clnatarlag af oaaawrtaatly aatlwa tandan replicas 
tiem wait# Im Plata# 8 « 22 awggaate that wait# 
Initlatimg aara or laaa alnnltamaewaly af tan tend to 
ha elwnpad tagathar In anal I grawpa* The nariaa af 
tr#Wk# la tha eaotra af Plata# 16 and 17 provide tha 
kind af avidaaoa iddah nagatea tha aniatanoe af 
daflnad taaaial. Phrthar enplaaatlam In tart.
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Plmt## 13 t© 53 pWtëgrmph© ©f DMA flta© autondiefmph© 
fa©» IWUtv©©t©A odlok «©«©tic ©©XI» X©b©Xl©d 
©l$h far 13 ©im. âlctar ©iimnd ©©pamtloii
1© z©ar©Xy ©rliaat ©ft«ar 15 ©in b©n©n—  ooatimww© 
X©mt Imngih# ©f OKI h#v# mot b©©& ropilomtmd ia 
th© p©©#©mg© ©f X © M l. Im amagr ©©©#© th© o©aoH©» 
imatXp #©tiv© a©pll©©ti©m ©ait© ©»© ol©©t«©d ia 
©h©rt t©ad©a ©©ray©# b©r4wr©d »t ©itbtr ©id© by 
©mlaWllod# yr©©wa©bly ©ai©pli«©t©d DM# ©# la 
Flat©» #  ©ad aoat notably im Flat© 3t.
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Plata© 94 t© 43 ©r© pb©to#©ph© ©f UKà fib©*©
a©Lt«©ailagvapba t r m  PWUtreatad ©bi©k 
©OMtie e©Ua lahallad ©ith H jhsl far 
30 aftju Plat© 39 ©>m©» alatar ©iratid 
©aparatlaa. 4© im ©thar JMk flta© 
©at©r©di©©r©#ba ©hewn la thl© ©tady# 
o©aoarr©mtXy aetiv© r*plioatl*a ©alt© 
©ftaa ©canr «laa© t©##tb©r la taint©© 
#©©#*©©©# ©.#. Plata© 39 ©ad 39.
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Plmt## 44 to 5é ar# ;Aotogr^ph© of DMA fibro autorodlogroph#
from POdiv-trooiod cblek ooaotle coll# Imbollod vlth
for 40 mla. Mmoy oramplo# of oiotor #tr#ad
•oporatiott axo ovldont vboro long coatioaoo# loogth#
%of OiA haoo roplioatod la tho proaonco of fUTdlt 
and tho aooly ayathoaiaod otraado havo aorod apart, 
o.g. Plato# 44, 44, and 49. Long labollod longth# 
(Plato 44) Wiioh roproooat tho fuaio* of too or aoro 
Dolghboariag roplination unit# aad/or nolghboarlag 
ono-oay ©action# are aoro ovldont aftor 40 mln labol- 
ling than 1# autoradiograph# from coll# labollod for 
ohortor porioda* In Plato 47 tho dlvoroo labollod 
longtba dooonotrato that a oluator of ropllcation 
unit# having olmllar oharaotorlatlc#, Ilk# th# oluator 
of noighbouring abort track# to tho loft of th# 
photograph, can occur ia taadom vlth xopllcatlon unit# 
vlth different eharactoriatioa* Another auch duo tor 
of abort, ©aual labollod longth# aoparatod by abort 
unlabollod gap# 1# ahovn la Plato 54, although In 
thia caoo tho oluator la not la tandoa vlth othor 
diaalallar replication unit##
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flat## 57 to ^  #r# photograph# of SKA flhro outoroAiofxmpho 
fro# H}dE*tro#tod ohlek ooootio ooXI# labollod for 
120 aia# Tho Xoog iraeka aro tho roaolt of foalooa 
botvoon Boighbouriag oaito* Stator otraaA aopar*- 
tloa la ovidomt la Plato# 63 and 64# % o  gap# 
botoooa neighbouring traeka la tho aplit region la 
Plato 64 doneto that replication had already 
atartod bofero proviaiea of label# Tho long 
unlabollod gap in tho tandoa aoquonoo la Plato 62 
ouggoate that thia la a portion of tho DSA la which 
replication had not oeciuned within 2 hr of 
labolllag# i#o. Indloatimg at loaat 2 hr ataggoriag 
la initiation tiaao. Tha long tandoa aoquoaoo of 
ahort aiallar labollod leagtha and abort aiallar 
non-labollod gap# in Plato 59 doaoaatratoo that 
neighbouring replication unite any have aiallar 
tiaao of initiation and aiallar initiation Intervale#
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66 to 89 or# pbotogrmph# of DMA flVfo ootondlogropbo 
fro* ohlok oomotlo oollo not pfo»tro#t#6 with rauu 
Plato# 66$ 67 a#6 79 or# from oollo laVoXlod for 
19 aim* Plato# 68» 69» 70 ##6 78 arm from ooll# 
labolloA for 90 mla» Plato# 71» 72» 76 am# 77 aro from 
ooll# laWllo# for 90 mla amd ohaaod for 90 mla»
Plato# 74» 79» 80 and 81 aro from ooll# lab#Ho# for 
60 mla am# Plato# 79 am# 82 to 89 aro from ooll# 
lab#Ho# for 120 aim. Tbo labollo# trmokm la thoo# 
autoradiograph# do mot almay# #hoo am laoroa## la 
longth with Imorooaimg laholllmg dmrmtlom# thi# 1# 
much moro eharlou# Im DMA fIhro autoradiograph# from 
ooml-oynohromlmod eoHo. %ort lahollod loagth# aro 
ofton apforoat evom oftor 60 am# 120 aim laholllmg» 
am mbornn Im Plato# 80» 81» 89 am# 89. ohort
lomgth# oottl# arioo from fumo# omo^ ofay oootlom# of 
nolgfehoarlmg ropUcatlom umlt# that Imltlatod prior 
to laholllmg hut vhloh oomtlmuo# ropllomtlwk mad foood 
oorlj im tho laholllmg porlod or» altornatlvoly thoy 
could arioo from ropllcatlom wit# that imltlatod 
Qoar tho on# of tho laholllmg porlod. Plato 67*
69» amd 70 ahoo oraaplo# of oaall cluator# of abort 
lahollod track# of almllar lomgth vhleh mmat arioo 
from Imltlatlom alto# opacod vary eloao togothor, 
far oloaor than tho moan imltlatlom latorral. Tall# 
of docraaalmg grain domalty rofloctlmg DMA aynthoaisod 
durliMi tho chaao porlod oma only ho tomtatlvoly 
Idontiflod la Plato# 71» 72» 76 and 77#
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Plato# 86 to 90 aro loo-pooor photomicrograph# of DMA fihro 
autoradiograph# fro# chick #o##tio ooll# not pro* 
troatod with PUdR and all lahollod with ^iUTdR for 
60 Bln. Sach photograph show# on# or two "#pr#ya" 
of DMA# tho lahollod unit# within each apray aro 
vary almllar la longth* Plato 66 ahow# a opray con* 
talalng vary long lahollod longth# awggoating that 
fualon may bavo occurrod hotwoom eloaoly apaood 
nalgbhoaring roplloatlon unit# which initiated at 
a almllar tlmo# l.o. aom# tim# daring tho 60 mln 
laholllag period* Plato 67 ahow# a apray ooatainlng 
ralatlvoly abort lahollod unit#* Plato 68 ahow# a 
apray oontalnlng vary abort lahollod length#$ far 
ahortor than would ho anticipa tod from tho catlmatod 
replication rata if the uni to roproaontod ono-way 
aoctiona* Laballod aoctioaa which appoar to ho in 
tawdoa in Plato# 67 and 66 are moatly to ho aeon in 
claatora# tho diatameo hotwoom noighhourimg auction# 
being amall i*o# loaa than 60 #m* Plato# 69 and 90 
each ahow two adjacent# diaaiailmr aprmya.
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flmto# 91 to 107 or# photograph# of DMA fibre # tormdlographo 
from ohiok blootodormo iaeubotod for hr ioolatod 
in vitiQ- fl&Uwtrootod and lahollod with 
Plato# 91 and 92 and 101 to 103 aro from blaatodorm# 
lahollod for 30 mln# Plato# 93 to 95, 99 and 100 
and 104 aro from hlaatodorm# lahollod for 60 mia; 
Plato# 96 to 90 and 105 to 107 aro from blaatodorm# 
lahollod for 30 mis aad chaaod for 30 mla# Slator 
•trand aopmratioa la ovidont la Plato 97 and la 
part of tho tandoa aoquooco la Plato 96# Vary long 
aalahollod loagth# aoparatlng two lahollod uaita, 
a# la Plato# 99» 106 and 107 aro moro froqaontly 
proaoat la thaoo DMA fibro autoradiograph# than la 
thorn# from ohiok aamatic oolla# 3moh long unlahollod 
loagth# auggoat that initiation Intorvala may 
aomotiaoa ho vary long and/or that groat ataggoring 
ia tho tim## of initiation# occur## Thi# pattora 
alao domonotrato# that DMA replication ia not 
rapidly oomplotod, a# ia gonorally the ca#o in 
embryonic tiaauoa.
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